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PRI Just Received by
PYE & WALTON, No. 6 lain Stroot.
ii
A tomplete line of Cinitutu-M Wit Suits, coneleting of Cheviots, in 
all the
new mod popular mixtures, plain anti fancy Worsteds. Corkserrus and 
Casal-
meres in new arid desirable patterns. The entire eto••k lots been "elected with
great care, made up after the very latest patterns and by best 
workmen.
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/1 made, elegantly finished and can't fail to please. ri.
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Large Assortment, Low Priceu
PMCI.A.T._STY
M. F. SLIRYER.
11 1 COHPANiNSVILLE WAREHOUSE
HANBERY & SHRYER, Prop'rs.,
RAILROAD STREET, Bet. 10th and 11th.
E.W.11lictor,
Carriage Maker.
Cor. Virginia and Spring Sts.,
str-Citreful attention given to outvoting and selling all 'rebates) temeigneti u ne. Hopkinsvilles - - Kentucky.
LIBERAL ADVANCES ON TOBACCO IN STORE.
Good Quarters for Teams and Teamsters.






Hopkinsville, - - Ky.
Ample A crittemoilatitin for 'frame arid TI.ItIllner• Fre,- el I hare.
W. (I. WHEELER JOHN /4 1111.1..
W. H. I ttii,. Hook -Keeper
WHEELER, MILLS & CO„
Tobacco Warehousemen & Commission Merchants
AND GRAIN I)EALE11S,,
JE`irsat.iEPIrc•csir lidgirell.T4E033.4::•1111111545.
Russellville and Ralfroud Street', Hopkinsville, Ky.
Liberal Advance on Consignments. All Tobacco sent us Covered by Insurance.
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HOPKINSVILLE. KY.,
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Fine Cutlery, Knives and Razors!
HOUSE FURNISHING GOODS!





In a apreialty in no line. IetleP
A Full Stock
in this Mold always•in !lend, and mem-emend
thr- I enter spring to AO Malone( Ali ran) riding,
ell drulaiiced Maw .
Barouches & Pitons




Will always erosive prompt attention, le door




Obtained for new inventions, or (et improve•
manta on old ones, for medical or other NOB -
pounds, trade-marks and labels. (.:aveats, As-
signments, interferences, Appeals, Snits for In.
fringements, and all castes arising under Patent
Laws promptly attended to. Inventions that
have been REJEbTED hy the Patent oflice 'Ley
still, in most cases, be pateuied by us. Being ep-
somite the U. S. Patent °Wee Department, and
being engaged in the Patent business exclusive-




i,more prey  and With broader claims,
than those who a remete from Washington.
INVENTORS, ad us a emtlel oe *ketch of
your device. We make examinations and ad-
vice as to patentebility, free of chatge. All cor-
respondence strictly confidential. Prices low,
and no charge unlese pateat is ()enured.
We refer In Washington to Hon. Post-Waster
General D. M. Key, Rev. F. D. Power, The
German-American National Bask, to officials in
the U. 8. Patent (Mee, and to Senators aad
RepreirentatIves in it °epees, and especially le
our clients in every state in the Union a..d
il; an lots..
C. A. SNOW & CU.,
Opp.Patent Office. Washington, D. C
31.001C 01171H
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MAN—A—LIN
This remedy is universally sr K no o :
to be the best and most positive re
ator of the Liver and Bowels know.
man. Dyspeptda, Constipation, Mil
nee., Torpidity,Headaehe,Disziness
•as Bad Taste, Eructations, Furze,
engulf, 0 slave Perspiration and Sal
w C if zel disappear as if b
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It has stood the Test of Years,
in Curing all Diseases of the
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disappear at once under
Its beneficial influence.
It is purely a Modiste,
as its cathartic proper
ties forbids its use as s
beverage. Ills pieti-
sm is Om Wine and •
easily 4a11041 by clued-
rea as adults,
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I Premium, • - 11E000.00
2 Premiums, • $500.00 each
6 Premiums, • $25000 "
7* Premiums, • $100.00 "
ItIPresslumat t $43.14
100 Premiums, $16.00 i t
1,000 Premiums, • 610.00 it
For full particulars and directions see Circe
er in every pound of Agin-CELLS' (!eri-xs.
ommercial Co ege LEXINGTON. KY.
itypinst & Beet Business College in the World
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D. H. BALDWIN & CO.,
236 Z'olarth.
Louisville, : :Ky.
Choice Styles cf Organt for the Sit-
ting Boom, Library aacl Hall.
LOANS
015 PRON110NOKY MOTEM.
W A NT ED-Notee of well rated business men
ft r one month to twelve menthe Simeints
11,01AI to I1,00u,0110. Strictly eenfidentird and
safe. lintels given, settlements Houle. terms-
tendence WItli&011e 4. W. Pt reTkit, Banker,
40 Broadway, N.
JESS•
Eq" H. RIDER liAGGARD,
istaireet•N rz Soletnee'afill INS :Shah.
At the headquarter ramp John went in and
explained the circumstances of his depnrture.
At first the offieer who was temporarily In
coniniand--the comuunidant having been
wounded at the mune time that Jibm was-.
rather demurred to his going, especially when
he learned that be hail paswesi his word not to
carry dispatches. Presently, however, he
thought better of it, and said he immersed that
it was all right, as he could not see that their
going eoulil do the garrison any harm;
"rather the reverse, in fact, because you can
toll the people how we are getting on in this
God forsaken hole. I only wish that some-
body would give inn a paw, that's all ;" where-
won John shook hands with him and left,
to find an eager crowd gathered outside.
The news of their going had got abroad,
and everybody was running down to hear the
truth of it. Such an event as a departure
out of Pretoria had not happened for a couple
of months and more, and the excitement was
proportionate to its novelty.
"I say, Niel, le it true you are goingr
hallooed out a burly farmer,
"How the deuce did you gist a pan)' put in
another nom with ft face like a weasel. He
was what Ls known as a "tioer vernuker"
(literally a -Boer cheater"), that is, a travel-
ing treder whose business it is to beguile the
simple Minded Dutchman by selling hint
worthless goons et five time their cost. "I
have loads of friend, Among the 1.34)"s•
hysilkistrate, 
"does not w walk put
There is ly a Itae*e Traasvaai who
--"and yet I have
tried ell now"-("And you know a good
deal," said the same pude tnanje.septi I can't
get a peas."
"You don't suppose those poos Boars are
going to let Yhtl out when once they have got
you in?" went on the tormentor, "Why,
man, it's against human nature. You've got
ell their wool; now to you think, they want
you to have their skin tool"
Whereupon the weasel faced individual
gave a howl of wrath, and pretended to make
a rush at the author of thiee random gibes
waiting half way for somebody to stop lam
and prevent a breavh of the peace.
"Oh, Mi.t.4 Croft!" cried out a woman In
the crowi I, who, like Jests hail been trapped in
some altrerenees in tilt' pest. I hope that the
service I am doing you will prove that I, fee
one, Tear no 'milieu I will go further. As
I told you before, I was to blame in that
affair in the inn yard at Wakkendnoni Let
us shake hands and enil what we csrinnot
mend," and he steylied forward and extended
his hand.
Jess turned to see what wouLl happen.
She knew the whole story, and hoped he
would not take the 111811'h hand; then, rentem-
tiering their position, she hoped be would.
John turned color • little, and then deliber-
ately drew himself up and put his hand be-
hind his back.
"I am very sorry, Mr. Muller," he said,
"but even in our present position I cannot
shake hands with you; you well know why."
Juts IttlIV a flush of the furious passion, which
was his weak point, spread Awl( ONLY the
Boer's face.
"I do not know, Capt. Niel Be so good as
to explain."
"Very well. I will," saki John, calmly.
"You tried to a.seassinato rue.* •
"What Ile you mean!" thundered Muller.
"What I say. You shot at no twice under
pretense of firing at a buck. Look here!"-
and he took up his soft black hat, which
he still hail-"here is the mark of one of your
bullets! I did not know about it then; I do
now, and I decline to shake hands with you."
By this time Muller's fury had got the better
of him. 'olfqi, shall answer for that, you
Englah liar!' he said, at the same time
clapping his hand to his belt, in which his
hunting knife was placed, Thus for A few
seconds they stood face to face. John never
•••••
Pretoria while pia a flying yialt, eif you earl .
get a line down to my husband at Narita- Ines squint 1140E NO SAL*.
burg, to tell Iiiin that I ant well, except for flinehed or moved. There tee stood, quiet
the rheunuaisiul. from sleeping fin the wet and strung es mow old stubby tree. Ins plain,
d;groun and tell hire to kisa tile twins for homat free iota watchful eye affurding
me." strange contrast to the beautiftil but de-
"I say, Niel, tell those Beers that we will monies' countenance of the great Dutch-
glve them a good Iiiilitig yet, when
Colley relleveri me" sung out a jelly young
Englishman in the uniform of the Pretoria
carbhwera Ile little knew that poor Colley
-kind hearted English gentleman that is of yours. But, in the meantime, I wish to
was-watt sleeping peaiefully under sus, remind you that I have a pate signed la- yAr
feet of groutearith n Beer bullet through his own general gaaraideeing our safety. Aud
brain. pow, Mr. Muller," with a flash of the blue
-New, Capt. Niel, If you me ready, we eyes. "I am readyst' The Dutchman drew the
knife and then replaced it in its sheath. F
a moment he was minded to end the matter
then and there, lot ewitienly peurenteredi
eyelet les rage, that there was a wither".
A pass front the general:I" he said, forget-
ting his catition in his fury; "Much good a
luirs from the general Pi likely to lie to you,
You an., in my power, man! If I cheese to
close my latnil I can crush you. But there-
slit-rut," tie added, checking himself, "perhaps
/ ought to make allowancee. Yowere one of
the two Boers cantered along behind. At the a defeated people, and no doulAstre sore, and
end of this time, however, just as they were say what you do not mean. Anyhow, there
pproaching the Red House, where Frank , Is an end of it, especially in the preavece 9; p.
Muller had obtainedithe pass front the general kitty. Some day we ratty be able to settle
on the previous day, one of the Boers rode up our trouble like nice, Capt. Niel; till then,
and told them, roughly enough., that they with your pernihaimu, we will let it drop."
aiefai eutspaa at the house, *here they "Quite so, Mr, Muller," said John, "only you
-exult get some food. As it was past 1 o'clock must not ask, The- to shake Lands with your"
they were by lie means sorry to hear this, and
eceoniingly John drew up the cart i0.0out
tlftY yards from the place end they proorseded
to get the horses out, and, buying watched
them roil anti drink, proceeded to the house.
The two Boers, who had also oft-saddled,
were already eating on the veranda, and
when Jess looked inquiringly toward them,
or.e of them pointed with his pipe toward
tae little room. Taking the hint they entered,
and found 'a Hottentot woman just setting
some food upon the table.
sFeries diuner; let gs ee, it," said John;
*goatees knaws when we shall getsseny
went" and, acteordiugly, be sat down.
t trek," said one ef the fliers, in Dutch,
suiting the action to the word by catching
the near itIneler a wham cut with his riding
slarnbock that piede him lump pearly out
Of the tracee. 
. ,
Away started ,the hansca with a
scattering the crowd to the right and left,
tied amid A volley of farewells they were Off
upon their homeward journey,
}or more than an hour nothing particular
happenoi. John drove on at a fair Irttl.6, and
MAIL Preatettly he bloke in measured tones.
"I have proved myself 4 better man than
yourself °nee, Frank Muller, and if nose:wary
I will again, witwithstandiug that knife
"• Very good, Capt. Niel; and mar, if Dee
Wili ell" ate, will tell the boy to get your
banes in; we must be getting on if we are to
reach Heidelberg to-night" And he bowed
himself out, feeling that his temper hail once
more endangered the success of his plans_
"Curse the man!" he said to himself, "he is
what those English call a gentleman. It was
brave of him to refuse to take my hand when
he is In my power."
"John," said Jess, as soon es the *tor had
domed, "4 ant eirald off that man. If I
hail understood that he haul anything to do
with the pas I would not have taken it. I
thought that the writing was familiar to me.
As he did so the two Boers came In, and Oh, dear! I wish we had stopped at Fre-
sno of them male •0111e sneering remark that Writs."
made the other look at them and -laugh in-
sultingly.
John flushed up. but took no notice. In-
deed, be thought it taloa not, for to tell the
truth, be did riot much like the appearatice of
these tsve warthias. fine of Liana' wee e
smooth, pasty faced man, with a peculiarly
villainous exprOaion of countenance and a
prominent toetli that prejeetot in ghastly
Lsolation over his louver lip. The other was p.
small man, with ,a sardonic saiale anti it pro.
(maim 4 Llace point and whiskere on his
face, and long Lair hanging on his shoulders.
Imbed, when he smiled more vigorously than
usual, his eyebrows came- dewn and his
whiskers &deemed, and his mustathe went
up till there was scareuly any f..cti left, and
lie looked mete like a great bearded monkey
than a man. This man was a Boer of the
wildest type front the fee Ironlers of Zoun of cry, "not that."
"Well, I don't know that it are,41 matterpueberg, am' did not understate' a word of
English. Jess nicknamed him the Vilder- much." he said• with an approaeh to cheer-
Neste, trent his like-rue-at tel that ferocious fultiese weich wee rather a failure. "It wouht
looking nail hairy animal. Tha other man, Save one a deal of worry, ana only antiensite
on the eontrary, uetterstand Faiglieh perfectly, things a bit. But there, I frig,litenisi you,
and liar.- toy that he is, for the present, atfor he bail posed ruauy ye-are of his llfe in
Natal, having left that Solony on account of atty rate, an honest inan, and has no inters-
some little indiscretion about thrashing kit!- ekes on my person, Look I there is lioutt
firs that hail brought him into collision with calling us. I wonder if those hrates bevel
the petal laws. Him Jthill named the Urn- I given him anything to Cat.. Well collar the
corn. on act-omit of his ono gleaming tusk. rest of this leg of mutton on chance. At any
The Unicorn us-as an unusually pears man, rate, Frank Muller shaait starve toe to
and on arriving 'Statile table let, nu-, a.s4011..dliNtailse-
tinibiluitent, gently but firmly 
death," and with a cheerful laugh he left the
room_
knife with wiiii(h Ire was about to cut the In a few minutes they were on their read
inent 
again. As they started Fretie Muller came
"W.hat's the inatter"" said John. nii, took off his hat and informed them that
The Boer allook his heal sadly. "No won- he would probably join them on the tnorrovr
der you Ilitglisli are an ilecursed race, and, below Heidelberg, in which town they woula
have been giu Over nit, our hands as the find every preparation to enable theta to
great king Agog was givsn into the hands( of even(' the night comfortably. If he (lid not
the Israelites, so that we have hewed 3-out to join them it would be because he was detained
rime& You sit down to meat and give no on duty. In that case the two men had his or-
thanks to the deer Lord," and lie threw back den's to escort them safely to Mooifontein,
his head pial sung (nit a portentously long and, he added significantly, "I do not think
Dutch grace through his teee. Not content you will be troubled with any further entice
with that, he put to work to transfate it into liteness."
English, which took a good time; nor was the In anether mouieut he had galloped of? on
rendering every finished one in the result. bis great black horse, leaving the pair cour.id-
The Vilderbeeste grinned sardonically and erably mystified and not a little relievol
put in a pious "Ameii," and then at last they 'We'll," sail John, "at any rate that does
were allowed to proceed with their dinner, not look like foul play unless, indeecl, be has
willels on the whole, WIL41101 • pleasuint one. gone on to prepare a warm reception for us."
But then they could not expect much pleasure Jost shrugged her shoulders; she could not
undur the circtunitances, so they just ate make ft out; and then they settled themselves
their food and made the best of a bad job. down to their long end lonely drive. They
After all, it might have leen worse; they hail forty odd miles to cover, but the guides,
or rather the guard, would only consent tomight have had ;to dinner to eat.
- - their out.spatining once, which they did on
CIIAPTElt XXII. the open veldt a little before sunset. At sun-
down they inspeened again and started acrossON TAX ROAD.
the darkening veldt. The road was In aThey ha t just finishol their meal, nnd were
shocking state, anti until the moon got up,about to leave the table, when eteltienly the
whe-h it dhl about 9 o'clock, the j•,urney wasdoor opened, and who should appear at it but both diflieult and dangerous. After thatFieink Muller himself. Then, was no mis- things were u little letter; and at last, about
take about him; there he avocet, stroking his
11 O'CIOCk, they got tnto Heidelberg. Thelong, golden beard, nut big, as handsome, rime
town seemed Rho' Rit deserted. Evidently the
to Jess' ll i ll 41, as evil looking as ever. The great body rif the Boers Well, at the tint andcold eyes fell upon John withal glance of rec.
ogit 
only left a guard at their seat of govern-ition, and then something like a snide be itail -
gan to play round the corners of the fine cut,"•"1ti.:here ere we to outspent" asked John ofcruel mouth. Suilileely, hots-ever, his ga.ze the Unicorn. mho was jogis; ing out aiong,,,ide,
lit upon the two Itoens one of whom was
picking hi, teeth with a steel fork and the 
apparently half asleep.
'Lt the hot4-1," was the shoi t reply, and
other lighting his pipe within a few niches of "'thither they went, and thankful enough they
Jostle-ad, said inetantly Lis face grt,w stern were to Lee there. and to Mel, from the lights
and angry. - in the windows, thet the pimple were still up."What did ; tell you two merit" he mid; Standing at the 11111 door, holding a light
"that you were tee to eat with the prisoners, above her lwad, they found a plearant I•erk
(this word stru•-k awkwardly on JeStr,' ear).
'I told you that they were to be treatol with ',"g r‘;"gushw"maa, who weltx)immi then'
all respect, and here I (Intlyousetruwliag over detullt.a-Zik Muller was here three hours ago
anthe table 
anil smoking in their fame Bo off "n told tee to expect you," she raid; "and
With. you!"
The onooth faced man with the tusk rose 
mi EniglLsh feet' again,
at iinee with a sigh, pin down the steel fork 
is Couch. lu-li nile,It-ant tell 300 My 
"Mimi-sots& tie eured must be endured,"
said John, again. ' 'The only thing to do s
to make the best of it, and get on SS We care
You will be all right anyhow, but lie hatea
nte like poison. I suppose that it is on ac-
ceutit of Bootie.
"Yes, that's 11," said Jere; "he is madly OA
love with Beene, or was."
"It is curious to think that a num like that
can be in love,a remarked John, as he lit his
plpe, "but it only show-n what queer mix-
tures people are. I any, Jess, if this fellow
hake me so, what made him give me the
pass:, eh! What's his gamer'
Joss shook her heaa as she ftn•wered, "I
don't know, I don't like it."
"I suppose he ean't mean to munler me; he
did try It on once, you know."
"Oh, no, John," she answered, with I sort
is my husband all right in Preen-tat Ile wentwith whit-it Ste hit leen epernting mid de-
begien, (eel I have not beard a word from him
was not a commanding °Meer tote tuition
with; but his companion, the L'ilderle,este, -Yea," i•aid John, "he is all right lie was
demurrot. "What," he sail, bassieg his head slightly es iniutol ill the shoulder a month ago,
so as to threvr the long black hair out of Ids but he is quite recovered."
eyes, "am I not fit to sit at meat with • -Oh, thank tiod!" said the poor woman, be-
couple of accursed English-a rooasetje and ginning n, cry; "tleR41' IleVils told me that he
woznan I If I had my way he should clean was dead-to torment me, I supplest Come
my boots and she shout,' cut up my tebacco," soffit, apper . read), alai,
and be grimusi at the notioit tal eyebrow's you have wnelred 3-our hazels. The boys will
whiskers and mustnehe all nearly met round see to the homers "
his news 'tusking hint look for all the world
like a hairy fuseed baboon.
Frank Muller made no answer in words.
lie simply took One etep forward, pounced
upon his insubordinate follower, and with a
single swing of his athletic frame sent hint
nyine,.headlong through the door, so that the
free and independent burgher lit upon his
head iu the pa.ssage, smashing his pipe and
considerably flantaging his best feature-his
nose. "There," said Muller, shutting the door
after him; "that Is the otily way to 4h-el with
a (Mew like that. And !IOW 1•,t me hid you
good day, Miss Jess," and ho extended his
hand; which Jess took, rather coldly it must
up there e ith his wagon just before the siege
parted, recognizing that alsiitheer Muller
tie qwnest.
"It has given me great pleasure to be aide
to fig you, this latlitiservice," be ndded, po-
hitely- "I buil comailerable .difaculty ii get-
ting flu, paas from the general-indeed, I was
obligee to urge my personal services before
he would give It to Ole. But, peter mind
that, I did gut It, as you know, and it will he
my care to escort you safely to Slooifon-
tees"
Jeri lemed. awl atelier turnetI to John,
who hail risen from it chair anal was select-
ing some two (wee frorn hint, mid wlilressed
hint:
"Capt. Niel'," he said, "you end I have
Ao-ordingly they entered, and were tuade
as happy as a good supper, a bearty welcome only the nian and the Kaffir now-but the
and comfortable Imam could make jemple In girl, the girl! If we give you back the war-
their condition.
In the early morning one of their estimable
(wort sent in a inewete„e to say- that they were
net to atatrt bebire 10:311, as their horses ree
•fuired more rest, at they gut several hours
more in bed than they had expeeteil, and
anyixely who inis ever made a journey in a
Pat cart in South Atrium can understand
what a blessilig that was. At they had
taltakfitst, anti us the clock struck 10:30 Mouti
brought the (-art riiund, and With it crone the
two Beer*.
"Well, Mrs. Gooch," said John, "what dc
WO owe you f"
and we can nieape out of ills v7ickea plata
with our hive-a, I shall be thankful. Alet
look len., Capt. Niel, I have put up a biesket
full sir food-bniel, meat and hard boiled
eggs arid a bottle of three star brandy. They
Islay be useful to you awl the young lady be-
fore you get home. I don't know %here you
will sleep usilight, for the English are still
holding Stamlerton, so you woill be able te
stop there, and you (mill get right through.
Net, don't thank me, I could not do lens.
Good by-good by, miss; I hope you will get
through all right. You had better look out,
though. Thome two men you have got with
you are a very Lad lot I heard say that
that fat faced 'nen with the tooth shot two
wounded men through the head after the
fight at Bronker's Spruit, and I know no
good of the other. They were laughing end
talking together about you in the kitchen
this morning; (me of illy' boys overheard
them, and the man with the long hair sail
that, at ally rate, they would riot he troubled
with you niter to-night. I don't know what
be meant; perhape they are going to change
the erworj; but I thought that I had better
till you."."
John looked grave, and his suspicions re-
.reeie, but at that moment one of the men in
iteetetti rode up an•I told him that he must
start at once, and so off they went.
The seonui day's journey was in many re-
/meets a eounterpart of the first. road
was utterly deserte•I, and they Raw neither
liter, Englishman nor Kaffir upon it; noth-
mug, indeed, except a few herds. eat game gra.).
ing on the ridges,
NoUling further oetturreil till, by the orders
of their &wort, they outmanned, an hour or
so before sunset, at a spot in the veldt where
a faint track forked out of the Btanderton
road.
ClieiPTUR, /OWL
re 1115 DRIFT OF TAX ve.AL.
The day Inel been intensely and overpower-
ingly hot, d our travelers sat in the shads
of the (tart poeitively gasping. During the
afternoon there had been a little breeze, but
this hail now died away, and the stifling air
felt as thick as though they were breathing
crerun. Even the two Boers seemed to feel
the beat, for they were both outstretched on
the grass a few paces to the left, to all sp.
pearances last asleep. As for the horses, they
were thoroughly done up-too mtie leh , to
eat-and hobbled along as well an their knee
halters would allow, daintily irieking a
mouthful here and a niouthful there. The
only perwm sills did not semi to mind was
the Zulu alouti; who sait Olt all 11.11111e6p tear
the hot-see, in the full glare of the setting hUll
and comfortably droned out a little song of
his own invention, for Zulu's are as great for
improvistug Oa the itttii.itim.
4uJohn," eaiil Jt6t. at last, "where (lb yon
'appose we are going to camp to-eight( If
we follow the nude road we shall reach Stnn-
derton in an hour." -
"I don't suppnee that they will- near
Standerton," he said. "4 umpire that wt-
shall crow the Vaal by another drift awl
have V. 'veldt,' it."
Just then the two Boers woke up and began
to talk eaniestly together, RA though they
were debating menething het le.
Slowly the huge red ball •,1' the son sank to-
ward the izorisoti.steetling the earth and sky hi
D1004. About a humored yarrts front where
they sat t!* heti° bridle path that brenebest
from the ninth rted erceeni the crest of ono
of the great lend eaves that toilet away in
every direetion toward the far horizon. John
watchel the sun sinking behind it till some-
thing called away his attention for a minute.
When he looked up again there wa.s a its-nre
on horseback. standing quite still, ops,a• the
crest of the ridge in the full glow of the now
disappearing euri. It was Frank Muller.
J01111 rth.'441.11641 hint bit a moment. Ho horse
was atmefing sideways, so that event at that
ch,tatioe every line of hia features, even the
trigger genet of the rifle that restoi on en
keee, ',tweed dietinctly tagiLusst the leek-
greund oir smoky mt. Nor wait that all.
Bot 11 he and his hone had the appearatme of
being ale fire. olutely 011 The street produced
was so weird! awl extraordinary that John
railed his eontpunnlo's attention to it. hale
looked and shuddered involuntarily.
"Ile looks like, a devil in hell," she said;
the fire seems to be running all up and ti(1/(41
CUM."
-Well," said Jo,14n, "he eeresinity is a devil,
but I ant SOITy 14,0 my that he hies not yet
rest-het lau deetination. Here he cones, like
• whiriwie.1.-
In another twenty seconds Muller had
muted the great black horse on to his
haunches alongside of them, and was smiling
sweetly and taking off his hat
"You es I have managed b., keep my
word," his gaud. '1, t.41 yca4 that I had
great difficulty ai doing so; indeed, I 4410
nearly obliged tit give the clang up at the
last moment. However, here I am,"
-Where are we tiiioutepan twnightt" asked
Jess. "At Standertenr
`Net" he said; "1 am afraid that is more
than I can manage for you, unleile you can
I ersuade the Eluglish officer there to surren-
der. Whet I ha ve arninged is, that we, should
crore lea Vaal at a dna I know pie g% two
houni itwelve miles) from lespe, end °Meilen
at a farm on the•dthei aide. Do not trouble.
I aseure you you shell both sleep well to-
night," an•I he a wittiewliat terrifying
1101110, Jr•II 1114410M.
-PAO 110N' aleeit this drift, Mr. Muller('
Wlid J441111. "1.• leIt safe( 4 srelil have
thought that tie: Visel wouhi have been in
foist lifter ail the rain that we have had."
"The •Irift is irerfeetly safe, ('ale. Niel. I
croseed it 111)-.41 alsiut two hours ago. I
kit it you have had a led opinion of ine, lest
I suppose pee le not think that I nhould
guLle you to an %swede drift '" and with an-
other bow he rode on to tipeti4 to the two
lerere, saying. ELY lie went, "Wilt you tell the
Kaffir to put the hones, its l"
With1 a alirug of his ale eililere John rowna,'
went off toward Mouti, hi -hp el la to drive
lip the four grays, wire wi•ns now %Gambles
limply together. biting nt the niflit-se, that, lie-
f-es, a %term, sting hillttPlY then nt anY
other onus The two hone« belonging to the
eessirt were suite tifty paeits to the left, it
V1 al BS though they uppreembel the ptem
of affairs, 61141 41.64ilitti 14111116 with the uni
nit!. of the disertslited Eng.lrattruiti.
The toll limps rose an Muller earn..
named ofe toward their bones,
shut lv fellewing them •. .A they enne. the
Messes hobbled away weber thirty yards or
pi, and then liftol up their 1•646, tout h, as et
coriesquenee, their tom lege, te hieli the
heads were tied, and steed lisikiiig defiantly
It their 4111414I1hr; fOr Ull the world as thouzli
they were trying to make up their  ds
i.liether .4. not to shake hand, with them.
Frank NIuller was alovieeLle the two ;nee
how, an,1 the ny we• alongiiibt the honrea
'Listen!" be sant eti•rtily.
Thai' glee kinked up.
"tits iuteetisee the mei., leeelse
They obeyed, slid Is-gait to nitro"). fumble
at tie, knee lialt.se.
-ass' isieter.maa what our seders are. 59.
peat
Tie. man with the mail, who was &droned,
still handling therein, lasgan followa: "To
take the two p nerisors to the ‘'aal, forte
them into the wider where there is no drift,
at night, an that they drown; if they du not
drown, tat sleet tient "
-There are the orders," said the Viltier-
beeste, grinning.
"You understand them!"
"We understand, motel:leer; but, forgive
us. the matter is a big one. You gave the
orders-we wish to Nere the autbority."
sYah, yish,s eel the other, "show us the
authority. l'heee are two hermlosa people
eimugh. Show us the authority for killing
them. People must not Ire killed so. even if
they are English folk, without proper au-
thority, emecially when one itsa pretty girl
who would do for a man's wife."
Frank Muller set his teeth. "Nice fellows
you are to have under one!" he said. "I am
your odieer; what other authority do you
want! But I thought of this. See here:"
an m d he drew • paper from his pocket. 'Here,
you-read it! Careful now-do not let them
see from the wagon."
The big, flabby faced man took the paper
and, still bending down over the horse's
knees, read aloud:
"The two prisoners anti their servant (an
Englishman, an English girl and a lade
Kaffir) to be executed in pursuance of oar de-
cree, as your commanding officer shall order,
as enemies; of the republic. For SO doing this
shall be your warrant,* .
"You see the signature," said Muller, sand
you do not depute it r
"Yah, we me it, anti we do not dispute it"
"Good. Dive me hack the warrant."
The man with the t•s•th was about to dose,
0when his ,41110311,in interposed.
"No." he said, "the warrant must remain
with us. I do not like the e,b. If it were
rant, what shall we have to show for the
deed of blood/ The warrant must remain
with 1114.."
"Yah, yah; he is right," said the l'illeorn;
"the warrant must remain with us. 1111 it in
your pocket, Jan."
"Curse you, give it to me!" said Muller, be-
tween his teeth.
"No, Frank Muller, no," answered the Vil-
derbeeste, patting he pocket, while the two
or three square Moles of skin round his nose
wrinkled up in a hairy grin that, owing to
the cut on 111/i bead, was even more curious
than usual; "if you wish to have the warrant
".Nothing, Capt. Nif1, nothing. If you only 
knew what a weight you have taken off my 
you shall have it, but then we shall upsaddle
anti es. 61141 you can do your murdering
mind! IS-sides, we etre quite ruined; the yourself. There, there, take your choice; we
Beers have taken all my husband's nettle and shall be glad entiugh to get home, for we do
holitt6, awl until last week six of them were not like the job. If I go out shooting I like
quartered on me without paying a farthing, to shoot Mick or Kaffir, not white people."
soft makes no odds to MP." Frank Muller reflected a moment, and then
"Never mind, Mrs. Gooch," said John, be laughed* little. "You are funny people,
cheerfully, "this government will compensate
you when this business is over, no doubt."
Miss Gooch shook her bead prophetically.
"Never a farthing do I expert to see," sh
said. "If ted.Y I can get y bitiihtual hosts
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- s maulYsh, yah," al the fat faced man, "you
ean trust us (ii. that It won't le firstne
time Unit we linvi• toppled over. I have
my warrant 1 ask nothing ha-tin-u-• than to go
-on leveeing Englishmen all night, one down,
the other cone, on. I know DO prettier sight
than all berpling over "
'-Stop that talk and saddle up, the cart is
waiting. You Moisten never widen/tend the
difference between when It neee•-
sary to kill and killing for killing's maks.
Tbiew people must die becausethey bat', be-
trayed the land."
"Yah, yab," said the Vflderboeste, "be-
trayed the land; we have heard that before.
Those wiser astray ehe land lutist manure hi
that is a good rule," and he laughed sod
leaned on. . _
TO Big CONTINUED j
NEWS.
During the month of June there were
216 deaths from diptheria in New York.
The repitlents of Utica, Ind., claim to
have discovered an oil smell in the Ohio
river fronting the town.
It is rumored that Hot). Bayleaa W.
Henna, United States Minister to the
Argentine Republic, contempletee re-
signing.
Natural gas has been struck at Maya-
ville at a depth of 350 feet, the blaze
burning to the height of seven feet
when lighted.
A elterifre posse in Lincoln county in
searelt of 'Thomas Fish, wanted for kill-
ing Joseph Whitley, shot, by mistake,
Jainee Iliatt, hiflicting what his physi-
ciane think are mortal woutids.
The consolidation of Internal Revenue
districts, by which twenty-one Collect-
ors are dispensed with, has been com-
pleted, all the new Collectors having
perfected and filed their new bonds.
The businese failures for the first half
of the ear in the United States are re-
ported to be 4,912. ego:hist 5,156 for the
mime period in NM. The liabilitlea were
05,138,000, against $50,431,000 in /886.
Cardinal Gibbons, who bas recently
returned from Route, states that "the
Holy dee has up to Gait moruent ex-
pressed no intention of sending a Nun-
to thie comitry, Ind does not even
entertain such an intention."
The grand jury in Warren county has
Indicted W!iliani Bretton and Ed.
Herndon for arson. The parties are in
jail, and it is noted as a fact that there
has not been an incenilieo' fire in Bowl-
ing Green since they sere locked up.
The jury ha the Jake Sharp caste was
but thirteen minutest, returning e ith a
verdict seicharged in the indictment.
Sharp did not drip dead on the an-
nouneenient of the verdiet, as his attor-
neys had promised that he would.
Mrs. Fannie Hill celebrated the one-
hundredth antlivereary of her birth, at
Elietibetlitowu, Thursday. An active
participant in the celebration was Mr.
John W. 11111, the husband, whet only
lacks one year of being a century old
himself.
With the opening of the new fiscal
year a number of eleinges w- ill be in-
augurated le the departmental anti dip-
loinatie eervice at Waehington. Proba-
bly. the most important will be that
changing the tuethod of com npesation
for Consuls.
Levi Bacon, a Republican official in
the I iepartutent of the Interior, was re-
tained in office-heeause Tie services it
was thought, *ere endispenes-blees',Ife-
tently Bacon died, and it hiss been - de-
veloped that his amounts are wrung to
the except of $11,500.
Rudolph Scheauhielt, amused by the
Chicago police of having thrown the
bomb witivit (mused such havoc in the
Haymarket, May 4, 1886, has written a
letaer from Norway, denying that lie
had anything to do with the throwing
of the deadly missile.
you borne bred Boers," he Pahl; "but perhaps;
you are right After all, what does it matter
who has the warrant, providol the thing is




Brother Sherman is having a run of
tough lurk. It appears that he (slime
control the comity conventions of his
own Suite, and tie gentleman who is
doing the dog watch for Brother Blaine
in Ohio It able to cable progress
to his chief. The reports from Ohio Ise
said 'to be more beneficial to Brother
Blaine's dyspepela than acid phosphates
and soda mint tablets.-Kanaaa City
Shot-gunk-el argument has decided.
three disputed cases in Keetucky dur-
ing as many days of the past week.
The voice of the shot gun is loud, and
Its niantier of shooting off its mouth
somewhat abrupt, but its aim is gener-
ally good and its effect quieting. On
the whole, with a good man at the butt-
end, and a bad man at the muzzle, the
shot-gun is not without claims as • use-
ful and respected citizen .-Glasgow
News.
In Siam a man who has sold himself
at gambling can compel his wife, if she
Ilse the money, to redeem lam, but lie
thereupon becomee her property and
chattel. Tine is a very equitable ar-
rangement. yhe wife, if she desires, can
tell her husband off, along with hie sum-
mer paltben, for a plaster of parts im-
age of Bismaruk or a spotted dog. And
we are not surprised a woman with such
a husband should PO desire, as was
proved the other day when Ma Saniut
exchanged her better half for a *hare in
a house near Wat -Chang, a cow and
twenty ticals in silver.-liangkok
Anything that tends to keep together
the old soldier element as a separate po-
litical force for demagogues to bid for is
unfortunate. It is really a slur upon
the patriotism anti independence of a
class of citizens to whom the country
owes much, and is calculated to blunt
the sense of ,gratitude which ought to
continue unalloyed so long as the veter-
ans of the Union survive. '1-o have the
supposed interests of the old soldiers,
placed in antagonism %kit the general
interests of the people, as in extrava-
gant and carelessly guarded appropria-
tions, in impairing the integrity of tile
civil-service laws, or hindering the com-
plete restoration of fraternal feeling be-
tween the eectione, it is to substitute
selfishness for patriotism and beget op-
position to claims that are carriei too
far.-New York Times.
"In peace you draw the blood of
war." This sentiment of one of the
Jew ish prophets fits rather neatly to the
war tariff income of 1886-7, which
amounted to $218,000,000, and Was the
largest tariff income ever collected in
any previous year except 18:12. The
receipts of customs in the four years fol-
lowing the war averaged $175.000,000.
In the four years ISIS-79, they averaged
SI3n,000,000. In 1877-75, they amount-
ed to $130,000,000 round numbers each
year. And still they tell Os that we
must not meddle with the tariff in legis-
lating out of, exiatence that shameful
surplus revenue of $110,000,000 a year
and locked up out of the reach of trade.
The public interest is now $45,000,000,
against $143,000,000 in 1868, and $103,-
000,000 in 1874, but as the fixed charges
decrease the felonious income increases.
So the demagogues seek to create a vent
in pension steals and other extravagati-
cies.-Courier-Journal.
The latest crank to turn up In Wash-
ington with a claim against the Gov-
ernment, for the collection of which he
deemed the murder of the President a
wise mete, Is Benedict Krebs, of Spring-
field, Ill.. He ha" been arrested, and
will be confined as a lunatic.
In Holguin, Cuba, a workingman
built a coal fire in hie sleeping family
room and plated on it several leaves of
tobacco, having been told that this
would prove a preventive of small-pox.
In the morning the man, his wife and
elglit children were found suffocated to
death. 
George 8. Turner, owner of the Val-
ley Falls Cotton Mills anti one of the
wealthiest men in Spartanburg S. C., is
a fugitive from justice with a reward of
$150 offered tor Iiie capture. He is
charged with the murder of one of his
employes, a young German named Ju-
lius Metzkin.
The grand jury of .1tWittS011, Miss., has
indicted John S. Hamilton anti I. W.
Eubanks for the murder oh R. D. Gam-
brel! on May 5. Gambrel' was the edi-
tor of a prohibition paper, and WAS at-
tacked by a crowd of 'nen on the streets
of ilia city, lie ea* the son of a promi-
nent Baptist tuinister.
The Secretary of the Interior ties re-
appointed the followhig niembera of the
Hoard of Pension Appeals: George
Baler, of Kettnieky ; John A. Judson
and Patrirk J. Rogers, of New York;
Rent. D Graham, of North Carolina;
S. W. Rittenhouse, of the District of
Columbia, and Rohn F. Hill, of Michi-
gan.
'flit- closing of the ealootia in Atchis
S011, MO., 11ris hail the e ffeet of almost
1/AIIkriipthig the town. 'file police
torte and fire ilepnrtment have been die-
misused, and the gas awl electric lights
slitit off, for lack ot money to pay run-
ning expellees. The town derived moot
of Its revenue from liquor licenses.
Over one hundred English, Scotch
and Welsh members of the House of
Commons have signed a memorial to the
Presidein maid Congress of the I- lilted
etates in favor of refering all Anglo-
A inerivan disputee to arbitration for set-
tlement. It is probable that a deputa-
tion front l'ommona will be sent to
1Varningtesr bearing the memorial.
The Uttitetl States Consul at Fal-
mouth, England, is 'lamed Howard
Fox, autl since the days 01 Waithington's
Prielidency a member of his family, anti
of the sante flame as hi,- own, has held
it. _The revenue of the !mention is about
$200 annually
' 
but the Fos family would
give it tip titider tie coneitieration, the
honor being suill.•ient compensation to
them.
.1. D. Pickett an itinerant Deliatta
writing-master, operating in Union
county. attempted to elope with Mies
Laura hart, of that comity, and was
idiot anti eeriutiely wounded by her fa-
ther. Hart surrentimed to Judge Dyer,
of Case) Ville, and was released out





eloped a ith Eliz (bell' Loinklint, the
daughter ut employer in Arkansas,
and was followed into the 1 telion Terri-
tery by her father anti brothers. When
the parties itiel, the v at (ewe began fire-
bug, and me of the lainakina ati.1 I'natty
received mortal %vowels. The girl beg-
ged her brothers not to kill Coady, but
without effect.
Ditring a thunder storm Monday
morning Emile Coltiewey and Claude
Summers, two young boys, sons res-
pectively of Atigest Codlewey and
.Slatide Summers, id Louisville, were
killed by lightning. They had goer,
with a party of friends, to epentl the day
fishing in Harrod' creek, and took
refuge from the storm in a hollow tree,
which eau" soon after struck by the fatal
bolt.
Repreaentative Grosvenor, of Ohio,
appears to have studied Mr. Randall to
mime purpose. Ile says of the Pennsyl-
vanian : "Um' all matters of principle
he agrees us :the Reptiblivane.
Ile only stays in the Democratic party
because it suits him to do so • • * *
Ile thinks and votes with us upon all
the great issues that distinguish the
parties." Gen. Grosvenor calls upon
Mr. Randall to fall into the Republican
Sine as a private soldier and follow the
lead of Reed and McKinley.
If Secretary Lamar is appointed to
the Supreme Bench and our own Milt.
Durham 10 elevated to the Cabinet as
Secretary of the Interior, retaining
Sparks at the bead of the Land Office,
there will be a tremendous lifting out of
ruts beard in the land. It has required
all Secretary Ismar's tact to hold eparke
down, and the lion Durham, instead of
bolding down the Commissioner of the
Land Office, would be only too eager to
clap spurs to hirn and urge him on.
Then we should have a regular Anna-
gedden, with Durham and Sparks lead-
ing the honest settlers and pre-emptors
of the public domain against the 'mate of
land-grabbers and land-fencers, and the.
whole country would stand back and
admire the grand charge that pig-head-
ed honesty would make against unblush-
ing greed and rascality. Durham and
Sparks against Dorsey and Elkins would
edify the country during the remainder
of Cleveland's term and furnieli anyr
quantity of campaign thunder next year.
-Louisville Times.
In short, it is already evident that the
battle-flag issue is "played OW." So far
from keeping over into I888, it is al-
ready epoiiing on the hands of Its own-
ers. Fairclind has only succeeded in
getting himself laughed at as a man who
does not succeed as a paralyzer; Fora-
ker and Tuttle are pelted with cries of
"Give us a rest," and even the bloody-
shirt organs have recognized the folly
of trying to "keep up the racket." All
hands, of them confeee with disgust,
what every patriotic man perceives with
joy, that the nation is now So thorough-
ly united that the two sections can not
again he arrayed against each other,
and that the bloody-shirt has finally
Deem disposed of. It is a great thing to
have this demonstrated, and nothing
could so thorolighly have demonstrated
it as this incident of the battle-flags.
For this reason, mistake though it was
to have issued the original order, it is
well that It was made, since Beetled has
been to bury the sectional issue too deep
for political body-snatchers ever to res-
urrect it.-New York Evening Post.
The stupidity of the Union Labor lead-
era in Kentucky is past comprehension.
A month ago this new party had it in
its power to make a formidable fight in
this State. They had either of two
[hinge to do: Nominate a first-chase
ticket, with it strong man at lie head,
aud make a cativaee, or put no ticket in
the field and unite their fortes with any
party that could he of benefit to them.
After a family quarrel, a corporate
guard of deinagogoem and incompetents
*elected a ticket at the eleventh hour, of
Unknown men, without money to pay
their own election expenses, or reputa-
tion enough to draw a crowd to hear
the‘‘Iyhicaatuhseas.
been the result? Newman,
the tioniiitee for Attorney General re-
hired to run, anti Cardin, the nominee
for Governor, declined to aceept. It is
too late to patch up a boat that never
had a rudder and is now without a cap-
tain, pilot or compass. In five more
weeks the election will be held, and if
the vacaticice on the Labor ticket are
tilled in the meantime it can not effect
the result. ' lii some of the contests tor
the Iegielatdre in the cities ,and larger
towns ,it few Labor candidates tatty be
elected, but there will not be enough
of them to accomplish aoything as a
party .-eLouisville Commercial.
A highly cultured lady cif rare retitle-
ment and a member of one of the Abo-
litionist families of Massachusetts, who
is now teaching at the South, writee
most eneouragingly of her Ike among
.ttat peopie in a private letter to a friend
in the city. She says of the inland
town where she is situated: aiOne can
not kuow the South by any rapid tour
through it; one nowt live it) its lionises
and hear what the poi-le think and feel,
anti understand why they think and
feel as they do. The South is happier-
than the North ; people here are less
restless; less platted by competition and
envy, and there is a purer democracy,
fewer social lines founded upon merely
external advantages. 'flue spirit of
brotherly love is more obvious here, and
much real love between themselves. I
do not even exempt the colored man, for
I believe he gets as much sympathy
here as he does at the North." The tes-
timony is uniform upon this.point now
in all reports that do not-eome from po-
litical sources, as regards the general
spirit of the ,Sotithern people; but that
all is not Arcadia there, anti that poli-
ticians map still, by searching, find
what they are looking for, hi also prob-
able. There are one or two spirits not
altogether heavenly et the North as
well.-Itoeton Herald.
Louisville's mortality report for June,
shows a total of 249 deaths. Of this
number 188 were white, 61 colored, 128
male, 121 female, 167 single and 82 niers
Heil. Title is somewhat in excels* of the
death rate for the corresponding monthe
iii previous years. One thing noticable
is the mime's' amount of children alto
have died, the number under ten years
old being 128 for the month. Forty-
four died from cholers-infatitum alone,
and only thirty-ore from consumption.
Young or iniddle-aged men suffering
from nervous debility anti kindred weak-
neetteisehould send- ten cents in stamps
for large illustrated tremble suggesting
sure means of cure. World's Dispen-
sary Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y.
•
Enjoy Life.
What a traly beautiful world we live
In! Nature gives UP grandeur of moun-
tains, glens and oceans, and thousands
of .nieatie of enjoyment. We can desire
no letter when in perfect health ; but
how often do the niajarity of people feel
like giving it up disheartened, discour-
aged and wore' out with initiate, when
there hi no occasion for this feeling, as
every sufferer can easily obtain satisfac-
tory proof, that s;rt en's Atiyast Fbiteer,
will Make there free from disease, as
when born. Dyspepsia and Liver Com-
plaint arc the direct causes of seventy-
five per egret. of such maladies as Bil-
iousneess Indigestion, Sick Headache,
CostivenRA, Nervous Prostration, Ine-
rtness of- the Head, Paipkation of the
Heart, and other distressing oymptonts.
Three domes of steenst l'hesst will prove
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-
'rhe National debt was decreased over
one hundred million dollars during the
fiscal year just closed.
Hatt Adams is "whoopin up the
boys" in the morintsins and John D.
White's country will come up this time
with the biggest Democratic vote on
record.
Adam Raider, Poatmaster of Egypt,
Ky., has been arrested for buying goods
with poetage stamps. We hope he wae
a Republican; no Democratic office
holder ought to be called "a dam
raider."
Fishing in Lunsford's pond is good
now and will be unzil after the election.-
Madisonville Times.
Mr. Lunsford is the Republicau can-
didate for State Senate and has a big
fish pond in which the people generally
are not allowed to angle.
RNER BIEL
•
Tbe negro murderer, Albert Turner,
was hanged according to programme in
Louisville Friday at 6:30 o'clodk
a. ne His actions at the su-
preme moment were those of the
the brute that he was, he exhibiting on
other sentiment than stolid, beastly in-
differerwe to the operations. On the
scaffold he Made this statement : "Gen-
tlemen and friends, I hope you will all
take warning who see me, and that not
another man will etand on the scaffold.
Friends, there is a man in prison who
was accused of robbing the street-ear
driver. I want him turiael free. Ile
did not do it.
"Gentlemen, I want you all to hear
tide what I alit going to say. I sin gts
lug to die with a clean heart, atilt don't
want to bring any 'one to the scaffold
with me. Free Patterson; the man was
not with me. That's all I've got to
say." Juat aa the rope was adjusted,
he exzlaimed in a loud voice "Well,
friends, all good bye. I hope to meet
you in heaven. That's all I've got to
say." Ile then turned his head to
Turnkey Bender, who stood near, and
wispered: "Collect that quarter
that the wan in the kitchen owes me
tor the picture, and give it to Emma."
The wan whom Turner referred to as
being in prison for robbing a street-car
is Steve Morrill, colored He Was sent
up some months ago for robbing a car-
driver named Kinney on the Sixth-
street line. It had been known for
some time that Morrill was innocent,
but it was deemed beet to wait until
Turner had confessed the crime before
taking legal steps.
The following 18 the statement given
by Turner aeveral days ago to Rev.
Scott. Ile has contradicted it over and
over several times, but at the last mo-
ment made a similar statement on the
scaffold :
LotosviLLE, June 2-2, 18$7.-This is
to certify that 1, Albert Turner, have
this to say in regard to the murder of
Jennie Bowman on the 21st day of
April. 1887. 1 have no desire of prose-
cuting an innocent man. I must say
that -statement is wrong. Patterson is
not the man. I did the crime myself
without any assistance. I did not tell
them that there was any blood on Pat-
terson's clothes at all. They brought
that in themselves. Mr. Ben Fow, the
policemen, told me that they found
blood on Patterson'a clothes, and asked
me not to say anything about it. I
never got drunk, but when I was ar-
rested, on my way to Frankfort, my ar-
resting officers bought a bottle of tren-
dy and made me drunk. By hearing
that Patterson was arrested 1 geld that
Patterson wits the man. By pereuasion
of Mr. Ben Fow, Chief Wallen told me
that if Pattereon was not the man to say
AO, but told me to stick to it. To whom
it may concern, I want to say that Pat-
terson is not guilty of the murder9 of
Jennie Bewman. Friends, I want to
go to heaven when I die, and I know
1 could not go with a lie in my mouth,
know that God has forgiven me and I
am going home to rest. I would not
have that man put to death fot nothing,
knowing that God will send me to hell
for that lie.
A
Col. Bradley advocates the idea of
abolishing the office of County School
Superintendent. This is itnieed a mag-
nificent conception for a dieciple of prog-
ress to promulgate. What can Supt.
Renshaw and other zealous laborers in
the cause of education think of such a
man? Can they vote for him? Not
without violating the pledge of their of-
fices, the best welfare of the people and
the higher instincts of their own hearts.
We predict that Col. Bradley will not
poll his party strength in this county.
In his recent speech in this city he se-
verely criticised the positions taken
by John ?Plead and Jame. Breathitt on
rotstriel labor, awl his phIllIple did not
liet 611 the itottirehe tit the Meal
lieptiltileitiai the faet II tifiellep
developed the het that he it a Minh
MO MARI Awl MVOS, HMO he opens hitt
Poioillt he Wisliefte 11111400. It 114a
j.apubliou4 eitaie 1.-4111voullun tomtit he
re-assembled it is evident 'het Iiriulley
would not be named In connection with
thelubernatorial nomination.
The Public Printer has drawn from
the State 'fressury in the last three
years $89,000. The next Legislature
will turn its attention to this extortion.
-Louisville Commercial.
While we do uot vouch for the figures,
we presume they are correct and upon
that presumption it occurs to us that it
is about time a new system of some sort
were inauleurated. There are a good
many printers in the State who would
like to put in a [bid for this work, and
while there are some practical objections
to giving the work under contract to
the lowest bidder, the plan might be
tried for one term at least. The success-
ful bidder might, it is true, be aorry in
the end that he got it, but we can't see
exactly how the State could loae at it.
The Owensboro Inquirer feels to ex-
claim:
"For the sake of appearance.; ter the reputa-
tion of our State; in the name of the honor and
virttte of our unaullien•irgutity and majestic
motherhood, let the laiies of Louisville keep
away from Turner and strew their Sowers on
tue grave of their martyred airier, kis rieti..
The adders of remonie could not sting him here;
the hottest demur hell will Pe too good for him
in eternity .''
Along with its illustrated and graphic
account of the hanging of this greatly
admired brute, The 'limes haa arranged
to publish the names of all the "ladies'
who called upon him during his sojourn
in jail. Now ia the time to subacribe.
times.
If The Times had said "Hopkinsville
New ERA" instead of "Owensboro In-
quirer" it would have had the item
more nearly correct. We have no doubt
also, that the publication of the names
of the aforesaid "ladies" will have a
good moral effect. Anent this same sub-
ject, The Times further remarks:
Had that spring mob got at Turner
and Patterson all this maudlin, mid-
summmer madness would have been
avoided. Mobs are bad things, but
there are worse in this mad world.
If Turner should escape from the jail
he must take Patterson and a poker and
return the visits the fool women have
made him. The Times rather favors
respiting him until he can discharge the
social obligation.
Ail of which goes to show that The
Times is liable to make good criticisms
if it did, In this case, get in a little late
with its advice.
Referring to the re-nominations of
Cleveland for President and Hill for
Governor of New York next year, the
New York Star says:
These nominations will indeed be ir-
resistible. They will elicit the full
strength of the Democratic and con-
servative elements of the State.
From thirty thousand to fifty thou-
sand voters will be added to the Demo-
cratic party by the signal success of
Cleveland': policy of administrative re-
form. The achievements in the federal
service have not been noisy, but their
efiecta permeate among the people. The
stoppage of undervaluations in cus-
toms is appreciated, not only by honest
importers, but by American manufac-
turers and their vast army of employees.
The head of one of the most important
manufacturing firms of thin country,
always heretofore a strong Republican,
informs The Star that he stands ready
to support the election of the President
on account of his systematic and effec-
tive way of dealing with frauds upon
the revenue.
'rhea ction' of the administration re-
garding the public lands has strength-
ened the hold of the Democratic party
upon the labor reform , element of the
State. The people realize that It is the
old Democratic doctrine that the Demo-
erotic Preskient is enforcing, and that
far twenty years the Republican party
has pursued the opposite policy and
recklessly squandered the public inheri-
tance.
The excellence of the executive gov-
ernment of the State will add to the
powerful influence of the federal auhnin-
hftation on the minda of voters, and op-
--psiesisanskto Cleveland and Hill In 1888
wet be as hiligelose ag It was iii 1452.
ALBERT TURNER.
Witness to this: C. C. Beres,
Geo. E. SCOTT,
June 22, 18S7. Geo. W. Sarni.
Concerning the statement Common-
wealth's Attorney Kohn said to a Times
reporter "it will be of no benefit to l'at-
terson. The case must tee tried in the
Court of Appeals upon the records there
tiled. Nothing that occurred since the
trial can be considered by the appellate
tribunal."
"Do you think there la any truth in
his statement that Pattenson was not
with him?" asked the reporter.
"No, I do not. At all times to me
Turner eolemnly insisted upon Patter-
son'#i guilt. 'lle swore to It at the trial,
repeated it last night and this morning,
and 1 belhere the statements he Made
attempting to $11011fitiki Petterion were
the Habit of entillififtley ilantat Him
ilitfri Motto I know It to be hilor,"
it What atv pow MOW; bif# holm VI
It Well," *dot he, "111 ilia liFst 1116111 he
sold Float Mt Celia ihe
This itttl ellOstliel Is 110i iftln. et Mil
19 114,10 we proof that two parsons wore
seen to enter the house, but the blood-
marks showed that two persona 'serried
the girl upstairs, and more convincing
than ever we have the dying statement
of poor Jennie Bowman, who said that
two brutes inhuman form assaulted her,
and described Patterson as one of them.
Then the two keys of the wardrobe of
Mr. Johnson were found in different
directions."
"Has any other evidence been found
against l'atterson.
"Yes," said Mr. Kohn : "we have
sufficient evidence to hang him, and the
most dangerous part of it has come to
light since the trial."
James Talbert, who was Turner's
"death watch" says that Turner told
him this morning sus late aa 5 o'clock
that Patterson waa with him, and that
he would make no confession. Ile also
told Turnkey Ragland the same thing
at an earlier hour. These statements
are of no coniskquence, however, be-
yond showing how the murderer lied to
the last.
On Thursday Turner signed the fol-
lowing etatement sealed it in an envel-
ope, delivered it to Chief of Police
Whallen, saying IZ was true:
"JAIL, June 30.-I, Albert Turner,
have never given George Smith or any
person any statement In regards to any-
thing different from what I have said in
the courts on the witnese stand as to the
guilt of Patteraon, and what I said on
the stand was the truth and the whole
truth, sie help me God.
Wi easels : ALBERT TURNER.
JOSEPH NILVIN, F. M. RENDER,
J. 0. RAGLAND. A. A. Euweeors.
The confeasion in regard to Patterson
is believed by very few people In Louis-
ville, and produced no sensation, What-
ever. The Commercial however, still
claims that Patterson is innocent and
that Turner's confession is conclusive
proof of it.
COL. O'BRiDLEY AS A DEMOCRAT.
Col. W. O. Bradley, the Republican
candidate for Governor, on his tour
through this section of the State, die-
played a morbid desire to swallow al
the Democratic orators in the Common-
wealth, and he never failed to express
his confidenee in hie ability to digest
the entire layout. Last Monday, at
Richmond, he met Congressman Mc-
Creary and a Waterloo. Among other
novel features, the discussion developed
the fact that Col. Bradley was once a
Democrat and held office as such in
Garrard county. The Col. acknowl-
edged the charge and said he was
ashamed of it, but we have not yet
heard of the man who can express the
feelings of the Democracy. As a piece
of party management the State Execu-
tive Com m itte ought to have suppressed
the item.
Col. Bradley sought to get even with
McCreary by a counter charge that "he
had served on Mason's staff at the bat-
tle of Richmond." McCreary nailed
the statement as a lie and a scene en-
sued. There was no blood shed, but a
lot of Republican gas was let off.
We feel like shaking hands with the
Courier-Journal for the comparaqvely
meagre account it gave of the hanging
of Turner. The murder was most bru-
tal, but for the. people to be stared in
the face by his horrible crime day after
day is an insult to the common intelli-
gence. Mitch worse, however, is the
disgusting dispute now being waged
over Patterson's ease. The courts will
Inveetigate his ease and settle it proper-
ly, and there le now no occlusion for the
too previous newspaper wrangle. That
two brutal thugs should occupy whole
columns of our leading papers for
months at a time Is a severe crtticism on
the journalistic conception of the public
taste. Let up on Patterson.
The glorious Fourth worked oti the
Courier-Journal's fine poetic frenzy to
the tune of four stilted stanzas.
IS THE "FOURTH" RESTRICTEDI
•
The Fourth of July la a day sacred iii
the memory of the citizens of the United
States. It is • day when the people can
hold close communion with those eter-
nal ideas peaceeindependence and lib-
erty. Such indeed is the impulse of
every sensible Mail in the government.
In many places there may have been no
show or parade or outward tuanifesta-
tie ii of loyal emotion, but no man can
withetay the tide of patriotic sentiment
that conies in with the rise of the sun on
the glorious Fourth.
Is tile Fourth of .fuly the common
property of the whole people of the_
United States! If some stray wander-
er from a illstarit planet had Kb plied on
tide sphere some wecke since mid heard
the idle jabbering and vain frothing of
Fairchild and his fellows over the "flag
incident," lie would have decided the
question in the negative. Having been
told by some extremist that there was
an eiement in the country ready to re-
volt, our wanderer would at once have
concluded that the eminent commander
of the G. A. R., and his fellows, were
inspired by such a hate of a section of
this fair land that they, in truth, were
the very ones who were ripe for rebel-
lion. In spite of this, however, we
hold the doctrine that the Fourth is
common property. It is here pertinent
to quote the eentiments of some eminent
Southernore on this great day request-
ing the reader to call to mind the stilted
philippics and bombastic demagoguery
of Fairchild, Foraker ct Co.
Senator Gibson, of Louisiana : The
Southern people realize that the institu-
tions of Government devised by their
fathers guarantee their equality and
peace; secured honor, freedom and hap-
ineas to time Union and the development
of their resources and greatness. Hence
on independece Day we exclaim from
the bottom of our hearts: "l'he Con-
stitution and the Union; may they be
one and inseparable, now and forever.''
Gov. l'erry, of Florida: The loyalty
of the Southern people, whose nature
and training incline them to prefer
principle to policy, and honor to profit,
is of sterner stuff than self-interest, and
will prove her stanchest stay should
storm assail our ship of State.
GOV. Lee, of Virginia, at Tammany
Hall:The people of Virginia clasp hande
at New York in the celebration of this
day. The blood of the sons of Virginia
and of New York were mingled togeth-
er in tile battles of the revolution. Vir-
ginian and New Yorkers froze together
at Valley Forge. The South did not
tight for Confederate dollars. They
thought they were right, and fought for
a principle. The war is over; the South
was beaten. '1'lle white-winged angel
of peace hats come, and if the stars and
stripes mean arlything, they inean that
the States of Virginia and New York
are on equal terms. "I hear a voice of
the great soldier who sleeps at Riverside
saying that lie feels a great era of peace
approaching," "Let tie have peace.
Virginia is not in a corner sulking. • •
She is enjoying prosperity, and she
joins with other States, North and
South, saying: "rhe Union, one. and
indivisible, forever.'"
Gov. R088, of Texas: "The fame of
such men as Farragut, Steady, Hood,
Lee, and the hundreds of private sol-
diers who were the heroes of the war,
beloug to no time or section, but are the
common property of mankind. They
were all cast in the same grand mold of
eelf-aacrificing, patriotism, apd I in-
tend to teach my children to revere their
names just as long as love of eountry is
respected as a noble sentiment in the
human breast. It ie a remarkable tact
that thoee who bore the brunt of the
battle were the first to forget the old an-
imosities, and to consign to oblivion ob-
solete issues. They saw that sorrow
and shame and the loss of the respect of
the world was to be gained by perpetu-
ating the bitterness ot past strife, and,
impelled by a spirit of patriotiem, they
were willing, by all passible methods,
to create and give utterance to a public
!sentiment whieh would beat conserve
our common Institution's and restore the
fraternal concord In whIch the War of
the Revolution left us and the Federal
Conetitittitin ItnIntl us, And I emphasise
the deviatetl It th t In Illnei Instatieral
thee. htinite Nitta hop lifittfelleel ItHtill;
lieti MO Iff MOP
11111 ealirliiiiti i the
111411 levy shitillai elf Ilim haft alait for
Fitilf, IOW 011044 \Matti, lo I al 011ie
thalf ontfli111 , all IIHOS ail dotniat hail
pessool emergekl MO their bwing psoos
Ifl a ohro1110 WHO of WOillshitass, and
Oiled with ferutdotta seal and tentrage,
and blind to every principle of wise
statesutanship, seek to make amends
for their lack of deed of valor by preach-
ing a crusade of bitterness while press-
ing to their lips the sweet cup of revenge
for whose intoxicating contents our
country has already paid a price that
would have purchased the goblet of the
Egyptian Queen."
No further comment is neceesary.
There comes from the South a voice as
one people crying for a "Union, one
and inseparable ;" a voice that puts to the
blush the post-bellum zeal of grasping
politicians. The Fourth of July is for
all the 'people and will not be narrowed
and circumscribed by theerenzied rhet-
oric of a few extremists.
tte1110 Ail
Ifif MOH *11811 li
Dr. E. D. Standiford, Louisville,
a prominent estididate for the United
States Senate, will be married in Padu-
cah, next Tuesday, to Miss Lorena
Scott, daughter of Mr. George A. Scott,
a prominent merchant of that place.
The doctor's affection for the Purchase
was never before thoroughly under-
stood.
The Salvation Army is in hard luck
at Atlanta. The Mayor of that city
threatens to arrest the whole contin-
gency. In all the comments we have
seen on the Salvation Army we have
never yet heard it said that any of them
will be seen in heaven; It is, however,
quite easy for a sin-stained critic to be
mistaken on that point.
Col. Carden, of Crittenden, alter hes-
itating for two weeks, has concluded to
become the Union Labor sacrifice for
Governor. Ile will make his first speech
In Paducah cm the 20th. The Standard
of that city still wants to let that Col.
Carden will not poll 500 votes in the
district.
'rime lightning has been getting in
some deadly work In tile last few days.
The lightning always practices tor great
occasions, and as it has some pretty
tough work before it for the first Mon-
day in August It is a little more active
than usual.
Lige Sebree has about concluded that
he will have no opposition for the Leg-
islature and has carefully folded and
packed away his linen duster. Should
an opponent appear on the scene, Lige
will bring the lean gartnent into active
eervice.
The - Republican idea of the Demo-
cratic campaign was, as announced by
Col. Bradley, a barbecue and a lent.
Thie idea is now evolving into a con-
ception of some 50,000 majority for
Buckner under the glow of the unterri-
tied's eloquence.
It is said that the Pennsylvania regi-
ments who stood behind the stone wall
on Cemetery Hill at Gettysburg and
drove baek Pickett's desperate charges
have determined to return the rebel
flags they captured on that occasion.
The State Teachers Association is In
session in Louisville. The Republican
orators who are so loudly condemning
our system of public education have an
opportunity here to do some first-classi
evangelical work gratis.
The tramp who threatened to kill
Preeldent Cleveland with a cake of soap
either had a very exagerated idea of
soap or a very poor opinion of Grover's
vu 1 nerability.
When the offices deserted Col. Brad-
ley he deserted the Democracy. When
the office again deserte him next Au-
gust will lie desert the Republicans.
As a Democrat, possibly Col. Bradley
would hot advocate the abolitiou of the
county school superintendents.
We would like to hear Col. Bradley's
Democratic o act S
l'ELROY UNDOUBTEDLY GUILTY.
He Confeseed to a Fellow-Prlsoner,
Who Was Afraid to Tell Until the
Desperado Was Dead.
II r..xualtsos, IX . July 5.-Sunie doubt
lied Leen expresaed of the guilt ot Mc-
Elroy alio was executed here Friday,
but it beseinie Istiown to-day that McEl-
roy had made confcsosion to a feliuw-
prisoner, a 'colored man 'mined Har-
rison, who Was seen toelay, and said :
"I was corifined with McElroy on a
charge of carrying com:ealed weapons.
McElroy asked tile if I would confess
were I he. I said it depended on eir-
etlitieitatiecil. "%Veil," gain lie, "1 ant
not going to eonfess; I knocked old man
Mart in the head, but riobody IlaW Me,
and they can't prove it. 'they are go-
ing to hang somebody for it and may
hang me, but I am going to deny it to
the end.' "
Harrisan's fear of McElroy and his
friends prevented his saying anything
until now.
Trigg Heard From.
it is our pleasure to call special atten-
tion to the railroad article in this Issue
clipped from the Hopkinsville New k•.
Now, the perusal of it la not all that we
ask, nor all that we expect. It requires
labor, brain, work and money to build a
railroad, and let's see if we can't dis-
pense with the "Whoa-haw-Buck-and-
Bright" spirit and move up a notch or
so. The time Is now at hand, and the
people of Trigg county will, and ought
in defense of their rights and best Inter-
ests, have railroads built through the
county from north to south and east to
west. Property will advance at least
25 per cent., and our grain, horses, cat-
tle, hogs, sheep, timber, tobacco, &c.,
could be wore cheaply marketed; anti,
what is more important, capitalists,
with the building of a railroad, such as
the New ER• suggests, will invest In,
and thoroughly develop the iron ore de-
posits in this county.-Cadiz Telephone.
ROWAN IN PEACE.
About five hundred people, sturdy
mountaineers armed, assembled at
Morehead Wednesday and quietly pro-
ceeded to organize an :association for the
upholding of the law in that erstwhile
bloody land. They adopted the follow-
ing resolutions:
Resolved, That-we, the tinderaigned
citizens of 1Wwahcounty and the town
of Morehead, resblve ourselves into an
association to be known as time Rowan
County Mutual Protective Association.
We hereby pledge to ourselves and to
the people of Kentucky that we will
obey the law, and are determined to re-
quire observance of it In others. We
are tired of bloodshed, and we are de-
termined to have a dominion of law,
rather than another reign of violence.
"We agree to act as posse comitatue
whenever summoned by the Sheriff to
execute the procees of any court, and
when warrants of arrest are placed in
our hands we agree to bring the parties
accused to the bar of the courts, alive if
oossible, dead if necessary.
"We request the Circuit Court Judge
of this district to immediately call a
special term of his eourt fol Rowan
county, and we pledge him our ae818-
tanee in the selection of a grand jury
that has the courage to find indIctmente
against every infringenient of the 'law,
to whatever party or faction he may be-
long, and pledge oar lives in defense of
every witness who may be called on to
testify in this court.
"We deplore violence In all its forms,
but we are determined that lawless men
shall not longer terrorize Rowan county,
that we will in the strict interpretation
of the law make a terror to wrong do-
ere, from whatever source they may
come.
"We will euerantee to every person
accused of crime and brought to Rowan
county to be tried a fair trial and pritee-
tine from violenee. Wit respectfully
ask all good Milian,* of Rowan enmity,
of all shades of • hpltiloh, ho Me these
A Not st the omit wart on
1111011! Al l
tof the five 1114114pol sigItail 0111 magpie
pledging themselves to preteet with
their lives the mot property et pit,
istone of Moreheall arta Hawaii county,
From all over the State the heartiest
oongratulations and endorsement of this
action will pour In Apon our brothers
in Rowan, who have at last becouie ao'-
tively conscious of the neeeseity of the
protertive power of the strong arm of
the law.
insso Baby was sick, we gays her Crider*
Wham she was a Child, she cried for Castoria,
Wham she became Mee, she clung to Castor*
Whoa sh• had Childrea, she gars them C Astoria,
TOBACCO MALES.
The time for selling tobacco at the
different warehouses next week wili be
as follows:
Ha nbery & Shryer. 8.30 to SAO a. m
Hancock F & R 9.00 to 11.00 "
Abernathy & Co 11.00 to 12.00 n.
Wheeler Mills dr Co 2.00 to 3.20 p. rn.
Gant & Gaither Co 3.20 to 5.00 "
Abernathy dr Co., sold this week 53
hogshead's of tobacco as follows:
12 hhtls. good leaf, $10 50 to 8 00.
16 " med. leaf, 00 to 7 00.
22 " corn. leaf, 7 00 to 5 00.
s " lugs, 6 00 to 3 00.
Market very strong.
A. & Co.
Wheeler, Mills & Co., sold this week
51 iihtle. of tobacco as folitoe's:
10 Mids. good leaf, $8 95 to 7 75.
15:laid& medium leaf, $7 75 to 6 75
12 Wide. common leaf, $6 75 to 5 60.
14 hitils. lugs, $6 45 to 2 50.
Market strong and active.
W. M. & Co.•
Gant & Gaither Co. sold this week
125 Mids. of tobacco as follows:
30 blithe good leaf $14 25 to 9 00.
'20 " medium " $9 00 to 6 50. '
30 " common " $6 50 to 5 (a).
45 " lege $6 50 to 2 25
Market firm but irregular.
G. it G. Co.
Hanbery Shryer sold this week 61
Wide. of tobacco as follows:
1 Mids. fine wrapper, $22 25.
8 Idyls. good leaf $12.50 to 8.50.
15 " medium leaf S 00 to 7.00.
20 " conimon leaf 7.00 to 5.50.
17 " lugs 6.00 to 3 00.
Market strong and active. The hogs-
head sold for $22 25 was grovvn by Mr.
E. 11. Fritz, of Fairview, and tope the
Western markets tor this season.
H. & S.
The Tobacco Crop.
Through the kindness of Mr. G. V.
Thompson we are permitted to publish
the following statistics of the tobacco
crop furnished him by Mr. F. M. Pierce.
The etatement gives the status of the
crop In the Church Ilill neighborhood
and we think will be a very fair one for
the rest of the county :
HoletiesviLtec, Ky., June 33, '87.
Ma. THOMPSON ;
Dear Sir-For your information I
give the amount of tobaeco planted in
my neighborhood last year and the crop
intended this year, alma the amount
planted up to this date. I will deduct
from the intended crop the land which
has been procted in sone other crop. 1
will give the amount on sixteen farms
adjoining each other, making no excep-
tion as far as my inquiry goes:
A 11101111I. Intended
planted amount Amount









M. V. Owen . 15 "
Nebein tiee 20 "
Mike Wolfe . "
R. Remelt 40
I.ander 11 • "
W. West 10 "
I. A. Browning . 10 " 6 "
Lewis Gee " 16 "
VW"; 903
ly acres. I/ acre. it acres
Pt " 16 " ' "
13 " 11 --#0. 11
2s 14 "
14 " 11 "
7 66












I suppome the above figures are within
five or ten acres of being abeolutely cor-
rect. We have the usual complaint of a
poor stand but I suppose the stand is
fair considering the fact there has been




We publiali to-day the ativertieement
of Bethel College, at Rtieseliville, one of
the sterling educational inetitutione of
the latal. Quite a number of Chrietian
county's beet young intel--and in fact
many who are "getting on lit
gretitiates of this college, slid this term
there are three of our county men ,eon-
meted withalle school, viz., Profs. Juo.
P. Fruit, A. F. tillianis of the Faculty
and Rev. J. M. Petty, charge of the
boarding hall.
Railroad Meeting%
reeponee to editoi leis which re-
cently appeared in the NEW ERA the
citizensof II:ckinen and Calloway isouri-
ties held Mass meetings last Monday to
endorse the acheme to build a railroad
from this city to Columbue and to per-
fect plans to angst in the work. The
"Ideal Route" is taking. 'rlie people
all along the Iiiie are heartily in favor of
it, and if we all pelt together the road
will be speedily built. In behalf of the
people of Christian county we desire to
send a wool of good cheer to the citi-
zens af Hickman and Calloway.
- - -  - • • •IMIP•• 
Death of Mrs. Mercer.
M re. Anna I. Mercer died at the resi-
dence of her son, S. C. Mercer, hlonday
afternoon at 5 o'clock. She was te6
years uld an% had been in feeble health
for several months and ill for a week or
more. The funeral was conducted from
the residence by Rev, hiontgomery May
Tuesday afternoon. and the burial was
made in the city cemetery. Mrs. Mer-
cer had been a memher of tile Presby-
terian church for 65 years and for a
number of years had belonged to the
congregation of the First Preebvterian
church here. She wag an exemplary
Christian and a good woman and leaves
a large number of friends ip the city.
611.
Moult Court.
The July Term of Circuit Court for
the hearing of Conimon Law and Equi-
ty business, convened Monday with a
small crowd in attendance. Judge
Grace is in good shape to get through
busitie with his usual dispatch. 'rile
first day's business Was simply to organ
ize the the jury and get the preliminary
orders made. The jut,y is as follows :
John S Long, John R Keys, John W
Gilkey, I N Long, W B Lander, W
Meacham, Peter Patten, Jarret Ilaw-
kins, Tobe Gardner, Reese Robinson,
Louis Soloman, Henry Heathen, John
• E W Walker, James Renshaw, S
T Hill, R B Hall, R I) Freeman, lir '1'
Williamson, Alex %Miter, David Ral-
ston, R '1' 51cDaniel, P F Rogers and
Shaw Ganible. •
The docket is a pretty gotta one, fully
long enough to occupy the^two weeks
term. There are 95 appearances, about
an equal number of Equity and Com-
mon law calks, and 310 continuances;
250 of which are Equity.
Salluel W. Forgy, a bright young
man from the neighborhood of Elmo,
filed the neceasary certificate and appli-
ed for licenee to practice law.
I Muhlenberg Mixed School,
There is,somr. suppressed excitement
at the usually staid villiage of Ricedale
in this county over the reported propo-
sition to establish a mixed school in
that plii;ce to hich white, and negroes
are to be Admitted on terms of equality
Ricedale is a lumber town, inhabited
chiefly by people who came there from
northern Indiana to work in the ntIll
and timber. Lately tlie Superintendent
who Is maid tti bv a Iteptiblleati began
ettietitili of a oelitod,1#1111#1114 timer the
Politer uf the lettes lh Peter testifier it
leakett nut that it *as ho he a Hilted
soloed, A tortontlitent gentleman M.
formed no Pod lot mak Mt, 1114111111.1 the
1.1 stist mud asked
If they really to establish that
kind of a school.
"Certainly," les replied, "the building
is to be erected for a church and schoo
house to be used printipally for tile
hands and colored and all may atteed
Outsiders will mit be prevented from
attending. We want to give the color-
ed boys a chance and propose to let
them come to school along with us."
An effort will be made to induce them
to abandon the idea, but the building is
about complete and it is quite likely
that Ricedale will soon have the first
mixed school In Keetticky.-Greenville
Diepateli.
H. Sampsell, of Ottawa, Kan., is loud
in his praise of both La-cu-pl-a and
Man-a-lin.
()Ricers of Election.
The following officers of the emoting
August election have been appointed:
Hopkineville No. 1.-T C l'insley and
J W Yancey, Judges; John Boyd
Sheriff; P F Rogers, Clerk.
Hopkinsville No. 2.-J l' Prowse and
Jo K Twyman, Judges; H E Wiley
Sheriff; It T McDaniel, Clerk.
Fairview No. 1.-M A Fritz and Jno
Williams; cor., Judges; Dave 'lender-
ItOal , Sheriff; C Layne, Clerk. -
Fairview No. 2.-J B Everitt an#
Richard Vaughn, Judges; C II Harrison
Sheriff; W Alligree, Clerk.
Lafayette-J W Davidson and Mar-
mite' (tholston, col., Judgee; Gillum
Ezell, Sheriff; S L Frogge, C-ierk.
Bennettstown.-P E Sherrill and Chas
King, col., Judges; Gus Miles, Sheriff•
114 Pollard, Clerk.
Voion School House--Jullus Southern
col., and C L Dade, Judges; Ned Camp-
bell, Sheriff; J C Moore Clerk.
Newstead-J W' lianberry and J W
McGaughey:, Judges; Ellis Whitleck
col„ Sheriff ; A M Henry, Clerk.
Pembroke-Jas. Vaughn and Abe
Kenner, col, Judges; Lawrence Moore,
Sheriff; R Y Pendleton, Clerk.
Longview-E W Steger and David
Fields, col., Judges; Wrn. Smiley, col.,
Sheriff; C II Walden, Clerk.
M t. Vernon-S '1' Fruit and Jae. ti
Forbes, Judges; J '1' Waller, Sheriff;
G W Lackey, Clerk.
Ilaniby-R D Martin and Sol Smith,
Judges; Geo. Smith, Sheriff; L R Sal-
mon, Clerk.
Fruit 11111-E M Barnes and W
Wert, Judges; J J Allen Sheriff; I) F
Myers, Clerk.
Scates-J It Fuller and M R Capps,
Judges; j#10. Kelly, Sheriff; J II Dur-
ham, Clerk.
Garrettsburg-I) J Metralfe and Ross
Hopper, Col., Judges; Abner White,
col., Sheriff; F M Quarles, Clerk.
Bainbridge-John J Cox and John S
Keys. Judges C A newt*, eSherilf; W
F McAfee, Clerk.
Casky-Ilenry Berry, col., and T
Brown, Judges; P W Brasher, Sheriff;
• B Hancock, Clerk.
Barker's --Geo. Garrott, Col. and T
at, Barker, Judges ; Wiley Jones, Sher-
iff; C l'eyton, Clerk.
Belleview-Geo. Dabney, col. and
Nick Cox, Judges; L C Craven Sher-
iff; H B Clark, Clerk. !
Stuart's-B F Johnsen'
fudges; J H Wicks
Rives, Clerk.
Wilson-W I) Ferguson and Geo. N
Johnson, Judges; M Wilson, Sher-
iff; C W Meacham, Clerk.
Urofton-John M Lockhart and J .1
Nixon, Judges; I) II Lanier, Sheriff; J
It Long, Clerk.
Kelly-James A Boyd and G C Brash-
er, Judges; Willie Walker, Sheriff; E
W Bobbett, Clerk.
Beverly-Geo. H Major and W
Hutchison, Judges; M Ham, Sheriff;





Thomas Bradford, 314 Western Ave.,
Allegahny City, Pa., had Liver Com-
plaint three years. Man-a-lin cured
him.
THE PRESIDENT.
Official and Democratic Life In the
Nation's Executive Mansion.
Manure ne THE CHIEt AND mg
WIFE.
Baltimore Sun
:"riie President's lite really is in
many resin ets very like that of
any active business man, 'likelier large
arid important intereets coinnatted
hini. There is a difference. however, in
the fact that Mr. Cleveland does an
' amount of work much in excena of that
oerformed by tile average first-class
I !aisineee man. The PreeidenCe whole
I .ritioor lite under one roof. lie trans-
' ;tete; all the affairs of this great nation
which 411111H under hie juriediction sep-
erated only by a few feet from the apart-
menet where he rate, sle,eps, or it. sup-
' posed to enjoy his rest. f he busy: Man
I WhO has an immense manufacturing es-
tablishment, a great railroad, a bank, or
any other large intereets hi his hands,
no matter how engroased he may be, or
how much time he tievotes, finde at last
the hour when tile door of the counting
room or the office Is closed upon him,
and lie can go home, frequently miles
away. where business and business
carea can be shut out, and the tired
brain can solace Reel( In the lighter and
attractive joys which cluster around the
home which is free from invasion. Not
so with the President. lie is never free
trom interruption until his head is on
his pillow the lighta are out amid the
doors barred.
'•President Cleveland has from his
earliest manhood been methodical and
ids habits enabled hini to get through
all amount of business that is ahnoet
incredible. He took to Albany the bus-
hiess ideas which marked his adminis-
tration of the office of Mayor of Buffa-
lo, and he brought those sante hieas
from Albany to Wastilligton. Ile will
address himself to matters which were
never cousidered by any of his prede-
cessors of this generation at least, and he
gives part of hia valuable time to public
audieuces, which afford an opportunity
to the masses of the people to come into
contact with the Chief Executive never
heretofore enjoyed by them. It is his
systematic arrangeineut of time and la-
bor which enebles him to do this. Ile
is all early riser. At 8:30 o'clock lu the
winter, and often before that In the
summer he is sitting
AT HIS BREAKFAST TABLIL
"Ile spends no more time at the table
than is necessary for a proper digestion
ot his food, and 9 o'clock always !hide
him in his office. From 9 to 10 o'clock
he identifier rigorous concerning the ex-
clusion of vieitors, for this Is the only
hour in the day when he can have an
uninterrupted interview with hie able
and accomplished Private Secretary,
Col. Lamont. The President epee&
thie hour going over his personal le:ters
and such other matter's as tise morning
Emilie have brought, which are deemed
of eufficient importance to le quire his
personal attention and direction. Ile is
very fortunate In lievieg a eecretary of
such -rare judgment and discrimination
as Col. Lamont, for this sensibly lessons
his labors. Wednesdaye, Friday's and
Saturdaye, from 10 o'clock until and
from ten until tiOon Tuesdays and
Thursdays be received all persons Who
have or who think they have business to
present. Iti time order of reoeption pre-
cedence is given to Cabinet members,
heads of bureaus and members of COn-
Krems. In the couree of oue week un-
der this system quite a number per-
eerie get to see the President, Wi-
der the previous arrangeteetes would
have found it difficult, if not imposeible,
t•t) do 80 except through the interventiori
of a memeer of Congress. Then, until
the advent of warm weather, Mr.
Cleveland holds three atterimon public
receptions a week, lasting from 1:30 to
2 p. m., which are meetly availed of by
tourist* and strangers. In all this be
shows he recognizee iihuself as President
of the people.
"At two o'clock every afternoon, or
as near thereatter as hits disengaged,
the President takes a light luuch.
From the lunch table _ he goes hack to
ills ()Mee and remaine until 5 o'clock,
working literally with his sleeves rolled
dispoeing of the matters which have
accuniulated during the morning hours.
Intrieg these bowel rio visitors whatever
are received inflow they have a previous
'twilit! appointment, Cabinet officers, as
above mentioned, bring an exception.
ArtfillfittON 10111,11.
"At ft n'elnkilt the Preslilent, atletfin-
paitiv41 by Mrs, War 111•1111,
10111114 10414 hill id 11111013*, WIMP+
Wiles 141111111filliti lieu hot 010444 fin
lime hot f n'elneN Si
Ilia While The eMeifleirs itte ell
Must III Variablylopaii t toy letto Ptioiltient Al
Ills ilealt, lir ;Apr WINN history rehl,
11,411111 41111 mure WWI than other ,vlse,
ties hour Is later.
"Tlei President writes few letters soil
dictates 11011 lle does write ell of ids
pub& papers with Lie own hand. Ile
write' itti rapidity, and in tkce but
few alterations in revising his inane
merlon Before vommencing the prepa-
ration of his public papers it is his habit
to read up and thoroughly poet himself
on all the questions Involved. Ile Littee
a stub pen and a cork penholder, and in
reading or writing wears spectacles
with a black steel frame.
OUT DOOR ellitRCISZ.
'"fhe President takes no regular exer-
cise, but walks a great deal about the
room. During his private and public
reception hours lie always stands, mov-
ing from one visitor to another, At
Oak View he indulges in a regular
"constitutional," and nearly everv
tinie he gets out there lie gets an hour's
steady walking, tramping all over the
place. This Oak View walk is in ac-
cordance with the programme outlined
to your correspondent by thl Preeident
last winter. There never have been
any dumb bells, Indian clubs, private
gymnasium or rubber Mane the White
House since the President entered it.
All the stories sent from here purport-
ing to give descriptions of the Preel-
dent's exercises with these things were
purely imaginary. The President is
now in excellent health, and Col, La-
mot says he has been in tine anidition
ever since he first went to the White
House, with the exception of two or
three turns of ordinary rheumatism. Ile
has all his life been accustomed to in-
door work, and he gets as much exerciee
as he ever did.
"THE WHITE HOUSE MKS('
is pretty much of the same character as
will be found in the house of the average
American in eotnfortable eireurnstancee.
For breakfast:rolls and steak, ham and
eggs, fish chops and coffee, preceded by
the fruits of the season and oatmeal and
cream, of which both the President and
'Mrs. Cleveland are fond. Luncheon
consists of tea, cold meats, bread and
butter and berries. Dinher will be soup,
fish, with the standard meats and vege-
tables and fruits. No wines are ever
served unless gueste are at the table.
After dinner the President may take a
ciger, but his smoking is genera:Iy con-
fined to one. His occupations now
leave him but little time to read books,
but lie has been an extennalve reader of
classical poems and fiction, and quotes
from them freely. His newspaper read-
ing only covers the telegraphic and
news colunins of the morning palters
and such other articles as are brought
to his atteetion by his Secretary. He
shaves !dimwit' every !Horning, and usu-
ally wears a black Prince Albert coat
and black pantaloons, except in the
Ise wears a blue !tenet'summer, when
or serge suit, with wick coat. lie wears
a 7'2 hat.
•NeWZRING L XTIER,S.
"The mail at the White Houk all
goes through the hands of the private
secretary. Proably not more thae
twenty letters a day, often less, reach
the President from the official mail; the
balance are sent O) the del artinent
a here they belong or are diseosed of as
the secretary directs. From the post-
marke end other indications the secre-
tary enabled to judge of the character
of most of the letters, slid the great bulk
of the mall is passed over to a etenogra-
plier to open and assort. All official
letters gobig from the White House are
signed by the private secretary.
is In the ree‘e'lp5st daf1lLyitIOLf"asPvolymitiotni
personal mill, Iliot a little of this,
strange as it may seem, relates to public
business, and is at once turned
over to Col. Lamont. Many of the let-
ters to Mrs. Cleveland are of the most
curious charaeter. title Is importuned
for money or other chanty, for Indus
ence, for offices, and is even asked to
get pensions foripeople. She is very thud
of reading, and all the latest publica-
tions find their way to her table. She
has alit* a good many calls. It looks as
if every one who comes to Washington
wants to see Mrs. Cleveland, and her
afternoons and evenings are principally
occupied with callers. She drives out
every day, does her own shopping, and
In the afternoon drives is always ac-
companied by the Pretritlent if lie can
getaway. Mrs. Cleveland does not re-
gard herself at a musician, but her
touch oti the piano is sweet and sympa-
thetic, and the l'resident takes a delight
in listening to her whever he can. Both
the President and Mr.. Cleveland are
levoted to dowers, and are often to be
found peeping In the conservatories and
discusaing botany with the head gar-
dener. Mrs. Cleveland also finds time
to consult with the, house-keeper on
domestic affairs, and 'with the steward
about market supplies. Indeed, she
takes a practical interest In everything
concerning her household."
CITIRE IPIT11110t3n,
from a comm. Uloteli, or toe,
te the worst Serologist. Rail aii,
"Fever -sores," PLCIli V or it 4.i#8111i
Skins in short. /Ili thele46,11 Calle. Li bud
121#ss1 iiic ••• - 11.4 by this powt rful,
und in% ig,n4t itqr it di, limm•. f•reall
*Salm, Ulcers meetly le melee en Ise
tern Mamie... HILLI•lifided
ifs 1.401,11••V euring 'letter. Ilush,
Moils, Carbuncles, Sore ) es, Pic ro Iv
•losus Soren end Swellings, 1111p..
joint Dlecisete, White Marl 1 nes,
Goitre, or Thick Neck. awl Enlarged
Glarad•. Sofia t# #.111. Ui .rulop. for It
hires. treaties ettli ml ehiteg. LH1 skin
ithienses, er the snmm• enemata lot- a !retitle°
on Send ohms Alit. tutus.
" THE BLOOD IS Tiff. LIFE./v
lo using Ur. Pierre's
G▪ olden 'Medical Dierovery,und good
digcriii II, a fulriehlo, htioe ant •pirs
its, and % Ital strength, wi:i be esteblislied.
CONSUMPTION,
which Is Scrofula of the Lungs, is ar-
rested an.1 cured by this remedy, if taken be-
fore the eist stages of the dime& are reaelliet.
From Its marvelous power over this terribly
fatal dream., when first offering this DOW
celebrated remedy to the public, Dr. l'Intra
thought @eremite- of milling it his “Con-
sueaptiott Cure," but abandoned that
name ae too limited for a medicine which.
from Its wonderful combination of tonic. or
;strengthening, alterntive, blood-ctemming,
enti-bil te. pectond. and netritive propee-
ties, imequal#.1. wit I y a remedee for
ooriemeeption, but for all throttle Rho-
ease• .1 the
Liver, Blood, and Lungs.
lf you feel dull, drowsy:. debilitated. -intro
sallow eolor akin, or ydRowisit-brown spree
on fe.s• or hotly. frequent headache or thELI-
111 NO last.. III mouth. Internal heat or
chine, alteruntimewith bot Mathes. low spirits
anti Keeney fereboilinee, irregular appetite.
end ("at ed o•OK114., you ere se fferiter from
redigc•ilosa, Drapepsin, iiiid Torpid
Liter, or "MlIlletninereen :In many
#rus... only part ol thew s% iiiiit##rni are Cep,-
rienemei. As a remedy tor n11 such close,
Dr. l'1.•reebs Golden :Medical Dlie.
VOTrij mg mieurpamel.
For eon I inset %pitting of
Illoo I, "'mortal • of ilrearh, Krone
chills, bib Isis vere Cough*, and
aleetions, 0. is an efficient iernedy.
Sor.n ily ortiewiers. :e $1.00, or SIX
HIWITLES for $5.00.
Send it Malone for Dr. Pierce."
book on ,Onsiiiiiption. Acidosis
wearer., illspensary Pledie•I Asses.
elation, zei Main St 11,1, Br FT A LO, N. Y.
$500 REWARD
1, offered by the proprietors
m Dr. Sage's Catarrh itentedy
lor a cued. of m eterrli which
they (linnet terse If you
have a disetuirge frm in the
nose, offensive or otherwise, partlid Iowa of
stnell. taste, or hearing. weak eyes. eel] pain
or pnessurt. in Mad, you have Caturrle Thou-
sands ot mars terminate in eonsumetion.
ewes of Catarrh, "Cold le the 111140a4174
De. Hallet'S CAT SHUR REMEDY cures ft* W41
and Catarrhal Headache. 50 ants.
• • •
CAPITAL PRIZE, $150,000.
We do hereby certify that we supervise the
arrangements for all the Monthly- and Semi-
Annual Drawings of the i.ouisiana State Lot-
tery leimpany, U•I in perwn manage and con-
trol the Drawing's themselves, Anil that thesame
&reconnected with honesty, fairness. anti in
good faith toward all 'Jamie,. and we authorise
the Company to uge thie certificate. with ta13-
▪ i les of our sign etureg attacheme in its adrer-
elements."
Conansisslonera.
We the unilersieneil flunky and Bankers will
pay all Prizes drawn in the lemiguina State
Lotteries which may be presented at our coun-
ters
.11. H. OGLESRT.
Pres. Louisiana ational Rank.
P LANAI X,
Pres. State Rank.
Pres. Nevi Orleans National Rank.
C %RI, KOHN,
Pres. Union National Rank.
--
IINPRECEDENTED ATTR tt TIONI
Oier Half a Million Distribute,'
LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY COMP?
Incerporatemt In WO for 23 eerie. ev the Legis-
lature for Educational awl ( heritable purposes
with a espital of $1,000,000--to which a reserve
feed of over $140,0010 hes genre been eilmlee,
B am overwhelming popular rote its fprii•
WM Made pert of DM JiiMlyegi Elik*Gliti •
Dillon **intr.! 1/eremite'. 161, A II. lane
%teen iy iiottplp t.tvt, tdtait tot sad ptehoied
ity tssin# shy lisle.
owe gedfst rnstiastivii
lipand giggle Irlill•bor SNOW.
tatp Malitli I ydpiti Ms postal moot
, all I) NCH& FORHIlifir liVe4 el% 1100010
11110 *bill '
1111111I4 rvtluflg.1111‘10 !flit 11 furtnoo, ft
rao#1 Was 5# Iv the Asailsots_fi)
sul. ow sass, mustily,
011$111Y Ilraglog
CAPITAL PRIZIg $150,000.
emmtiee-elecket* are Ten Dollare only.
II elves, 11. Fifths, $2. Tenths, II.
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of 10,000  20,000










2,1710 prizeg amounting to 096.000
Application for rater to dole should be nude
only to the other of the Company in thew Or-
leans.
For fe ether Information write clearly giving
full address. Poetal Notes, Express Money Or-
demur New lurk Exchange in ormlinary letter.
Currency by Express (at our expense) ad-
dressed
HAPTIEle
A is Art For Taking the Sense of
Geed People of Tisl• Commons
tar/sills to the Neceansty and
F.xprdiericy of Calling n C 
lion to .tioraid ek• Coneritutiom,
sold re Provide for Aecertnioing
tisc Samba, of Citizens Entitled
10 Vete stir asepre•entstive With.
in the silage.
•
oirkeetl, Experii nee has pointed out the
ii.•cessity of mewling the I .01:114ilts14,.11,
the expediency of calling &convention for that
purpose; tberefore,
Re it I:Iv:#.04 by tar General Assombly of IA.
attl• • 1 Ae-e PH, y:
siteviox 1. That at lie L postal elective
for Representatives to tbe ticnsral Assembly,
it shalt he the duty of the peversi Sherifi4 and
other tdtker. of electien to open pod for and
lelakeli return to the oseretary of Mate.
fer the thise being, of the name. of sii eitisame
retitled to veto fur Repnwiestairyes who have
voted at the mutt Mee  for calling a conven-
tion for the purpose of re adopting, amending
or changing the Constitution.
Sze. Y. mat any 14htrilf or other returning
&Beer failing to perform the duty impee.el by
&Ina 'ection of this sea I lee SUltier LH a Hee
er el z hundred dellarg MOO), t. be recovered by
indietnient of the gra el jury in any court hav-
ing }emelt-non there'd, and snail, upon con -
vietiou of steel (enure, be removed from office
by the esurt io which ouch wove-non hamt
sec. 3. Thrt for the purpose of awertaining
the number of eitieene entitled to •ote fur Rep-
resentative. within this State in the year Iflit7,
there shall be furnished, as hereinafter provid-
ed, to the Sheriffs and other offieers of the elec-
tion in Augied. led. a regigtration hook, In
which the officers of the election elite' record
the name* of all citizens entitle! to vote tor
Representative wIthia this elate at the said
election. The officers of the election
sliaIl he ...."-egie;t# officers of registration.
anti shall Moe said registration boos °pea
for the. restore of said name. between the hears
of 6 ieelock a.m. and 7 teciock p min the (lay
of the Aegust, deo. election at all the •oting
leases in t is Commonwealth And it shall be
the duty of all citizens of this t;onamon ealth
who are entitle.' to vote for ItepreeentAtives,
os tire day of the next general election in Au-
erg, 1887. to go liefort the eberiffs and other
returning ulticera of said elect Ms in the voting
preeinct in which they are eeverally entitled to
vote, etel cane, themselveg tri repot& mei on
the poll-book ae qualified voters of this Com-
monwealth, and the names of any and all Gill-
tens living in the district known to said officer%
Lobe entitled to vote for Repreeentative, or
made known to them by evioeuee ou that dm>,
&tall be registered as not voting. • nml in the
year UK no other ofileer shall be authorized to
nuke any list #-r return of the qualified voters
of thigCommonwealth. nor shall any return
thereof. except the registration hooks and cer-
tificates provided for by this act. be made, and
ali laws requiring list or return* of such quali-
fied voters are hereby repealed, 1.14 far as the
year 15•37 embraceit therein 'The total num-
ber of votee so registers.' all be the true num-
ler of cameos entitled ta vote for Rep.esenta-
tive within this State. for the purpose of ewer-
taming whether ft majority of all the citizens
of this State entitleleo •ote for Representative
vote for calling a convention for the purposely(
re-adoptiog, ateesidiag or cbaansg the Costal-
tut". 4. The said regietration books shall be
appropriately rule' and beetled, so that they
may, and it ie bereby en 'reed that the same
elme, be the poll beoks for recording the votes
for aed agminst the calling of the ometitutional
convent on, Rea for ascertaining the number of
&size& eetetled to vote fur Representative
within the Stale. It ghali be the duty of said
officers of election to propound to every voter
the question: "Do you vote for calling • es:m-
art-noon& celtiveation or notW' If bunt voter
shall answer in the 11111111&LiVC, his name shall
be reeorded as voting for said con ention if
SUC voter shall answer in the negative. his
Same shall be Recorded as voting against said
eonventmios, and if such voter mate. no anew er,
n me shall be recorded or regiatered as net
voting upon said queetIon. Anil it ehall be the
du t of the tinkers bolding the eloction at each
voting piaci.) in the state to certify the total
number of voters registered. and the number
voting for calling the constitutional convention,
anti to male out a duplicate oeri ideate &towing
Said facts. The registration booL shall bv
them immedi•tely sent, at the expense of the
Commonwealth. by mail, to the Secretary of
State. at Frankfort. Ey , and the duplicate cer-
tifieate attached to the poll-book for the election
ofState-edicere, and returnee! therewith as aim
directed by law .
eke. The Secretary of State in office at
the convening of the General Assembly next
after the eleetion In August, DO:, shall imme-
diately upon the organization of the same,
transmit to each ilouee a statement, prepared
by him from the said regietration and poll-
bookg, showing how many Totes were at the
said eleetion east in favor of ceenvention,
awl the total bendier of voters retristered,
whether voting fur or against or not at all The
report shall he made up by counties lie shall
retain the regietratien bootie for the use of, ex-
amination aad inspection of the next General
be the duty of the officers
whow duty it is by law LO CUM pare and certify
the vote. for State officers, to mine out from
the certificates returned with the State eleetioa
poll-books as above provided. and at the time
they certify the votes for State °Meet,. • cer-
tificate by votive places, showing the total
number •otes reinetervel and the number voting
for calling a coustitutionai convention, atento
send the certificate to the Secretary of etate;
and if the registration book provided tor above
*hall, as to an) voting place, he tat, destroyed
or not returned, then the Secretary of state. 10
making time report to the lteneral Aaxembly
shall use the iuformation in the careilIcete as
to any such diet:lector precenet. and he
moreover, use the certificate to snow that he
has or bits not registration bees for each vote
ipir place in earil couuty named in said certifi-
cate.
See. 7. It shall be the •Iiity of the Secretat7
of State, after die adjoitraniset of this bienerW
A mrernblv, to make out the form of a registra-
tion bexmk an.1 certifieates to be inamie •nd used
as here,in provided, and to furnish the same to
the Ptlibilc Printer forthwith and it shall be
the minty of the sive Public Printer to make up
Eel tend le the usual form one registration
book, with a certifies** thereon tor etch voting
plare In the State; also the mitipl lest" eertifirate
tbe result certificates she send the Beene
tn this .sreest !thee the lithe shalt ast that MI
ate Mittel see wird II the rations toill.
rir r,h Num. in 411 Of per,Nets illicit,
""\ "At "lig "la
ro ft,poll: tier ei 




The only brand of Laundry Soap
awarded a fint class medal at the
New Orleans Exposition. Guaran-
kis! absolutely pure, amt for general
house:6okt purpuses is Use very bed
oaliV0,110
1:11:4711.11:'""s  tIsiol" a 44 oil ditty at the Sucre-
tme, ies r mute, f r
tary at elate ta liars this act advertised le pee
weekly newspaper in esti. emote of thie C0114.
monis-wee Wherein there is such paper pub -
11010-1, for four weeks, and in trae of the daily
papers of the city of LomavIlle for thirty days
immediately preceding the electien, and in ev-
ery county said Seel-elan: shall ceuee to he
peeteml at the court house 'door a cepy of this
act prises.' in hand bill form, for at least four
cuneect.tiCII weeks before such i•lection
Ste. 10. It shall le' the duty of the Public
Printer to print ten thousand cop'es of this act
of 5,000  20.000 upon a separate ehect &paler and deliver them
1,010 ...... 30,000 to the Secretary of State, ho shall forward
. 11.000, thesauri to the County Clerks of the •arious
30.000 , ,,,tuaties in this State in eueli numbers as ur
300  40,000 ' protitie at least two copies thereof for each
100 50,000 voting preciact; said cberks ghall deliver tbe
SO . : same to the Aherne nr other °Moises acting in
AT1ON PRIZES. the place thereof; anti tt shall tie the duty of
Prizes of 11301.1 .... $30.000 such &leen or other oeicer to post one copy of
do SOO . 20.0120 said act at each voting p ace, and another eopy
100 ... lu,000 at some other suitable public place in mid pre-
cinct four weeks prior to the election. AUL-
°nicer fall ue aiechante the duties preecribel'i
in this Keetion of Hue art "hall be fined for each
and every failure $30. to be reeovered in any
court having juriediction thereof
Ste. II This. aet shall Lake effeet tad be In
force from anti after it. partage.
Approval January 18, 18116.
•es
M. A. DAUPHIN,
or M. A. DAUPHIN,
Now Orleans, La, SHOW cAtELCASES
Washington, D. C
Adams. Regbitertel Letters to
NEW ORLEANS NATIONAL HANK,
Mee Orleans, La.
REMEMBER 'Tit:Lt.-2: flier: 7.1741:1
and Early, who are in m•harge of the drawings,
is a guarantee of A boil ute fairness and integrity,
that the •-lianeee are all equal, and that no one
ean p.eothly divine what number; will draw a
Prize.
It EnEvtRE It that the payment of Prize.
GUARANTEED RI' FOUR NA- OFFICE &B.IXT FULNITEILE& FIXTEILES.
TION AL RANK/1 of NeW Orleans, and the
Ticket. are signed' by the Presimlent of an In- Ask for Illugtratod Pamphlet.
stitution, whose chartered rights are recogniz-
ed in the higheet Courts: therefore. beware of TERRY SHOW CASE CO., Ilashville,Ten.
any imitations or anonymotaswhenies.
BETHEL COLLEGE,
RUSSELLVILLE, KENTUCKY.
Tutees-sot writ ANNL.‘ SESi1401 BEGINS saeTnniiett 1, lee% AND CONTINUES
oliTY
AN ENDOWED PERMANENT INSTITUTION.
Ample Faculty, SEVEN SCHOOLS of !estrum-time eecerible, Healthful. the annual death-
rate, in population of 2400. beteg learn than half that mit oer large melees. Peihiliition Town. in
Prohibition County. Mural. intelligent and refitted CHID munity. Itearml and Tuition, per twea-
tY weeks, $77
T'17.7ITIOINT
to Sons of active Ministers and students of the Unteersity. leccutiatee of Baptist Churches ha•e
SOAR each. per seesion, "Enlow neemle.1 Rev. J M. Peay, D D., ielliaper-
intendent of the N. Long Roselle% Hall, a "student's thane "
For Catalogues or informaten aaareas
lir A. F. WILLI ANS, A. M. Representetive in the Field.
REV. W. S. RYLAND,
Chairman id Faculty.
STATE COLLEGE of KENTUCK
EIGHTEEN PROFESSORS AND INSTRUCTORS.
Agricultural anti Slechanical, Seientifle, Engineering. Clugaical, Normal School, Military
Twee , Commercial and Preparatory Courees of study.
County Appointees Received Free of Tuition. Eall Term begins SEPT 14,
Poe. Yen K. etaimig un and other information &Mine-




Centaur Liniment is the most wonderful Pain-Curer
the world has ever known.
THOROUGH BUSINESS EDUCATION.
Bryant .1 1 191a.45
Straiion.)3USINESS COLLEGE,
Corner Third and Jeffereon Streets, Louisville, Ky.
ENTRANCE NO, 400 THIRD STREET.
Bool-Koopix Bat% Pohmantp, Short-Hand, Toloiraphy
AND ENGLISH TRAINING.









Every cash subscriber to either the Weekly,
at $1.00 a year. or the Tri - Week ly, at $3 SO; anti
every gab/scriber now on the list who pay, all
arrearages to date and tor one year in advance,
to either paper, gets a
Thiel ill tlie Dram
which gives him a ehasee be secure, without
coot, a valuable premium The lige embreces





$210.00 A ms"*""`"g".̀ ""avs°'1" Stops. 4 lets of Reeds of 1S
Lyle Ire* each, sold and tally





1111 fi Mil le 15
$80.00
$80 sr,:'.:1_1:1711"1.114,.nest..m.,,V,r_s_
11.410 each, which is the cheapest
retail prim.
$45.0A An elega-t Wheeler A Wilmat.r Sewing Machine nab all mid
latest improved attachinests,
sold amid fully warranted by C
I. West, sod Hi exhibition at
his office is Hopkinsville
One latest improved "New
Home" sewtmeasseetse, with all
attachnseets. fully warraehed
A One Wire-Twist, etete• reap,
lireach -heading. shot-gun, war-
ranted Init-e/ass.
A H1104801111*. library set of
Dicken'li complete Works
Three Tuition Certificates is the
Er antrille ComilleaTial Cortege.
good 'or fins value is tuitroo.
$30.(X) Two Mail fiebolarnhip Certig-
calms is Louisville Short-hand
and Tee- writing Institute.
n An Elegant Cooking Stove$20.0...., with all tbe attachmests, ei-
ther for wood or coal. soid awl
warrsated by Caldwell a Roadie.
A fine Snit el Clothe' te lie se-
lected by the purchmer.
A nee Silver Watch, staadard
make, and warrented trot-
clam Is every reseect.
A handsome decorated Dinner
Set of China.
rive premiums. each OLle vear'e
subscription to the Tn- Weekly
New Era.
One Tobacco Screw, made by Dui
Metcalfe Manufacturing Co
One-Tobacco Screw, made by the
Metcalfe Manufacturing Co.
Webster's nabri iged Diction-
ary, latest edition, telly illus-
trated. leather-hound.
One "No. fa" Oliver :cellist'
plow.
A fine Hand-made gestlentia's
or lady's Saddle.
4 nice Cottage Clock. guaran-


















Two premiums. each, 1 see on
Chromo, worth $5.00.

















Ten premiums, each one Caliee
I /rem Pattern. ten yerds.
Five premiums, each one set
books-0 In a s
Five premiums, each one year's
subscriptiOn to the Weekly New
Ira.
I rine Stereoscope, with 14 Zlegant
1•110tographs
Worth of selvertising in Tri -Week -
ly New Ers.
Worth of alivertistug i• Weekly
New Ira.
Worth of Job hinting at New ere
office.
Worth Willard ware .
Worth of Domestic.
Worth of Calieo.
Worth of Dry Goods.
Worth of ouee" nanare
Worth of Groeeries.
A henesome heavy plate .ilver,
bottle castor
Worth of Milliner from lent it
senseid. eiareseo c, T•ain .
• Pair of Fine Boots.
t5.00 eine. A 1" Oliver chilien plow.
$4.00 ,t111Failver plate autl glair awe le
$3.50 A Fine Hat.
$3.00 The weekly 8cleatifie Americanone year.
$3 00 S.:, fine triple-plated Rogers kat\ ee
$2.50, ;.‘ai.:7:1":t121,1"tt'''ckt,e4Vrk• war-
fig Two &Mars' wortk of IV. Patois.
112 Two dolls. s' worth of Materials
any kiad weenie.
sc.od wries, lade ris4 .piate
glied
12-00 Ppair Inc mood uses
12.00 1 pair One Veeememe
42.00 Dam:biome Toilet Spea-
SC Two dollars' wegth of tioncry.
$3.50 A bellY1 Ifeld afeg *aim.
sf.se 1 pair puttee kid glov ee--beet mete.
se u brat. /Du,i a rni u eve0;1::_wiret:in,ainteiliator_tiallectterr-iplition:iff to Weeklytelo:170orsirleioxr -a 
tete, iet etle eimm IOC
$ 1 Six Ladies' Handkerchiefs
111 Four paint gentlemen', British here
SI Ifour pales Ladiele Hose.
$11 Doe meillart worth of Sheet Music.
SI One 11; I ,al.
$1 One V I remain&
111 One line roan I ink-stand.
ot
.75 A flee ORM silver tatieeks.
NOTICE!
Joe Flab, legally hated to me, left na% ru.in-
ity Jane ISO without my permission. lie 1.
al.mt 14 yeare old, has dart hair, ei ee arid con,.
plexion awd was shabby deemed when he leftme. All persons are hereby warmed not to liar.
tor or eat ploy said fish JNO. HASNID.
















low Era Printing and Poklishing Co.
81 A TZAR.
AGENTS
W lio are authorized to eo
lleet sub-
seriptiona to the N KW Sae •
Lee Thacker-Lafayette, K
y.
tor G. W. Rive.- William. P. 0.
'. A. Brusher--Crofton.
it Kennedy-Bainbridge.
la. ti Artnstrong-urridean 
Springs.
W. W. &J. P. Garnett
-Pembroke.
.1 W. RIchardenet-Frult Hill.
W. K. Brewer-Fairview.
FRIDAY, JULY 8. 1881.
tome cittb g•ortst;3.
W ill Beeler, Louisville, is in 
the city.
S. Li. IliteltsurtlifAt west to H
eorierron Friday.
S. O. Graves, Louisville, wa
r in the city Sun-
day.
I M t,Outries, How.il, wa
s in Lowe W.shies-
day
Sup& ef Schools Renshaw 
went to Enskire
Friday.
Thai. Vaughn. Pembroke, 
was in the city
Monday.
W. A. Nisbet, Madirons Ole,
 spent Sunday in
the city.
Jack Illissimesi lel in inhe 
city visiting his
1i:smelly.
JD.. T. Rabbeth. Trenton, was
 in the city
Saturday.
Misr Nellie Lynch, of Nebo, is 
visit,ng friends
i• the city
Mies Sallie Mitchel, Fulton, 
is visiting at I..
P. ?Arne's.
Mrs. Wei. Campbell, L
ouisville, is visiting
Mr. s C. Mercer.
b's Wiley took in the al 
seningtou Fourth
of July celebrate's.
Her. M. May and wile are 
the peel& of Mr.
and Mn. Walter Kelly.
Mr. S. M. [tomahawk has 
returned from Abi-
lene, Tessa, to live here.
llisaes Bowie Burnett and 
Mary Veland are
rooting friends in Cadiz.
Hon. J. F. Clay. attorney f
or the 0 V. R R.
assent Thurrelay in the city.
Mrs Dr Thoa Blakey left 
Saturday for .tu-
burg, to •isitt her parents.
Prof. J. W. Rurt and family 
have returned
front a trip to Todd county.
It. M. Woodridge came
 home to spend the
-Fourth" with his relations.
Miss Mary Yea vaikiatture
, of Warily die. is
vi.Uticg her uncle, V. . It Peace
Mimeo Hassle Barnes and 
Mary Gnat are
home from a • wit to Pi
ribrolte.
Ben Moore. Garrettsberg. 
peered through the
City Moarday immure 
toOweurboro
Ken. Alex Campbell left 
Wednesday sight for
hie Western Imam, likk
irado, Kansas
Misses Lena Grime= and 
Bettie Hasbery,
are visiting friend* in 
Kirtinansiville.
Mrs Belle Alexander and e
on went to Se-
brew W eslnerday to spend 
several days.
Miss Lela Campbell, of 
Russellville. is visit-
ing Mies Hattie Graves n 
15th street.
Miss Lucy McGowan is 
..pending the school
vacation in LettifY ilk with her 
mother.
Teiseleamsee, Priseeton, a for
mer citizen of
Ibis place, spent Wednesda
y in the city.
Mr. T. B Burbridge and 
children have gone
erulean Settees to spend the 
summer
Mule Sallie Meinsatry, of 
Providence, h),
is visiting relatives and fri
ends in the city.
Judge Joo. R. Grace •col
 Commonweal/1'i
Attorney James B. Garnet
 are in the city.
Misses Lea. 'fancy and E
thel Braden, are
visiting the teat, of Mr. M
cGee, at Moittgom
err.
Mrs M. II. sestet sad 
ammeter. Miss Jose,
have returned from a two weak'
s visit to Dim-
Mi.. Minnie Taylor. of 
Bennettetown, is via.
Hoeg her Meter, Mrs Rhodes 
Thompson, this
week.
C W Metcalfe west toW 
annsngton Wednes-
day 10 ougtrart for the lumber 
for the olives(
Park wort
Mime. Ncp Jaeloon and Emm
a kleCreary,
Trentes. are visiting Mr. J W 
'Yancey, on
North Maio street.
Men Lisle Mortices. of P
embroke. who has
bees whetting Mien Moss Stainh
egen. returned
home Friday eveniag
Mrs. May, mother of the Rev 
Ilimtirousery
May, ant her Noe.Clellas, are M
opping with Mr
and Mrs. J. I. Landes.
Lam T. W. T. Rickards Lad w 
ife , (MN Hem-
nil of Los Asgelos, Cal., are 
visiting retell vem
of Men. Riehards. in the meaty.
Mrs. I. P. Gerhart and balky left 
Friday to
spend two weeks with her parent* 
in Hopkins-
yule Tote•eiro Leaf.
Mrs Sarah L. Richarleon left for 
11‘11014,ille,
Tess., Woodsy morning on a •I
rit to her
daughter Mrs. Samuel Ringgold.
Mrs. Geo. Magee returned Frida
y to her
home, Mayeald, Ky., after • visi
t of several
recite to her relatives in this county.
Mrs. J. K. Jump. of 'Welcome ale, is 
risiting
her .lainghtere. Mn. T. P Majer, sod 
Mrs. K.
I.. Roach tailors UM Tobacc
o Leaf.
Mr and Mn. John Leonard, from 
Nashville,
iseeteed here Wednesday and will speed
 a few
weeks with Keg. G. H. Quarles, Leaf 
Howell.
Mr. Geo. T. Petty, who has been in 
the city
on. visit to relatives and friends, for 
the past
week, returned dandily. SO his home, 
in H I.
sainghsen, Ala.
lila, Violet gleesome has returned fro 
flop-
Unimak. She war accompanied by Mow Luot
Hart. who will be her picot for some d
ays -
Clarkev tile Tobacco Leaf.
Mr. r're, represestieg the Browni
ng. King
Co • tailor establishment of New Yo
rk. is in
the city +aikido( ordeal. Hen-anther
 • lem-
en eye nor • pumpkin pie, but plain Jam
es
Pye, an the world ever.- kingmas (K
now)
News.
Mrs. Dr. D. Goher and daughter. Miss ran-
gie, of Frankfort; Mrs. Maggie Price and 
son
Gober and daughter. Maas Roos, of Auburn a
nd
Master Lae Jesse. of Memphis, are visiti
ng
Mrs. F. J. Northingtos in the neighborhood at
Newebead
Mrs. W J. Withers and daughter, Mies Liz-
zie. kat for Louisville Tummy, where Miss
1.1.14ie will atop for treatment on her eyes; Mrs.
Withers going on to Poughkeepsie, N. I to
at end the graduating exercises of the Vuiver•
rity there. on whets her sou Will Will Palliate,
Baptist hisaloar.
Circles No. 7 and will meet with
New Barren Springs, seven miles east
of Hopkinsville. on Saturday and. don-
day, July 30th and 31st. Cordial invi-
tation to, and entertainment of all dele-
gate,' (torn churches composing the cir-
clet'. J. W. RUST, V. P.
Syrup of Figs
11 a nufacut red only by the California Fig
Syrup Co., San Francisco, Cal., is Na-
ture's Own true Laxative. It is the
most easily taken and the most pleas-
antly effective remedy known to cleanse
syshon when bilious or costive; to
diapel headache., cold. and fevers; to
cure habitual constipation, Indigestion,
,lc. For sale in 50 cents and $1.00 hot-
ti..' by If B. Garner, Hopkinsville, Ky.
Sehbery at Dowses.
- —
For several Lis) • past a strange negro
lies been to ding around the A readia
hotel. at Dawson, doing such odd joie
AS he conk' get, and stealing such ar-
ticles as he could safely hide. On last
Witiinlay morning, while the gues
ts
were at their bretie fast, the negro went
U' the rooms of Misses Vaughan and
I.:wing, and Mrs. Thompson, orNesti-
vale. rime lee room. of the young la-
thes he peal a couple of fine gold
watches, and from the later a pair of
gold braeolote. lie Immediately hoard-
ed a freight train and made his way
east. Parties were telegraphed to at
Nortonvilte to arrest and hold him until
the sistitorltiee could get there. lie was
arrested according to instructione, but
by some 'maim minaged to make his
escape before the Itsweon officers ar-
rived. Vrider the platform of the
freight depot, at Nortonville, the jewel-
ry was found tied up in a handkerchief.
Tim negrei fumed that he was suspected
end hid them tbere. rie report is that
the negro bee been arrested near Cen-
tral tatr.-Maellsonville 'rhyme.
In delicate health needing a geetle y
et
effective laxative will Awl the California
liquid frultreinedy, Syrup of figs, pleas-
ing to the taste, Si ceptabie to 
the stom-
ach, nail perfectly safe In all cam
s. it
the moat easily taken and *silently
effeetive aemedy known to cure and pre
-
'vent toetivenees, to dispell hea
dache,
adds aud fever, and strengthen th
e kid-
neys, liver and bowels, and Is the
refore
a favorite remedy with ladies. 
For sale




Good womb g Judge Winfree.
'A mill crowd was in town 
Monday.
The bode jeweler, optician and wat
ch-
maker is M. 11. Kelly.
For list of hauls for sale by Jo
hn W.
Payne, gee (mirth page.
Henry Western, i•oloreil, was ar
res-
ted Monday charged it ith petit 
larceny.
The tobacco market is "full op"
 this
week, with pikes steadily 
advancing.
Mr. H. L. Bouiware advertises 
de-
sirable city property tor sale in 
this
Issue.
John L. BratAier has moved 
from
South Main to the corner of First
 street
on North Main.
Mr. F. W. Dabney and fetidly h
ave
taken rooms for the heated term at 
South
Kentucky College.
The "Glorious Fourth" was not 
ob-
served in this city Monday exce
pt by
the poet-office and banks.
Great bargains iii watchee end cl
ocks
for the next 30 days at Aug G. 
Reich-
ert'a. Call early and see him.
The wheat crop has turned out m
uch
better than expected and wheat la 
toll-
ing readily here at Gescts for No. J.
For tirst-elass turn-outs see Willi
am-
son it Pool, 7th Street Livery Sta
ble-
special inducements to drummers.
We acknowledge receipt of an i
nvi-
tation to attend the Mercer co
unty fair,
at Harrodrburg, August 9th an
d 12th.
Chris Tiniothy, of Metz it 'timot
hy,
says he luta at hia house the you
ngest
boy in town and it weighs 10 poun
ds.
Two thousand pounds of manufact
ur-
ed tobacco were burned at Ha
nson last,
week, the prop( rty of W. H. Wei
r and
Bro.
'rim Mammoth Cave party 
returned
home Saturday night, having bee
n out
one day longer than expect
ed when
they started.
About 25 young men and boys w
ent
to Nashville Monday to take in 
the
"Glorious Fourth." B use ball 
and
horse-racing were the principal 
mag-
nets.
'rise time of the city court le occup
ied
nearly every morning with old 
fash-
ioned plain drunks. Who's tolling the
whisky? The court tries hard to hi
nd
out but can't do it.
The bran-dance at Crofton was a
 big
thing. The crowd was enormou
s and
the iitmost good feeling prevaile
d. A
delightful hop at night was the c
rown-
ing feature of the days programme
.
Mr. N. Greogry, living a few miles
from town, killed a garter intake Thum
-
day, which upon being opened
 was
found to contain no lea. than 44 y
oung
snakes, from the size of a lead penc
il
down.
Monday morning a local freight train,
In switching at the depot, ran into the
switch engine, doing oonsidereble da
m,
age to the cow catcher. The swit
ch en,
glue was not demaged; but the other
had to lie up several hours fur repairs.
R. P. Owaley bought on Saturday 
last
from S. T. Fox, the farm known 
as the
"Fox Homestead" for $16,000 
cash.
Mr. Fox taking in payment, Mr. Ows
-
leys' town residence at $7,000. 
Mr,
Owaley will at once move to the countr
y
to live.
Mee. Montgomery May, who resigned
his charge of the First Presbyt
erian
church two weeks *little, preached h
is
last sermon Sunday morning. O
wing
to the illness of his mother he will n
ot
be able to leave the city as early as 
lie
Intended.
County School Superintendent Ren-
shaw has ooncluded to call the Count
y
Teachers Institute for Tuesday, July 2
6,
continuing four days. The best educ
a-
tional and speaking talent in the ci
ty
and county has been engaged to partici-
pate in the exercises.
Under direction of Mr. Phil Deihl, a
traveling produce buyer, Calvin Brook
s,
colored, has planted souse ginseng roo
t,
Mr. Dohl is confident that ginseng
 can
be cultivated and be made a profitable
business. Brooks' plants are getti
ng
along well.-Greenville Dispatch.
The Methodist church social at Judge
Feland'e Friday night was quite* pleas-
ant affair, interesting features of the o
c-
casion being music by several of the
gueste and some excellent recitations by
Miss Allie Bottondy. The game 
of
"Donkey" turnished the fun for the lit-
tle folios,
The following marriage licenses were
Waled during the month of June, 
to
white couples: M. L. gib to Fannie
bayou, Matthew Charlton to Mary
Ann Fuller, R. H. Feard to Minnie B.
Henderson, Dr. Jno. Bgll to Moll
ie
Radford, J. E. Hurt to Rom A. Owen
,
Monza Kaiser to Mary Cavanah.
Rev. Dr. S. E. Wishard, Ev
an-
gelist of the G. A. Presbyteria
n
Church, on his way to the State S. S.
Convention, which meets at Henderson
next week, will spend next Sunday in
this city. Ile will till the pulpit of the
First Presbyterian church in the morn-
ing, and probably at night.
The death of Mrs. Sarah Tandy, of the
Fairview neighborhood, laid Saturday,
removes from our county another one of
the landmarks of the olden time. Mrs.
'randy has bean a consistent member
 of
the Baptist church over sixty years, and
died in the faith she so long espoused.
Her funeral was preached Sunday af-
ternoon by Rev. Dickens.
Judge WInfree received hie commis-
sion as Judge Saturday morning, exe-
cuted his bond Saturday afternoon, took
the oath of office Monday morning an
d
Is now the de facto County Judge of this
county. Thus ends the contest so far 
its
the pomession of the office is concerned.
As to the salary and emoluments oh the
office since last September nothing has
as yet been done.
Last Friftay a reunion of the Wartield
family was held at the cave. The fol-
lowing were present: Mr. George
Warfield and family, Charlie Warfield
and family, Alex Wartield and wife,
Mrs. Roach and family, of Olmstead,
Rev. Mr. Browder and bride, of Ken-
tucky, and Mrs. Lizzie Warfleiti, but all
of this large and intlueutial family were
not there. The day was delightfully
spent by all present.-Clarksville Dem-
ocrat.
In the tobacco sales of Abernathy it
Co., of lam week we omitted to men-
tion four hogeheade of W. T. Finch, of
Todd county, rate:Jug In price from $10
to $12, including one frosted. to-
bacco was put up in admirable order
and beautsfelly handled, reminding us
of past and better days when more at-
tention was given to preparation for
market as well as cultivation in the
field. Mr. Finch's example ought to be
e mutated.
Mrs. F. A. Yost died at her home In
this city Saturday morning, after an
illness of some time. Her funeral ser-
vices were held at the residence Snutlay
afternoon, conducted by Rev. 4. 4.
{Awle ot the Methodist cliurcli zed the
burial averred at the eity cemetery.
Mrs. Yost leaves her husband and sev-
eral grown children. She was a most
excellent chriatien lady, a member of
the Methodist church and beloved and
respected by e large circle of friends
and acquainlatiees.
Mesers. W. T. C. Cross and E. B Bas-
sett, of the firm of Bassett 4 Co., who
will open the new dry goods house In
the Pritchett et dwards building in
September, were in the city several days
this week, making prelimInafy ar-
rangetneuts. Their grand opening will
take place on the first Saturday In Sep-
tember and Mr. Cross weet from here
to New York to complete the purchase
of their moult. This firm' is composed
of young men anti they propose to make
tiller lively when they locate among
us.
.• e
Rev. J. A. Lew is spent last week at
Herndon in the protracted meeting In
pcogrees there. Revs. Joitiali Carneal
anti E. E. Pate are still conducting the
meeting which is proving quite an in-
t:reining and SUCCeSiSIUI one.
John Delhi and Miss Sharber, from
Crotton, arrived here on foot Wednes-
day morning with the alleged inteetion
of boarding the 5 o'clock train tor Nash -
yule or clarksville to get "spliced."
_Close behind them came the father 
of
the prospective bride, who, wi
th the
sistanee of policeman Waillington, ca
p-
tured his daughter and took her
 home
on the 10 o'clock. The groom 
*as dis-
consolate, but the father was just a
s un-
relenting. All parties were highl
y col-
ored.
Mr. J. S. MeCarley, Hop
kinsville,
was veiled to this (-minty rather 
steldee-
ly last week, by the death o
f his little
child. Mrs. McCarley and 
children
came up on a visit some two w
eeks ago,
and the little fellow was 
taken down
with dux almost as soon as he c
ame. lie
lingered till last Monday night 
about 10
o'clock, when he quietly bre
athed his
last. Mr. Mt Carley is a fo
rmer old res-
ident of this county, and 
has a large




Franchise Granted le Street Cars, Wa-
terworks and Telephone Cam.
pastes.
•
The regular 'motion of the 
Council,
Tuesday afternoon, was atten
ded with
unusual idterest because of 
the very
important business to be transa
cted.
It will be remembered that 
sometime
since the &set Tennessee 
Telephone
Company deserted its exchang
e in this
city. Last winter the Co
uncil posesed
an ordinance calling on the 
company
to appear and show cause w
hy it had de-
serted the city. 'The company
 falling
to respond, the Council on 
Tuesday de-
clared by ordinance the te
lephone poles
and wires a nuisance and or
dered the
same to be removed- At this 
point Mr.
S. H. 'rurner appeartd and
 asked for a
franchise to organize a Telepho
ne Com-
pany and operate an exchang
e In this
city, and lie was granted the 
exclusive
right fora term of fifteen 
years, the
specifications and restrictions to be
 here-
after agreed upon. We unders
tand that
Mr. Turner is organizing a s
tock com-
pany. 'The shares are belling
 at $25,
and any of our citizens can "get in"
that desire to. This company 
has six
months in which to organize.
•••
The matter of street railways 
Was the
absorbing topic of the meeting. At 
the
hut meeting two companies 
were bid.
ding for the privilege of our 
streets,
Robert Brice, of New York, an
d the
HopkiesvIlle Street Railway Comp
any,
each having presented their 
proposi-
tions in the form of an ordinance
. At
that meeting the Hopkinsville 
company
agreed to keep the streets, upon 
which
it would operate, in repair 
from curb to
curb. J. I. Landes, attorney f
or Robe
Brice, was not prepared then to 
insert
this provision in his offer and 
asked
a month's time In which to 
consult
with Mr. Brice. Tuesday the m
atter
wee called up for final adjustmen
t and
Judge Landed informed the Co
uncil
that Ha company would not acc
ept a
franchise on the condition above refer-
red to, nor was he then prepared to 
en-
ter into any kind of agreement. Ther
e
upon Mr. E. G. tiebree, attorney f
or the
Hopkinsville Street Railway Company,
re-aubniitted his proposition which was
unanimously accepted. The itnpor-
taut terms of the ordinance granting
the ft anchiee are as follows: The com-
pany Is granted the right to operate
street railways on any of the streets in
this city for a period of 25 years; 
as
much as one mile of road muet be in
operation by June let 1888, otherwise
the company is to relinquish all right
s;
work must be faithfully begun on this
line by Sept. lit 13S7; all streets not
occupied by the company after three
years from June 1st Nab shall be ex-
empt from the franchise; no street is to
be regraded for the accommodation of
the company; the company is to keep
the street in repair for V feet on each
side of the track; five cents must he
the maximum charge per passage-and
many other Important provisions. The
contract will be drewn up and signed
in a few days. We understand from
bit. nebree that his company will eons-
mence work at otice amid thet within
sixty days cars will be running. He
was unable to state what streets th
e
company will operate on but thought
that one line would run from the depot
to the Driving Park. It will be remem-
bered that at the June meeting the
franchise was granted to Robert Brice.
Tuesday this ordinance was repealed In
order that Mr. Sebree'd proposition
might be accepted.
*so
Mr. E. G. Sebree, as attorney for the
Hopkineville Waterworks Company,
appeared and asked for the privilege to
operate in this city. He submitted two
propositions, first: the ootnpauy would
establish a Holley System and operate
the same in this city et no expense to
the city if the Council would grant It
the franchim; or, the company would
enter into a contract to supply the city
with any amount of water at specified
terms. The Council refused to accept
either proposition, but granted a fran-
chise, reserving the right, however, to
hereafter fix the terms and specifica-
tions. This leaves the matter in doubt,
and no &Melte action will eow be
taken till the next meeting,
An Elopement.
A courtship of about two years be-
tween Mr. E. B. Dickens, of ?dettiphis,
Tenn., and Miss Lizzie Ship, of this
city, culminated 'Thursday, 30th, In an
elopement to Clarkeville, the Gretna
Green of so many other Kentucky
couples. The young couple were mar-
ried in that city Thureday afternoon
and after supper returned to this city,
stopping on their return at the Plaviiix
Hotel. The bride's mother hail no ob-
jection to the union other then the age
of her daughter, whom she thought too
young to marry.
The bride is the firetty and at•com-
plished daughter of the late Cud. Win.
Ship, an only child, just budding bat'
sweet womanhood. The groom is one
of the most promising of Memphis'
young men. Ile is book-keeper for
Herzog it Co , Glassware dealer.' mid
is the proprietor of a book and PtatiOti-
ery store.
We understand that the young couple
have been freely forgiven by the mother
of the bride and that happiness now
reigns supreme. Mr. and Mrs. Dick-
ens will make their future home
Memphis. The Nin Etta ex'.entis to
them its best wiehes for their (Mitre
happiness anti prosperity.
111211.11ia HaNtrod.
We now "wear the horns" over any-
thing in the West tisia PeaS011 on tobacco.
Tneaday, Hanbery it Shryer of this city
sold for E. H. Fritz, of Fairview, a hogs-
head of line Swiss wrapper, very silky
end of good length for $22 25, the high-
est price of the season. The hogshe
ad
hrought over 1300.00 ate' was sold to
W. E. Embry.
McKlrees Wine of Cardui is for sale
by the following merchants in Christian
County.












OUB "IDEAL ROUTE." -PREFERRED LocALs
An Interesting Letter 
Froni the Oilier
End.
(;01.UMBI KT., June 30, 
1557.
editor New era:
Columbus pomesses many adv
antages
as • terminus for the 
HopkinsvIlle R.
R., beeides its itearneee and 
directness
from Hopkinsville, Cadiz and 
Mayfield
to the Mississippi river. Give us
 leave
to refer briefly fo sonic of sa
id advan-
tages:
'Flue river here im less than heir,* 
mile
wide: in all its length of 1,000 mil
es
from the mouth of the Ohio to the
 Gulf,
at no other place is It so narrow. 
Tide,
no doubt, was one of the inducements
that infltienced Col. Child, the t•elebra
t-
eil railroad engineer, 40 years ago, to
select this place as the Northern term
i-
nus of the Southern half of a railro
ad
(among the very first which Congre
ss
aided by a donation of land that was
 to
stretch from the extreme 'earthen'
part of the State of Illinois, on Lake
Michigan, to Mobile on the Gulf of
Mexico. Col. Childs, in his report 
to
Congresa on the locations of this long
line of railroad, says "here at Colum
-
bus is the only practicable place I ha
ve
found where the Lower Mississippi c
an
be bridged If ever it beoomes faiiiiion
a-
ble to bridge the Lower If isalaiiIpp
l;
and here, too, we are within 100 
miles
of the most exteesive deposit of iron 
in
the world-the Iron Mountain and 
Pilot
Knob in Missouri." 'Tills extreme nar-
nownees of the river here permits sue i
a speedy transfer of j. K. care, that no
Inducements, however great, could in-
fluence the Mobile it Ohio or St. Louis,
iron Mt. I Southern H. 8. Company
to select any other. To allay the appr
e-
hensions of the Kuropeen bond-holders
as to whether thls Northern Lake and
Mexican Gulf R. R. was fairly entitled
to the land heretofore granted thew 
by
Congress, the I. 40. bas,lately oonnect-
ed herself with Illinois by a branch from
Columbus 17 miles teCalro. From an en
ginesiring standpoint, then, Columbus is
conceded to be, if not the only-at leas
the very best Waling' for 
a railroad on
the idiasissippi, to be found anywhere
near this latitude.
Secondly ; The tepidity of the cur
rent of the Mississippi is so obstructed
here, by striking swatted the "Iron
Banks" immediately above, that an
eddy and pool. la formed In front of the
town. Frequently In winter, whits
the rivers all above us are frozen over,
or so gorged with the ice as to suspend
navigation, in front of our town Is an
open river and 'safe louden- for home;
the ice being solidly packed and blocked
up against the "Iron Ilanke" above us;
and the railroads terminating opposite
Cairo in Missouri are every winter or
spring forced by the ice or high water,
obstructions up there, to send their cars
here for transfer. Capt. Briggs, the
agent here of the S. L., I. M. & S. rail-
road, informs us that their road trans-
ferred more than 1,700 cars last month,
and that in the busy mown they fre-
quently transfer here from 75 to 100
cars in 24 hours
We have here in the river opposite
town a depth of water sufficient to float
the "Great Eastern" steamship loaded
with coal, and she may lie within 15 feet
of the bank. •
We are, by S. 1. I. M. it S. railroad,
Nil miles from St. LOillS, and 247 from
Little Rock. So yoe see if °Or U. it
M. R. railroad is built, Hopkinsville
would be as near Little Rock by rail
road as St. Louis is.
On the I. M. road 10 miles out from
heie we intersect the St. Louis, Arkan-
sas it Texas, or great "Cotton Belt"
railroad, reaching out with its branches
to every important town in all the
Southwest as wellies into Mexico.
The favorable disposition of our citi-
zens toward the Hopkinsville projected
road is shown in the resolution hereto-
fore publielied in the New Era.




We offer One Hundred Dollars Re-
ward for any case of Catarrh that ran
not be cured by taking Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
F. J. cilloav 4 Co., ProPra Toledo, 0,
1'. Catarrh Cure la taken
Internally, acting directly upon the
blood and nun-us eurfaimi of the system.




County Judge siesiford, of Oldham,
Is In Renounced candidate for C,terk of
the Court of Appeale,antrrom Nore-as
well u some 'wore te other gentlemen-
will be heard from before the books are




do not be deceived but go at once to Shy
er's and See the remarkable cut In Dry
goods. New line White goods now
open, ladies Collars it Cuffs, silk Mite,
bordered Handkerchiefs, Bamberg Edg-
ing. Laces, Torchou Edging, Swiss Em-
broidery, Swigs Flounces all over and
edge to match, Crinkle Seersucker,
Chambra, Crazy Cloth, Sateens in solid
and fancy. tinted India Linen Lawns,
in Fancy Lawns solid, invisible, stripe
and checks, all marked far below the
regular price. Give us an early call and





to all ideas of reason Is the housekeeper
who, ittiring..lhe sunitner nionthe, does
not use
Fleischman's Compressei Yeast.
It is impoesWe to spoil your bread if.
you use it.
BURIED
will he the man who, when he feels a
slumbering volcano break loose in his
internal et:otiosity, does nut drink
WAUKESHA GINGER ALE.
0 . stimulates the torpid liverottrenst h.
sins the dIseellse org•ne. regulates
Mei bowels, sod are unequaled as an
ABIg Cut In Millinery.
owing to the fact Unit our stock of
millinery is entirely too bulge we have at
last decided to make a Big Break in
prices on all M hIatt. Canton, Braid and
In fact every shape in our stock will now
go tor Nemo half the meal prices, also
greet rediletioui lu trimmings. Mrs.
Martin owl kli+S ui,iluiu, are still tll hue
(timid e Phi iis ready to eerve
N. B. Sli Y Elt'S I 'outer,
201 it 203 Main street.
$1.00 A BUSHEL
FOR WHEAT
is cheap enough, the farmers think, bet
for the Manic dollar you may buy a good
deal more than a bushel of many nice
things at Wilsoe's confectionary. Fresh
Georgia watermelons, elioice peaches
and good ripe apples, beelitee all the del-
icacies in standard tropical fruit. Ice
cream and cool drinks of all kinds.
Einest soda fount in the city and best
soda water-syrup all home-male and
warranted absolutely pure. Pie-tile
lunettes and family refreslimente a spe-
cialty, orders promptly tilled said de-
livered arty where in the city. Fresh
bread daily.
A. L. WILSON,
MAIN Si NEAR 9TH.
For Sale.
The Burbridge House.
This well known, first-
class Private Hotel, lo-
cated in the business
center ot the city, with
all its furniture and ap-
pointments is noW for
Sale on easy terms. A
good opportunity is of-
fered for any person
who wishes to make a




Vacant Lots and some
Business Property for
Sale, well located in
this city.
-A few Choice Farms
for Sale.




in case of loss.
Negotiating Loans a
specialty with us.
We rent houses and
collect rents, and pay
taxes for non-residents.
Come to se us if you






Bon and Yuma Eel.






Tuesday, September 1, 1887. 1
A FULL CORPS OF PROFESSORS
AND TEACHERS IN ALL
DEPARTMENTS.
The Cour,' of tttltoly Embraces
ART, SCIENCE, ',EWERS, ENGI-
NEERING, NORMAL, COM-
MERCIAL and MUSIC
flout sexes admitt it to the Study Hall and
Recitation Rooms. This is a school equal in all
re. peota to the lest. Young ladies Board with
the President lit College Building Young gen-
tlemen in private families. Price of Is.trd.
moderate For further particular. catalogues
Etc. address J ANL!. E. swots': e,
President.
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TIMOR. MARTEN MEDICINE CO.. ST. LOUIS, MO.-
5,000 new MI lases and Childrell'e Sai-
lors just reveived nt way down prii em
25/1 Mackatiaw silk hand Sailor, at 115c
each at sit yikucs Corner.
15 YEARS AGO
1 started out to make may living by sell-
ing, renting, and repairing sea lug ma-
(Alines. I am still living
Yours truly,
C. E. West.
The Sewing Machine Man.
1,000 pieces of all kinds Silk Ribbon,
Plain edge, Pink, Blue, White anal Black





enaliarl•I dilistelein their shrines
are widely reemikniaed. an they pos.
sum peserillair properties lit Freeing
the system front that poiroa
. Moose
small, Steely sugar coated. Price.
$O estate per box.
SOLD EVERYWHERE.
Office, 44 Murray St. .Neu York.
(Dr. Tett sent fro() to any address.)
House and Lot for Sale
Coetaininit nine and a half acres of ground,
situated on .th street, woven eiit to Inieine
we;
house with ten good site rooms: Also a good
pond and horse lot on the premises. pro
p-
erty will he soul to suit purchaser-either part
or as a whole Apply to
MRS. FLOM UuI:I W ARE.
01' to Judie H. U. Litton.
5 Came (5,000 yards) Best Prints  as
2 " (2,000 yards) GOOt1 I.S.Wilit 
 02X
1 " (1,000 yards) Beat Fancy Lawn equal to Pacific  as
2 Bales (2,000 yards) Best Heavy Domestic 07
1 Bale (1,000 yards) Good Heavy Domestic 0614
1 Case (1,000 yards) Hope ()oimetic. 071,,
1 " each Fruit of the Loom, Masonville and Lonsdaie Domestic  OcIS
1 " New York Cottonade 16%
1 " Fancy Cottonade 20 cents, worth  25
Best Bel Tick 25 Cents, worth 
 35
Good " " '20 " " 25
20
15
2 Bales Best Cotton Plaids 
 07' ,
Freneh Colored Dress Gingham 15 cents, reduced from  20
Small Checked Gingliams 8,13 cents, reduced from  - 10
Big Bargains in India Linetia 5, 8',, 10, 121e, 15, ail and 25 cents, reduced
from 714, 10,15, 20, 22,,, 25 and 30.
Special drivee in Checked Nainsook, We have put the knife deep into woolen
Ikea* goodie Prices far below value. These Goods must go and we will Aston-
leti you with Low l'rices. . Immenee stack of 'rowels, Napkins, Table Cloths. .. 
and Bed Spreads at less than cost to import them. Ladies' Shoe., Hosiery,
Gloves, Collars, Cuffs, etc., go In thin sale. We reserve DO goods. Everything
must go. Nice line of Siemens and Seersucker@ at very be figures. Do not
fail to inspect our Bamberg and Swiss Trimmings, Laces, Etc. Prices aston-
ishingly low. Lace Curtains and Curtain Nets at 25 per cent leas than can be
sbo25ugoohtselsewhere. [L atour Clothing Depament we have suprises for you.
  $18 50
$2250 ” 
4. to 16 50
$2000 ” 
Al to 15 00
$1850 " " to  1401
$1500 " 
al to 12 I
$1250 " " to 95*
$1000 " 14 tO    .. 
  .•••••••
750
Boys and children's Suits have been reduced from $1 00 to $2 50 each. Straw
Hate morked way down. Suspenders from 10e per pair tip. Any Stiff Hat in
our house al 50, sonic of them have sold for $3 50. Got(' Shirts reduced to Mc.
Silver Shirts reduced to 65e. These shirts are the best in the world. All other
shirts reduced in proportion. Beet Linen Collars 12c each, former price 20
e.
Every -article in our house must go. We mean bushiest'. RemembeteCash only




The ladies of the town and county are specially invited to call at once
at my store and see the largest and mast beautiful stock this side of N. Y.
Spring press Goods
are being received and opened daily and the handsome patterns—all the very latest—and
bargains in these goods cannot be duplicated in Hopkinsville.
Spring
I am now opening several cases, which came direct from the manufacturers, made to or-
der for me and guaranteed the best. All I ask is a chance to show the goods and name
the prices.
Spring Boots and Shoes.
I am now offering the cheapest stock in town, and by "cheapest" I don't mean the lowest
grade goods; but the best goods for the same monik—either fine or low grade. Come
and see my goods and compare my prices.
No Boast, But Business.
I have no goods to give away; am not making any forced sale; can't afford to work for
glory alone, but will make good by goods and prices all I say and treat everybody honestly
and fairly. Come and see me.
NI. LIPSTINE.
Mrs. Carrie Hart has returned home and would be glad to show the
ladies of Hopkinsville and vicinity her large and handsome stock of ne
w
millinery---the largest ever exhibited.
Carpets Carpets 
Velvets, Body Brussels, Tapestry Brussels--with borders to match. A good Brussel
s Carpet at 50 cts. Full
st4ck of best Extra Super Carpets, Cdtton Chains, etc. We have the best stock of
 Carpets and Oil-cloths ever spread
out in this city, with the lowest prices.
1:01R•MSB GOODS..
We have all the fabrics and colorings in the new and stylish goods for Spring and
 Summer wear. We can get
up a handsome dress of any kind at the smallest possible cost. _In LACE D
RESS GOODS, especially, we have
something new-, unique and veq- stylish.
Hamburg Edgings, Flouneings, Etc.,
all new pretty and cheap. A bran new line of Table Linens, Napkins Doilie
s, de. Our SHOE DEPARTMENT is
full of good shoes of latest styles, and best makes at lowest prices.




Peruse these lines carefully a see what ready cub wkil do at our Mammoth Store Rooms. We begin this week
Our Semi—Annual Clearance Sale
C:0 lEs
Dry Goods, Clothing, Boots, Shoes, Hats Notions,
Xa cl. 1 e ' zicIC3F•aorxt'iss3Esurxxisslairrigg 4:31-coculse
No Goods Will be Charged at the Prices Quoted.
This sale will continue until we have unloaded the bulk of our immense stock. A change in our business shortly
necessitates the closing out of this entire stock. Do not delay, but call while the stock is complete. Our store is open
every night until 9:30 o'clock, giving those who cannot attend during the day time to call at night.
rircerms wpm:exams ZEMEI-aCONNT N‘CONII CIALINIEC COBliiria72" 




1W. MITC•11, Vice P 




A BobbiR Hilt General Founders and Machinists, 3
—Manufacturers of—
' Saw Els an El Machinery,
And one way to save and make a dollar is to visit
Mitchell's New Shoe Store, 
No. 3. Main St., next
ltoor to Latham's.
A complete assortment of all grades of
313c:oct xicIMb.C.ColEi
And a full stock of
GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS AND HATS.
All marked at the lowest possible figures anal sol
d at
01NT= PRIC= TO
We can stilt anybody both in goods and prices
 and are always ready to show our
gooila whether a pureleuse is made or not. Call a
nd me its before you buy.
REMEMBER THE l'1.ACE,
Pulley Shafting, mangers
And Make a Specialty of Repairing In-
go:wand Mill Machinery.
We have recently added to our rectory a
General Repair Department,
where we will do repairing of
WACON8, PLOWS,
sHOEINC




Our Iron Cistern Top
Fr' IJ 9
N. TOBIN & CO.
Merchant
Opera Building, No. 108.
Elegant stock of Spring and Summer Suit-
ings at Lower prices this season than ever.
Newest patterns, latest styles and perfect fits
guaranteed.  
is the most conventrnt.durattie and cheap.
est top Manufactured. We manufacture
OUR PUMPS








WROUGHT IRON TOBAGC0 SCREWS
And Ratchet Screws.
We are manufacters of the Almeria&
Combination FRU
Far hruittan, Todd andirritCcounUea.
It lathe best /AM
CHEAPEST
reoce manufactured. eau sae exam
melt.
We manufacture all goods we mil and
Guarantee Them Fully.
,tall be glad to quote pricee co- make
estimate* on all work in our hue.
Very Truly,
No.7. Main Street, Hopkinsville, Ky.
Ont, of the largest and most elegant 
edifices in the ChtYa
New and Complete in All Its Departments.
It, liarner. of the old Orin of & liarner, 
ho for many years 'vie. t
reatii
We.tersi K ...duck) Jutting purchased Dr. tii,i, a 
iattertatet. Is now mile prop, • •••• 1
1.1•1•1 ii
‘It 11141. eXperienee and ahllity to Inure-aw
e. If pOssible. the high reputA: ti.s os. 
tiro f•.,re m
dealing, competency and reliability, by keeping
Pure, Fresh Drugs and Medicines,
And stock of the West qu•itt.) in till departments of 
the trade, at the lowest prices. Drags, Paints and ,
tills of Sorry kind, including ERWIN& WIL
LI.% a,ELKERA TEL PAINTS, Patent Medicines. /
the 'sad and Moat popular in stock.
The Celebrated Wild Goose Liniment.
Mattufact ured to order In any quantity. A .nre sad Rafe
 remedy. Brie-a- Bra.-, Novelties and Holiday
.li•de a apecialty.
Prescriptions Carollly Compourled
At any hour of the Day or Night. by—
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The Southern Trunk Line
'SKIN AND SCALP
i Cleansed, Purified and Beautified by
the Cuticura Reileedies,
S I i orglrit‘nlieteinerli'';•ifilot tah:l'a., !Lil fig.atini• fil i'''siga.11171:i'rfsililn'eleli4at'il.:1
a a ' h:. ,conte Peoria a s, Milk Lrust, ecaly Head,
- ,•dtutaitini other iiiherittel Skin am! Mote
i . -essite.teitecure. the yr at eleti t tire, anti
through the t„illicuril zeoap, and exquisite Skin Beautifier,
externally. and Cuttcura ligestriD rm. the Lew
Blasi Purifier, 'eternally, are Infallible.
A Colt ,Lowrie et a le.
1 have sueeriel all my life with skin diseases
of illiferentratts. awl' have nevi. found per-
manent renee.until, by the ad% lee of a lady
fro nil, I mast 'your Nadu:0,1r Cunene* Reim-
thee I gave them a thorough trial, tieing -1 e
'kitties of the Cut icura Restvivent. two leix es Of
I. Ill 11.11ut :MI sei en takes of Cutieura estop.
itild the remit we. just what I hail been told it
e mild be-it eolittilete cure .
ItieLLIe W ADE, It ic hmond, Vn.
Ileferenee, ii. W. 1,•ttitner, Drugin ,t, Rich-
mond, X a. i
SALT II/IIKIUM CLUED.
I Wael troillde.1 with Rheum for a number of
years, so that in,/ skin eat, rely came off one of
my hands from the linger tip. to thethrist. I
title.: remedies anti ooctor's preseriptions to no
purpoith until I commenced taking Cunene&
&medico, anti now 1 atti entirely cured.
K. T PARKER, :tat Northampton, St Bodton.
. ITCHING, SCALY, PINIPLIC•
Tor the Iset year I hate had a species of itch-
ing. scaly and pimply tumors tin - my face to
1A hinli I hate •pplieil a great many methods of
treatment . without stweess, sail which was
rpeettily and entirety mired by. Cut icua7











-And All Pointe n- -
Arkansas and
Texas
Through Tickete are now on Salo. Can cm or
attdrees
B. F. MITCHELL,
Golf Pada. and Ticket AO, Louiseille, Ky.
TIME TABLE
--OF THE-
Owensboro & Nashville IR. Co.
Mail. Mixed.
Dapart-From Oweneboro 2:00 p .:40 a is
A nive-liwenstiom.... .  a m 6:10 p m
Depart-Len tral Lay  6.50 a in 1:30 p
  4 ele p ill 1 :00 1/ m
•rrive- " s   4:t1 e ni 11:15 p zu
•• " e   eem a m 1:00 p m
Depart-Ruasellville  6:55 a in 9;15 a in
•• te 8:13 p m
Arrive- e   6:10 p m 4:30 it m
" " 0:14 a ni....  
Depart-Attairvine tees m
Arrive-Aden-vine 9.15 p m
R. W ELLS, Gen•1 Whineer. Louisville, Ky.











BELLS AND ROPES !







































sweenteuesee foe eeeryt y sweet ly went ler-lair,
1,net.4 the ma eel.. e.r errat tetenlarity.
thei Xustane Liniment Iv found Ci Its universe
/Pt ttga11111111y. Everybody need; such a reed' Me
7 Pt lidaalliwarmai. glottis It fa ease"( nablent
Thm newel its seem is e.r eeneraf film toe.
The (eters ler need.; It fee I.:. tee-ea:me ̀  nee,
The Mechanic nesees it essay. en .".:4 erk
bark.
The Winer newt. It harms. oe emergeeee,
The l'ioneer needs it--ean't ger along w it bent
The learnse• nerds it In IM1 1.i, Ft _MI,.
i•ii y..re
The Steamboat nese or the Bono...la iewle
It et liberal stipple retest meet asetere.
The lloree-falicier eceds It --.1 1.11 last
friend e gate.* rise:age..
The etock-grower need.: It-ft w1:1 sate Mei
thee exiela of do:etre :aid • world of trouble.
't' la 4 it ailenad taan needs It and will need I: se
1. ine as hie Ilf e le a rouadot soeldentesed dit,:ere
The Hack Worelsei net t.'hatli it. There wah-
ine like it am an amnia." for tee danners to Etc.
limn and emtifort rrldeit seirroead the peassect.
The if era-tient needs Rattan hts storeilemoth
h,. eno.k,yeei. areidects happen. anti sorb.n:
these oath the Muetang Liniment is wanted ar onee
Keep n Bottle ethe Upside. 'The ife best of
41conrilly.
Reese Seritebs ie..
cumin eaa t,t or,.; /1/••*.11/4/.4..'




In•aluable is the %truth.
It WIII Cure the Most Obstinate
Cases.
t Oka MALE *IV 1901 GGISTS.
Pritte• Rep sty
NO A.EDICINE LIKE THE:111.
c have sold your Cullen ra Remedies for tbe
lavt via years, and no niedietae cn our shelve*
gives better satidfaction.
C.F. ATKINSON, Druggist, Albany, N. Y.
caution Remedies are sold everywhere
Price: ,Cuticara, :et cents; Remittent. $1,0U;
Soap. 35 cents. Prepared lir the Potter Drug
ilk Chemical Co.. Botston, Mass. Mend for
"How to Cure Skim
GRUBS Pimple., Skin Blemishes, and Ra-i l.y Humors, cured by lutiettra
Spat..
$ 1 . 00
I ACHE ALL OVER.
Neuralgic., Sciatic Sudden Sharp
and Nervous Paine, Strains and
Weakness relieved 'in one
esinute Milne Cuticura An-
Pla•ter New anti per-
fect At druggists. 25 cents: five for






--SU( If Al -
uppressod -ocularinelainfal S
refuse minty and  
MENSTRUATION or
.a.v.i.ON THLY SICKNESS.
If taken &wine the CHANGE 07 LlIFK, grnla
suffering and danger will be avoided. Fir Semd for
'souk M WIIIA61 TO Wow," mailed fres.









1lare of them eold than any other Linder





We nat e 4,11.11 ...eek on band ,.f all Intel. We
Warning every w Aeon to pie perfect satisfac.
tbn tfr Wear. Buy your wagons
Homes wherein. warrlealee Le good.
Fite Carnales and Bullet
We now have the most complete stock of
Buggies", Carriages, Spring Wagons, as., in
stock.. We dell the imiss.trn own 11111C04alf
anti tine Carriages. They are to .,be renal on
1115 drat-deed goods.
•
Belting of all Sizes.
We can slimily all thresher men at low
tine s. We wish to call special attention to
the fact Mat we keep the largest Mork on this
market.
Separators 8c Engines.
we repreeent a fall line of tee treeing Sep-
irators and einems Straw-Stackers and all
other Threshing
Wernovrieree in out entritir as ftwetnion of
our wagon an.1 machine department, Mr. ite
Gardiner; of Harroleburg. Ky. Ile thoroughly
trinterstavotereentrieg -aft knots tif maehtivery
and wagons, le. We wish Ot call attentton
that our facilities are such that we can repalr
your separaters better and for lees money than
any holy else. Bengt them in early so Wei can















Machine Oil,• Oil Cans.
oar mace eomplete in all departments.







Guaranteed NVElt to break.




LOU ISVI LLE, KY.





T. L. Smith, Prop.'',
Mantifenterer of 8taine,o and Frianseltat
131". XA 436
Hopkinsville, tr ehner bete "Immortals, and otheetrib‘reh win -• ws. ewe ,feeesse kmeessed awl Recited
Ulavet for hells, ,lweili tige, etc. \ „
sgood horses and vehicles to all live 1141 W. Clasen St.. near Seeded V • .,
eerie and roomy +tame and amp'. at*
eon for horses. :speciai attention given




Lerrossvitie, KY., June 29; 1887..
Editor New gra:
The tohacco crop is almost a failure on
account of the dneight; tint the eel erop
heti all been sithl at gots! pricee, money
pleety wee business till It bootie
The corn crop Is looking remarkably
well.
S. T. Lyon, our merchent, has opened
a full semi:. 111 V,elleral nierchandize.
M iss Sarah Henderson, or Tient, has
returned home tithe n to her sister,
Mrs. J. E. lietelerson, here.
The mouttlight entertainment st J. A.
Vowell's was a pertete sticeetts. A ttttt ng
the young !allies pressed were 111 haslet,
eels ie and Leonora M emit% Todd omit y .
Rev. .1. W. Ingham preached at
Vatighan's Grove the third Sunday to s
large congregation. He baptized two
intuits.
Miss' Ida Layton, of Feirview, who
vietted here last week, has returned
home.
There are Several eatteS of measles in
this neighborhood but atone ot them are
'serious.
leequire A. M. Henderson has a dog
24 years old, still quite active and tierce.
Mr. Tom Mason, who lives at Mr.
Jim Shaw'e, had hid loot pretty badly
ineehed by being run over by a separa-
tor a few days ago.
Mr. Joe Shaw and Bill Dolling had a
law ellit Yancy Court last Saturday,
'attach they settled, and they are DOW
last friend/3.
A Sunday School Was organized at
Fruit Hill last Sunday, Rev. Jno. E.
Saunders, Superintendent.
The Rev. Cochran preached at LiCtle
River church last Sunday to a large
coegregation.
Ely Marshel went to Fairview last
Sunday.
John Denims vs HS in Lay tonsville hest
Saturday evening.
John McColpin was in Laytonsville
Monday bidding his old friends good-by.
lie mays he is going with a show to parts
unknown.
Dick West. and Jim Gel Edwards
were in Lay tonsville Monday.
  ..es. • 
110F1 ON LIENS.
Cemeron, KY., July 5, lee7.
Editor New Era:
Quite a number of folks took the
Fourth sesterday. Mrs. lily, Mrs.
Jameson, AI ise Birdie Johnsen and Tout
Stewart, Went GO Harlington, and Jag.
R. Long. J. J. :Nixon, Alex Hardson,
Mr. end Mrs. Charlie Grady, Mr. and
MN. Vance, Dr. Pool, K. J. Enstnin-
ger, David Bowles, MieS Ada Bowles.,
Mrs. Minerva Croft, Mies Lelia Long,
Masters Will Long, Abe Long, Oscar
Broisher and others took in the Man-
eington celebration.
Mr. eVelter Woo:loon, from Spring-
field, is visiting his father, Aloe %Vase
son of our town, this week.
Mrs. Murphy, from Clarksville, is
spending a tew days with her uncle,
William Terrill, of our town.
Jetr Maddox and two little boys picked
22 gallons of blackberries ytosterday.
The friends of 'Squire Bob Martin,
who moved to Dawson last week, re-
ceived news yesterday that he had fall-
en from a scaffolding where he was at
ork on a building and sustained all in-
jury of his back and was lying in ei dan-
gerous condition.
A peek of Reed wheat wee received
here last fall from tbe agricultural bu-
reau of this State, whieh was turned
over to James 3I. Clark, who sowed it.
It was threshed a few days ago and
yielded twelve bushels of So. 1 wheat.
The colored Baptiet church will give
a Sabbath 'school pic-nic near here next
Saturday.
There has not been a watermelon, as
yet, offered for sale in our town.
Jno. W. Armstrong, county eurveyor,
was called here to-day to adjuet eome
disputed boundaries ill our town.
The pic-nic here yesterday was a suc-
cess ill all that a pie-nic implies-a large
crowd was in attendance and all seemed
to enjoy themselves. Quite a delega-
tion from your town was present, as
all the neighboring towns of thie and
Hopkins county. The ball last night
was well attended and paesed of!' pleas-
antly. This being the first pie-nie
since prohibition Was Voted, the quiet-
nes and Improved moral deportment
was a noticeable feature of the occasion,
arid if any one in our county thinks
prohibition le not a success ha ought to
have been here.
Rev. J. 31. West who has been run-
ning a family grocery in our town hav-
ing decided to change hie business has
advertised to sell hla shock at cost.
Rev. J. D. Terry, who atteuded the
show here last week claims to have been
victimized to the, tune of live dollars by
the olil change dodge, by some of the
show parties or sonie one following it.
Mrs. George ff. Myers sustained a
very painful wound of the forehead last
week by the bone of a limn of meat
which &she had struck to sever striking
her.
The public "school at Pleasant Grove,
the first to open up in this eection, be-
gan yesterday with 1'. Bailey Monk in
charge. C. A. B.
Casty FiShsbar Joints.
Baylor Harris spent Tuesday in Nash-
ville.
There Was a large fire south of the
station Tuesday night.
Mee. E. C. Bronangh :Tent Monday
with Hopkinsville friends.
J. L. Brasher and W. E. Wareeld at-
tended the Crofton picnic Friday.
'1'lle severe tirouth Was broken by co-
pious rain all over the county Tureday
and Tuesday night.
Henry G. Hanna and Warren Lander
from Salubria Springs were at the Sta-
tion Tuesday.
S. E. Bennett made a businetia trip to
Tennessee th is week.
N. T. Watson is delivering hie tobac-
co ill the good old fashioned way-bulk-
ed in a wagon and covered with a quilt.
Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Brown entertain-
ed relatives from Crofton Saturday and
Sunday.
"Uncle" Billy Purt a prominent col-
ored citizen lett Monday on a visit to
Memphis friends. . •
Judge Joel) Brasher and wife spent
tiesday afternoon with Judge N. G.
Braeher at the Station.
Miss Lizzie White from south Chris-
tion is the guest of Mimes Mary and An-
nie McKee thie weeks
Notwithstaiiding the unfavorable
weather this season, there will be very
near an average crop of tobacco planted
in this county.
There was a Sunday School lawn par-
ty picnic at Major Winston Henry's
Wednesday last Which Was a very pleats-
ant fitliir.
Three negro lwy tramps stealing a
ride on !umber 52 Tuesday wet c eject-
ed from the train near Mr. Whitlow's
and one of them rather badly bruised.
Very little wheat has been eelti ill this
locality as yet. Robert cal-neat and 1'.
L. Graham have sold their crops and
lieliVerell at 65 ets a bushel.
Families having guests alit confer a
favor upon ye correspondent it they
will mail him a list of their visitors, or
any other local Item of interest.
D. M. Whitaker anti wiles will leave
Friday for an extereleti visit to frientio
atoll relatives in West Tenneesee and
"The Purchase:.
The report that Jumbo menet soon
lead to the idler "alone w idder woman"
wit Six childree, who resides in the
wiles of flumtlurgin, ia a small error-
at !gest in part. She hass'oely e children
d J11111b1/ hike only visited her twice,
though these mysterious trips "to see
pa"? at Croften are becoming alarming-
ly frequent of late.
Our 'IIKNNeeSKY.
Dinah* Danie-Your boy sterna; very
bright tor his age.
Kansas Nether-Ole he's just as smart
as they make 'elle
"Coe be say papa and mamma yet?"
atti't learned that; but you
just ought to hear him lisp 'weal es-
tate.' "-Omaha World.
"You fellows have lost another game,
I see."
"Yes, but it was all on seer:tint a un-
favorable decisions by the umpire?"
"Well, that's not so discouraging.
What was the score?"
"Seventeen to nothing."-Exchange.
The sialbnek woode farmer who
know the war was over and wan
sell a'fbod negro man for fluency
his taxeS is in trouble. Ile liaise%
run cm tof other every Southern sup
how turno up in Gilmer County,laa.
eles
Lisselerlii•• Kar.
WHAT AILS THE NATION'i
r..-Le Ai crager Length of Life,Do-
creasing-Not Pestilence--
Not Famine -All our
own Fault.
MODERN COOKING AND MOD-
I.:IN LIVING Lave brought it
tei. It comes upon us una-
wares.. The patients have
about the chest and sides,
1.:141 sometimes In the back.
hey feel. dull and sleepy; the
e:outh has a bad taste, especi-
ally in the Morning. A sort
of sticky slime cellects about
Cie teeth. The appetite is poor.
There is a feeling -like a heavy
load on the stomach; sometiines
a faint, all-gone sensation at
the pit of the stomach which
food fdoes not satisfy. The
eyes lare sunken, the bands
and feet become cold and feel
clammy. After a while a
cough sets in, at first dry, but
after a few monthS it is at-
tended W:ith a greenish colored
expectoration. The patient
f_els tired all the while, and
L:eep does not seem to afford
any rest. After a time he be-
!
comes peryous, irritab:e and
'1.00nrs4, and has evil firebod-
ings. There is a giddlness, a
sort of whirling sensation ia
the licad when rising up sud-
denly. The bowels ecome
.
.costive; the skin is dry and
1.ot at thnes ; the blood becomes
thick n:id stagnant; the whites
of the eyes become tinged with
yellow; the kidney secretions
beconit.s scanty Mid /1441 C'01-
ored, depositing a seeiment
after standir7. There is fre-
quent:y a spitting n? of the
food, sometimes with a sour
trste and soreetimes with a
sweetish • taste; th:s fre+
quently attended with palpi-
tation of the heart and Asth-
matic symptoms; the vislon be-
comes impaired, with spots be-
fore the eyes; there is a feel-
ing of great prostration and
weakness. All of these symp-
toms are in turn presmt. It
is thought that nearly one-balf
of our population has this dis-
ease in :oine of its varied forms.
shaker Extract of Roots (Sei-
gel's Syrup) chang,es the fer-
ments of the Digestive organs so
as to convert the food we eat into
a form that will give nourish-
ment to the feeble body, and
good health is the consequence.
The effect of this rernidy is
simply marvelous. Millions
upon millions of bottles have
been sold in this county, and
the testimonials in favor of
curative powers are over-
whelming, Hundreds of so-
called diseases under various
nathes are the result of indi-
gestion, and when this one
trouble is removed the other
diseases vanish,• for they are
but symptoms of .. the red
malady.
..- Testimonials from thomandz
of people speaking highly of
its curative properties prove
this beyond a doubt.% Sold by
druggists.
ells • he
The United States Geological Survey
publishes returns of the yield of coal,
copper, lead and sine in bein. The coal
product amounted to 107,652,209 short
tons, exclusive of mine uonsumption.
This is valued at S117,114,755. The
Pennsylvania anthracite proditet was
36,096,475 short tons, valued at $71,55S,-
126, aiel all other coals amounted to
70,985,634 short tone, valued at $75,554,-
829. The anthracite product waa 699,6
473 tone More thee in 1883, but its
value was $552,52.5 less. The bittliniti
• product was 1,086,408 tons greater
than in IS85, but it value was $3,866,592
less. This would seem to be an ate k-
ward commentary on the alleged in-
crease of the cote of eineltieg and m i II
work, but that factor comes through the
minietretion of the coke pool aed the
labor strikes.
Of copper 15e,373,421 poundal were
produced. The reeervation for home
consumption was 117,000,000 potteries, -of
which IiI,001.),001) pounds was Lake, le,-
000,000 pounds Arizona, and the greater
part of the reeitlue. was Irons Montana
iniTulews.lead product was 133,619 tons,
and uf speller 112,6i1 tows.
What Would the World Do
without woman? asks the essayist who
starts out to say something new on this
oft-treated oubject. , Of eourse, the hil-
l-11Sn element ot the world vvould not ex-
ist without woman, se the itiactition is
gratiliums. It would have been far
more sensible to tisk iVhat woof.' the
world do without the salvation of WO-
man, without a panacea for her ph) si-
cal hie and cure for her peculiar diseae-
es. tii a word, what wouel ths world
do without Dr. Pierce's "Favorite Pre-
scription," the great remedy for female
weakness? It is indisperosable for the
ills of
Icebergs are qui nnuterona this sum-
mer in the path of .1uropean steamers,
according to the re orte rent the Hydro-
graphic Office fro the capteine of va-
rious vessels. ellic June 3.1 there have
been sighted as us ifY tisirty-three
bergs. Capt. BaOker 101 the Dutch
steamer Schutter saw one 300 feetehigh,
at a distance of selventeen miles, end
passed within a mil and a half of it.
Capt Bruckelheim the Adolt saW one
2-10 teet high, with wo others 100 feet
high, ou succeedin ditys. Capt. Camp-
bell of the, English hip St. Rovans saw
a berg two miles 10 g and 200 feet high
cm the Wei itt latit Pie 41" , longitude
Is" . Fourteen ap arently new dere-
licts are reporterl this month.
For Rickets, Maraernus, and Wasting
Disorders pf Children,
Scot i's Esicemule .Pure Cod Liver
Oil with lie'pOpli*Iiitee imequalltd.
'1'lle rapidity with villich children
gain Ileelt and strength upon it very
wooderful. Read tlie followiug: I
have used kicott's Eintilsion in 'eases of
Rickets and marasteus of long statelhig,
and have been more than pleased with
the results, arl in every ease the Improve-
ment was markett."-J. 31.M ets,
New York. "1 hefe used Scott's Emul-
sion in several retie" of Scrofula and De-
bility in Children. Remelts most grati-
fying. My little patients lake it with
pleasure."-W. A. yummy, g. I) ,
Salisbury, III.
"Is there a Nieto t shop in town!"
was asked (it the s ation agent in a Da-
kota town. "No exactly a bucket
ishop," was the rept e "What tio you
mean?" "Why, of ly the remains ot
bileket shop man. ou'll find it at the
utehortaker's across the atareet. I be-
lieve the boys dein like the way wheat
wont down. -Wall ii_treetiepws.
Ptackter Asii BlITIF/t8 le al) tetifailing
curt. for all diseftees originatiatig le bill-
any derangetnente esitieed by the Malaria
of miasmatic couptriee. No other med-
icine now on sale Will effectually re-
move ethe disturbing elements, and at
the sante time tone op the w hole system.
It is sure and sa, in Its action.
 selesee, '
Vise editor of a French Journal, Ite
seemliest an alliative between his -
ntrystuael Russia, said: "For mOre
fifty "Mutt the burning of Moscow
a coldness on the part of Russia
France." The freezing of Ns-
retreating army gave rise to




Logan County Excited Over the Dis-
appearance of Earnest Easy. Cash-
ier of the Band of Adairville.
C. inee.lournae
_ Atomics- tees:, July 1 - flies usually
quiet little town is all egog with excite-
meet over the ilisapiwaraiwe of Erneet
(Ashler lif the Hank ot Atl *Irvine.
Up yeetelday the matter lind beets .
nieaseire kept tinseled up by the man-
agement oh the bank, but it has at last '
leaked out, and an the devehopmente I
etalitinue die eiensetion IllereaSeS, I I has I
been an exceedingly difficult matter to I
get nt the facts in Ow ease, but as Ilt•arly
ari they mil be hail tire as toliews:
Feisy hail been the cashier (of the Itatik
Adairyille for alwout five sear's, and
until chides.") menthe ago tt as a Model
tinker, in useging the alleirs of the Mink
ith such inetleel and financed skill
that WS empeeilitiee as a buAllie,ot tuail
*ere remarked by every one, and ehe
bank flourished accordingly. No nine
stood higher in the estineetion of the citi-
zens ot the community, and he was con-
sidered authority on all financial afi'airs.
About this time, however, lie began the
use of stimulants and eo rapidly (11,1 the
vice grow upon him that in a few metaled
the whole nature of the man was chang-
ed. Ile grew coarse and vioneor In his
habits and sought the lowest elements
of society for associates, with ellen)
night atter night lie eould spend in
boisterous revelry. The batik was the
chief plowe ot holding thefts debauches,
and it was not long before the stock-
holders began to eomplein about the
way things were being conducted and
remonstrated with bre Presideut, Dr. R.
1'. Towseed, about the matter, but the
gentleman insisted that kept his
business in ship shape and that there
was o cause whatever for alarm. There
was alarm, though, and it moon assumed
a tangible reality which was marked by
the rapid depreesion of the bank stock.
Things had been geing on in this tinsel-
istactory wey tor about et year, when
Dr. 1). ti Simmons, the Vice PrepiJent
()lbw bank, dispeeed of all hie atock and
ithdrew Iron' his position, being aut.-
ceedett as Vice-President by Esquire E.
R. Moore, which gentleman mow holds
that poeition. Te o of Easy es home meto
seeing the turn altairs hail taken,
called a meetiog of the direcors alid
took steps wear.' relensieg their liabili-
ties, but wheeler this was eone or not
scents to be ill doubt.
At last the cashier's buelness got into
such a hopeless muddle that it became
neceosary tO get an expert accountant to
straighten tbe books, and, accordingly,
Mr. George B. Esitig, Lonievelle,
vvas engaged to do tile work. Ile arriv-
ed et this place on Toilettes', the 21st
ult., and immediately went to vs ork on
the books. Dr. Toss towed went to Fe-
ey '11 home, %here that geteleman was
recupeeating from the (elects of an ex-
tended spree. and told him the accoun-
tant had 'at-lived, sled ie was ileveteary
that the crashier Amide be at the bank
to assist in the investigetioi , Easy ate
wired him that lie ens quite too unwell
to go to the bank on tent day, but that
lie would he presetiL on the morrow.
The follow hog day, hoeever, he did slot
pitt in RI1 ppearanee, and it Wee leeriest
that lie had lett that morning lor
vile.. When this became knee [1 it
arcused considermlble exeitement, but
Dr. Towneend stweeeded in alias hog
this toy a card se hich lie publielied in the
county paper, io, whitli he said butt her
the especial behoof of the quidnunes of
the community te would state that Mr.
Easy Was only acting upon his advice,
as his friend and medical adviser, to
take a rest Iron' hie labors and recuper-
ate his feeling health. Thie only par-
tially served the purpose for which it
was intended, raid interested parties
continued to look into the matter. Ea-
sy went to Naoliville, where he called
on his wife and child, a boy Oxen seven
years of age, and to1.1 them that he Was
conipelled to return on the same day,
but instead of conning here he took a
train for thettaneoga, telling a genCe-
man from this place whom he tnet at
the depot that he was on hie city to %le-
ft his brother-sin-Jew Puleski, Tent)
That is the list that has been seen of
him. _Mr. Davis, his boother-itelaw, in
R116Wer to a am of inquiry it he
was there, said lit lie hail not been
there and that he eW 11001111g of him,
and the general ip 9sion now prevails
that he hies left the Country. Ills elle
and son returnee to this solace, where
the latter found the following note,
written In hie latlier'e handwriting, on
his slate.
"Me Sox WALKER lien you see this
your father will be fer avvay. Live for
yourself, yourself alone, for when you
begirt to work for others they will at
once begin to work agetinst you.
Your father, leeNISST HAS V.' •
Ills wife seems to be satisfied that he
has gone to return no more, sine has ite
cordingly set about saving what she
can out of the sinsll property left to her.
31eaewhile the insestigation of the
books et the bank have been slowly pro-
gressing and, though nothing defliiite
as to their coutliterai can be determined
until this le completed, there have been
false entries discovered which lead the
accountant to believe that there will be
a shortage on it field Israelite of ateout
eight oes ten thousanti dollars, which
willeitsout cover the surplus.
A stretitioue effort has Wen made; to
keep these facts from the public, and
even now they %sill be a great surprise
to many at this place. Easy's tiletory,
or eo mush of it as is ktiown, la not 1m-
in:eremites. He is a native ()I Zurich,
switzerlawl, trom %%hien place he land-
ed lai New York about twelve years ago.
Ile lied but little money and sought and
obtaineu employarecie in a factory, and
after eorking at this a short while,
cattle South. A farmer 'rained Hilde-
brand Met hint tremping irein Nseti-
%tulle to Springtle'd. eied employed him
as a farm hand, Alter working on the
farm a sear tie eutered into partnership
with another farmer in a vinyard enter-
prise which he abandoned after a year
and took a poeition as book-keeper for
a firm doing a general nierehandise bus-
iness at Logan Mdls. At the Hid of
two years this firm failed, and, being
thrown out of employment, he taught
common school tor a short time. In the
meantime he lihd attracted the Rttellt1011
111' tile Gutsiness Men of the collilli ty
raid watt noted tor his high moral char-
acter and integrity. When the bank of
Adairville was ergettized lseil he ap-
pliel for and obtained a position as
,•ierk, mid in two yeare oticeeetled W.
Ray bum as cashier. Ile Was III
many respe(•ts a remarkable man, high-
ly eillicated, an acconsplislied
and scholar and possessed lie a marked
degree the manner., and tastes of a welt-
ered gentleman. In 1879 Ile married
the daughter of Sterling I isvis, a well-
to-do farmer living near this place, by
whotn he had otie the son above
referred to. It Is generally believed
here that he has reterned to Switzer-
lend and that the shortage at the batik
Was squandered hy him during the




sick-headache, ilepression of spirits, and
want of ambition are es niptoms of a
',Waged liver. 'flee lungs, atoniach,
and bowels are all in isympathe. lefe
is only death. Dr. Pierce'a "Golden
Medical Distovery'l-mete upon the tor-
pie liver, and effectually removes all
these difficulties lied disorders. Nerv-
ous feeling+, gloomy forebodings, and
irritability of teniper all disappear.
We never knew of anybody that was
hurt loy• a ripe watermeloe and never
SAW any body that could 'Mint Otte any
eersen who was willing to Pay that lie
ever knew or heard tiny one remerk teat
he knew of a person being cognizatit of
any Orie's bellig harnied he it ripe water-
melon -Springfield Union.
A Sure and Perfect Care.
Mr. .1. I). Ayers, I.ittle itewk, Ark ,
writes: "My wile and child were :ti-
nkled eith raid fever from A !l-
isted to December, in 1 -se14. Nothing I
could get did them any good until I ob-
tained a bottle of Iiiighes"lemic. They
used three bottles and have not lead a
chill since. etrn thoroughly convinced
of the value of the mediei Ile anti eon-
skier it a sure tied perfect cure for chills
end fever.
Prepared by R. A. Robinson Jt Co.,
Wholeeale Druggiete, Louisville, Ky.
Sold at retail toy druggists, generally.
• ese.--
A ni4410 setae!. went to sleep and
fell out of a steond-stiory witidoe. 'I lie
crowd set him mean,' airegiy Ins; a few
'so be said lie telt a oet of sot toe
Mat Wart all, ited Made a Ash for a re-
freishment booth, %here he got SOilie•
thing with a stick in It. Comma-oat
calm wasn't it?.
Malty have !well brought fe)1111 Ilea
door to new life, by juilleious ural 111
eseem--.
ceatomer-Mr. Elnetein, how long
haveyou had that istock? Thio (mat
smells musty.
Mr. Einstein-Jacob, mein sone, you
joost Achille]: dot goat.
Jacob-Mein fader, I no schniells tied-
Ingle
Eineteln-Dere vas no musty in
knows, dOes mein sone.
You yowl eno donbt dem nose.-The
Earth.
•
If anything will benellt anybody In
any disease, that thing is Pe-ru-na. Try
it.
FORTIL TINDERS.
The Luck of Nome New Orleans Men itt
the June Drawing of the Louisiana
Slate Lottery.
About noon on Wednesday three tie ti
stepped in the private office of The
Louisiana State Lottery Company, and
their smiting facea betrayed their er-
rand. Tette* were John W. Tetley, ail
eiogineer, Aged Charles 10111 J01111
Ma rin, Watchnien, all three at present
Government employ, the latter on
board the Celine! *tato' Government
boat Generel Newton, raid Teeny is the
eligiiieer of the Ruby, the boate now ly-
lug neer the Exposition grounds, pre
leering lor a trip to the Atilt:41day*.
Iletinie lied a tWelifieth of the tweet
hicli woe the $300,000 prize, relied up
vereleeely twos eesi his lingers. Ile
selitrilic melted it out oil the table, anti
•"eliere it le boys; we've got it."
"You see," said Dellitis, thie le a
'combine.' We each buy a ticket every
month, form a pool, and divide the
prothe. We have been buying tickets
tor several years, and at last we struck
it."
"It was this ticket that did tie busl-
liege," said 'fenny. "Sitwell and I
nought ours, but Deenls did not have a
chance to go down town. lie filially
asked a friend ot his to bring him up a
dollar ticket. Dennis got his dollar
ticket and putt it in ltie pool. I thought
eco more ol it until the morning atter
t drawing. I had the blitee, bet when
t saw the Picas tine-you can guess the
rest. There on top of the column were
the figures 52,749, anti oppoeite them
the $300,00U. 'emit is our 'mintier, raid
so Dennis, Moran and I told the hoes
that we bad iniportant bueinees down
town, and here we are."
"What are you going to do with the
[money ?" asked the reporter."
tenths is ineontidence. We intend to
deplete our finances considerably by
having a good time, and after that we
may go leack to work just the saute as
ever. In fact, we may HOC (Olt work
at all."
Just then a check for the money they
had won was brought to and the
trio departed rejuicieg. Dennis ie front
county Clare, Detain', 3e years of age,
has been in America settee childhood.
and in New Orleans fur five years.
One ot the first liabite he acquired was
to buy a lottery ticket motobily, and
now he is glad lie did it. Morrell le an
Orleanian este! and born. Teeny is
from North Carolina, and Kaye it is the
first time lie Ilse had his name in the
papers. All three ere unmarried, anti
jolly west tellows.
'lee little office had not long been va-
eated e hen in canie another caller. It
was letter-carrier 1'. J. Mooney without
his nether's. elooney had found his
luck at last and lie towel it with a dollar
ticket in the Juue untie flog of The Lou-
beam" State Lottery Complies. He is a
native of New Orleans. 27 years ef age,
is nierried, atie lives eith his family at
420 leretifiese street. ISSI Poratiesst-
er bier:ham. appointed him to carte
tune raid he eas retaiiied tinder the
Democratic raltiiiiiietratiou.
eloolley did not believe witch lot-
tery. Ile bought (me ticket tor a (foliar
and won nothieg. This emitiritied his
belief (Jr nether lack ot it. A few days
before the Julie dra ing he determined
to try agate; anioug the live ticket., lie
bought was one bearing the magic fig-
ures, 52,7-19. They were magic to Lim
tor they opened the gates ot tortuee ii a
day and :nude hien comparable ly a rich
blouney ['wield hie tickets two
days before tile diet ing, and when lie
saw the Picas tine ori Wednesday morn-
ing les joy can eel! be itteigowd-No.
52 749 had won the 1130o.000
Mooney ftee lie Will ilieteit tile iiiimey
and carry his mail bag se itti a lighter
heart.
There were no other cepital prize
holders who called that day. the other
frections beieg held in dietallt parts of
the country, but the reception of smaller
holders continued mite the doors were
elostsetickete were prt seated raid cashed
and dot:Julie drawing had been a lucky
mie for tualis. No matter in what
motel the cooler' e, they all departed
La:, Picayune,
Working People
are olten too ill to labor, but they
haven't time to take medicine and lay
off. Simmons Liver Regulator can be
taken without causing any loss of time,
and the sperm will be built up and in-
vigorated by it. It has no equal as a
preparatory medicine, and can be safely
used when a doctor centiot be called in
In all v0111111011 diewases it will, unaselet-
ed by any other &eine, effect a se ly
cure, Only genuine by B. Garner
AL WS.
A uoneettiy hes been formed hi Pieta.
delphie Red divers are now at work tor
the purpose of recovering the treasure
lost with a Britiali privateer in the Del-
aware river in 179e. This treasure Is al-
leged to have amounted to $9,00U,000.
Old divers have no confidence in its re-
covery.
Talmage east; that lie wouldn't give
much for a Clorietien convert who didn't
take a bete and have Isis hair cut the
tirst thing atter he felt the riew spirit
moving. When the Set vation Army
hears what the great Oracle has said
they is ill immediately add to their al-
ready over.crowded list of songs, the
one entitled "Chippy Get Your Hair
Cut."-Peck's Sun.
Dr. Willis F. Westmoreland, of Geor-
gia, has isolated State Senater Jamee M.
Sitiith as a coward fur refueling to re-
spond to a challenge to tight a duel.
Tlw affair 1101. M talent Ile ramming
features. Westmoreland dem:elided sat-
ielection from smith ten inonthes after
the commie:ion of al, alleged offeese and
die latter demanded that he be greeted
the same length ot time itt which to re-
spond to the challenge. Refueing
anal% er, Weratuorelaild posted hie mall.
Years ago-eome say forty, others
thirty-a yoUng girl Walt in the act ot
phicieg a white pitcher on a post which
Stands near the South Carolina railway,
tive miles from Aiken when she was
struck dead by lighteing. eirer since
this tragic occurrence the white pitcher
has remained on the post, safe by super-
stition from the touch of negroes, WI10
believe that the arm which touches it
will be paralyzed. Storms and cyclones
raid earthquekes have not displaced it,
although tile post which holds it is fast
crumbling with decay.
It turns out just as expected in the
Bacon defalcation. The Lioverunient
will not recover a cent from the bonds-
men. They make the point that (hey
are not responeible for the readopts. it is
alleged, that hid accounts have not been
audited for some years. When the dis-
tributing clerk of the Post-office De-
partment., Mr. Burnaide, made way with
so much Government money, it wins
diteovertel that% this Was possible be-
cause hie account,. haol 'lot been audited
for a protrected period. [lie bondsmen
declined to pay.
Mr. W.-0. Bradley opoke at Richmond
Monday and was effectively reel mewled
to lay Gov. eletreary, the disicuesion
growing somewhat peremial in its na-
ture. Mr. Beetles- stated that he had
heard that Gov. AleCreary, who was a
Coittederate soldier, load served on the
Union peueral N11[10011'1 staff at the
?tattle of Richmond. McCreary de-
nounced the stauenent as a lie. Brad-
ley made the charge while smarting un-
der the. statement that he shad held of-
fice in Garrard casualty as a I itonewritt,
though he now has mithilig Mit &lien-
cia Him eor that party.
Ilow a Colored Boy Became Bich.
Tlw holder of one tenth of ticket 23,-
s99-the second capital prize in the April
(Irawleg of the lenelsiaea State Lettere
of 00,000--lias received his $5,000, d
our readers weld,' perhaps like to know
that Clifford J. Tvieedy is a likely col-
ored boy, twenty-two years of age rais-
ed hy Mr. Heery T. Peay, and getting
$5 per mouth. Ila deposited 44,000
the Georgia Railroad Bank end ilisvideil
a portion of the rest amongst hits poer
colored relations. Ile did not forso t
eir. l'eay, to whom lie gave fifty dol-
lars. Ile said that he had a ticket reg-
irlarly for the last fifteen months, and it
was the tifteenth dollar that did the
work.-Augusta (Ga.) Chronicle.
Speaking of the boom iti Southern
California, * 5*craniente gentleman
odd that lie attended a ball a rew nights
ago at Puente, and while waltzing e ith
a some( lady she sold him two town
lots, which she assured hint were chertn-
ing bits of property and cheap. lie
found that one was covered with water
atod the ether is as a pile of rocks.-Ex-
change.
"Let us iline together," said the tie-
tive king to tlie miselonary.
"With great pleasure," replied the
good man, "hut I must be host."
"I have planned It differently," said
the king with a bleak light iti lila eye;
"you shall be tile dinner."-Natal
• els--
Mrs. I.angtry has announced her de-
termination to make San .Franeisco her
house, preliminary, It le supposed, to
bringing a (mit for divorce after a six
mouths' residence, the period necersary
under the law.
Attendastee at L isolon Cheerless.
tli;rt•felte. in the habits of English
and Americateeloure!I goers receives fresh
illustration front a table recently pub-
lished. which incidentally premeds set-
tastier, of the attendance at morning tutil
evtniine serviee in about a dozen im-
pertent leteden parish chun•hes. In
many pares to(' Cas country,
We say Coe city of New York may
be included, tlw question of -Hit. :second
sersiet." Lae license. a grave one, the
people wreathe; to be satisfied it I attend-
ance at the principal teervice et half paia
ten or eleveu o'clock tie. morning.
What to do :about the eve g sees-Weis
a matter 'of coestant study anitee,s clergy-
men It ineny different dent, Menet. as
appear, from friNuent inapariest and hints
and en .est ions on the suloject ill the re-
ligiotta itewsisetere Ilany devotees are
prolteetel ari.t.larting evening conga-ea-
teens: bentione -tepies of the time.-
short screens, or Cit. oppoeite plan of
savinf,-, the tourer:eel more cloliocr.te ger-
m:ma tdita Lie evening, "eervices
ming," making tie. seets free in the even-
ing-all marts of plaits are proixesed ati
profueely that the tlifiiculty must be per-
sistent atel witless-weed.
We have compuuel from the English
table the total uttelii lance on morning and
evening see-sive at the churches earned,
and we 1111,1 the ever:tee %sleet. number
present in tht-e. !Set chine-lee at the
uelia morning eerie(' s to be 7.850 pertain's,
but at the evening cervice the average
total attendance is 9,600, or an eXCetilt of
guise '22 per mit. Nor is this excess
owing to one or two instances, dereonding
perhaps on sieve:al circumstances; it pre-
vails regularly throughout the list, with
the singe. eeception of a t•hurch which
returns the muite total of morning mod
evening attendances. The table not
constructed to simw ehis congeal-item; its
purpuse would be us:affected if the pro-
portions were reverses o; so that the neults
which it yields ton leng morning and
evening church goers are not to bo sus-
pected as arising froui arbitrary selection
of ease made to prove a point, but may
be ta.ken as fairly representative of Lon-
don custom.-New York Evening Post.
How to Modify the Climate.
Mr. John C. tloodridge, Jr., lens sug-
gested a project for modifying the cli-
mate of the Atlantic coast by cloeing the
strait of Belle bee, and advances the
theory that this :scheme is ft.:nettle ne a
problem in physical geography eapable
of an engineering solution. Ile argues
that it is ellown by charts that the egtmt
body of the "cold wall" comee to ue
through that steak. Newfoundland des
fleets the remainder sof the Arctic current
to the moutheast. Here, presrang againet
the gulf stream. it veers southward ire
the form of a loop, and finally, running
under it, goes on toward the equator.
That part of the gulf str(sam that pamiee
our shores has a course directly north
and a little west, le deflected slightlY
toward the east by the &exists of Soutii
and of North Cart:line. and thence turns
more to the north again, when it is dee
fleeted by the cote current returning
from the peat..
When this rold current is of lee!
strength. as in Augnet and September.
the gulf stream coulee within ten neles
of Barnegat: at otlwr times it is distant
120 milee changing with the amount of
tlw cold current and the wind. If c-
lued not the cold wall between our shone
ane the gulf stream, it is fair to presume
that we eliould have a teem stonily (erase,
as the juxtaposition of thesetwocurreete
with their difference in temperetaue,
must, from that eircennetensee, told te
an unstable condition of atmospheric
equilibrium. Our cold northwest win&
would then sweep to the north of us aise
become westerly mid leen thwesteret
winds.-I'opular Science, Ifouthly.
Methods of Skill' Destructioner\
"What !Melee' of suicide is most pop-
ular?"
"Shooting. Out of 1,600 suicides in
the United States during a recent year,
there were 531 cases of shooting, 310 of
poisoning, 275 hanging. 155 cutting
throat, 137 by drownires. Beside these,
37 persens killed thenieelves by jumping
from or standing in front of moving
railway trains, 25 by cutting arteries. 18
by jtunping from heights, 11 be• stabbing.
8 by burning and 1 each by ecaltling and
starving. It is a reinarkatet.. fact that
two-thirds of the self murders are com-
mitted in broad daylight. Statistics of
suicide by hanging, for example, show
that the maximum of such cases occur
between 6 and 8 o'clock in the morning,
the number decreases slightly till noon,
and then drops+ suddenly to theisilnimum;
there being 123 ca.ses between 10 and 19,
against only 32 between 12 and 2 o'clock.
The number rises in the afternoon to 104
oases between 4 and 6. dropping to an
average of about 35 an hour during the
night, the leaet nunestor being between 4
and 6 in the morning. We here clearly
Dee the marked influence of the midday
meal and the midnight isleep in leveling
the mental tone, and alms the depreseien
of the morning and afternoon at the, Imes
soect of Another day or aighvetinisery."
-Ch cago dlerald.
Chew Type is Made.
It utkes great deal of work se, esatse
type leetory letter has to he handled by
live perheitie after it is cast. The first
thing llone is cutting the letter on the
end of a fine piece of steel forneng a
punch. iv punch is itriven into a ioiece
of 'whetted evolver, which ruakte the
matrix. The matrix for the face of the
letter and the mold for the body of tlw
type art. put into the te-pe reeding ma-
chine, fed with 'meites1 metal. and the
letters ano turned out one at a time. drop-
ping from the machine like the ticking of
a watch. A great demi of work is ex-
unlined under a tincroseope. and the de-
fective ones are rejectis1.-Atlanta t'on-
stitution.
Concerning Omens.
.tniong the neggoes the nexceng ilove
auxins to save man'et soul. To kill one of
these does s is a sign of death, but more
frequent!, of the death of a child. A
buzzard el a crow on a housetop is be-
lieved by the same people to be an in-
variable sign of death or disaster; a visit
at the door from a rooster, the appr(sach-
ing visit of a friend; the noise of the
screeching ow-1 or -shivering" owl is a
lead emen of many interpretations; while
if the common owl hoots on your right
good luck will follow, but bad luck
should ho take up les pasition on the left
and hoot therefroni.-New Orleans
Timm-Democrat.
She the Idol of my Heart.
Well, then, why ilon't you do some-
thing to bring back the roses to her
cheeks, and the light to her eyes? Don't
you see she is suffering from nervous
debility, the result of female weakness?
A bottle of- Dr. liarter's Iron Tonic
will brighten those pale cheeks and send
new lifeehrorigh that waeted form.
you love her take heed.
lire. Grover Cleveland has twee elect-
ed a member of the Board of Trieste-eft
of W Female College, Aurora, N. Y.
tram t he Artist Who Took 14.
Hoffman's Photograph.
irkory, N. C.
I ',end vou toelay half itozen photogrei
G Huffman, of C .er, N. C., rind 1 lutist
say that tour intelicine has eerie woneers for
Mr. 11.4mati. It Seettis like raheng tha desd
to life; he looks fat and hearty now. and they
tell me when lie commeneed your metheine lie
wao mitning hut "kin end bones. The wire on
his breast ie healed over. nnti you can nee the
ehe on the forehead in Ile:11111g front the top
he was at his worst, but I leitild not leave
tebli it hail been so that I r In1.1 have taken it
y mace. and lie levee some dietance from Isere.
'nun reepectfelle, .5. Mel eroille
man, G Hollinen„ has rieen hy the uee
of tio.iinip , II. It. II.) to hid present
weuderfnlly improved condition. In a short
time bib amenities forehead will be fully healed,
Slut he will stead a monument of humanity
raised from the verge tit death Few ',cretins
ever recover front sueh a le w state. being on a
'lying bed from that fell etuaroyer. Mosel ihneon.
with the bones of his forehead rottel and taken
oet. er the diseeirs, and gl OUt
to 111e . From sem reel lone., wrecked liy 'Meet
1.0 Iteelth snit isound emili, Is the work of
lt, B. It
Not many tooth desperate elves may lie found,
but when they aro t he v not thispair of re-
covery, as 111, B. It will cure them.
When this niediel nit can eure 11111•11 nxtrejne
cases, is It not reaeonalile that it will cure air
COWS of Motet poison ef hese violettee, es it has
dune In thoustuels of tustslIcesi
The Mayot and Doctors of Conover
will verify the owful condition Ism'





This powder never varies. A marvel of pun-
y. strength anti wholesomeneste Mere Imo:mill-
lea' than the ordinary kinds, and cannot Ise euld
in coinpetititin ith the multitude of ow test.
short weight alum or phiispbate powders. &Id
may is coal. Koe•t. BA11110 PoWliga CO , 106
Wall street. N. Y.




()See-Up steles. opting! te the Court-bottle.
No. 4
Farm, emitatning 146 acres of land, situated 6
mile* west of Hopkineville, Ky., nem Princeton
road. There is a email dwelling house to.in it
land is of fine quality. about sseleareti. A
good I•argain can be otosiuist in the purchase
of this land. Price $1,400. • forms. %castle eel-
ance in 1 and 2 yeart, ith interest on deferred
payments.
No. 7.
l..ot for Sale, containing acre, east of rail-
read and north of Mild to fair grounds. It is •
cheap lot for some one eeeiring a home ill Hop-
• ille. Price 1110.00.
No. 12.
Farm for sale, containing about 275 &erre oil
land, sititAted on the old Canton road. six miles
from llopkinsville. The lautl is of good quality
tool grows tobare0. corn, wheat. clover and
gravies freely. The dwelling is not in very
gool repuir, but with a little expenditure of
money it rental be made quite remfortable.
There is a good liar'n and stable besides other
improvernentis on the place, Any one desiring
a good farm coula secure a good bargain by
purchasing this tract of land. Terms and price
reasonable.
No. IS.
House and lot in liopkinsville, situated on
auseellville street. •rhe house is a large and
cominoditius one, bat log 9 roseate with kitchen.
servant's room, and all necemary out-build-
ings. There is a good new stable on the place
that will accommodate V head of bonus, a
good carriage or buggy house, a good cistern,
,kr. There are acres of ground its the lot, and
upon it are over 600 peach, pear and apple trees
in full bearing. Thy 'ovation is healthy suit the
property is very desirable in every respect.
No. 14.
Lot in city of Hopkiniville, Northwest (-comer
of Jaekson and Elm ferrets, in Jestipei aililition
to said city. Lot fronts on Jacksion street 416
feet and runs bark 111U feet to a le ft. •Iley.
Lies beautifully smi is well drained from front
to back. Price
A splendid resitleneNvoi:MaNaali v street, this
city, not far from Main, with h good rooms, all
of which are in excellent condition. Beside/.
this there are a servants roam, kitchen, stable,
coal house, and in fart All neeeisaary °Mimed -
tags. A reel cellar and cistern and quite a
number of fruit treee in hearing. Any person
wanting a good home should see this one. Price
and term. reasonable.
No. Id
Farm, of.134 acres of land near Oarrettaburg,
Chrbillsan county'. Ky., with 110 sere, cleared end
balance in timber. The farm is located
within le Mites 4,1' the depot of the I. A. d T. Rail-
road which will penetrate the Southern part of
the comity, and is also lie-alevl within of
churches and a ...Mee-house. There is good
dwelling with 5 good rooms. a nee atatile that trill
shelter 1/1 head of Stock. and all other neeessary
outbieldings on the place; &Iwo • barn that will
house ID sere•i•f tobacco. 40 acres of the land are
In clover. Terms and oriee reasonable.
No. I.
A good house and lot for sale In the city of ft op-
!chiseller with three good rooms, kitchen, servants
room. cistern, stable, drc„ with lit acre it( land, Nitu•
ated oti Drown street.' ls an excellent home
and a good bargain is In stere for Kane Due.
No. 19.
A farm for sale of 33 acres situated near the
suburbs of littrreitsburg, this county, Is ith
gast, roomy residence and all nereesary out-
buielinge. The soil is of exeellent quality.
A lso store house; and tobacco factory in Gar-
rettsburg.
No. 10.
A good business 110Utie oa Ruasellville street,
within I-3 square of Main, fur vale or rent. The
honer lies a targe store room with a nouple of
ream good for °Meets or bed rooms, above.
No. 21.
House and lot for gale in the city of Hopkine-
vele and in the southern portion thereof. Lot
containing le of an sere. Nice frame dwelliag,
with S good rooms and hell, kitchen, servitors
room and all neceesary uutbuildi lige A good cis-
tern with plenty of goo:;ow.axter lu It. Price, WM.
Farm for sale In thle county 4 or 6 miles from
liopkineville and 1 mile from Prittoetoo pile. of
#4 merges:, or 7u scree ef the laud Is clearod,balance
In tine amber. 'IChere is a frame house ou same
with 3 large pud einutortabie rooms, hitchers,
servant's room. *toed stable, barn. de. The land-
w grow *held, toblicce. tiOrti and g ram ti splendid
ly. Here is a good bargain fur sum• one. Price
and terms reasonable.
N 0. Me
• good and desirable atere-house. situeted at
statiou, and In SU or Sn feet .if the st. louts
and hi. E. K. K. The bonding is • frame one. 11010
feet. with two g,mit family rooms over same.
There 'see of an acre In the lot and the store-hense
Is admirably adopted for the dr) gAods or grocery
business. •pply ow for price, terms Ike.
No. V.
A INIUM and lot for sale in the city of Hopkins-
% ill., on Jesup .A venue; there is e. of grouse!
attecheil. NoUot• 11:LA dye good rimms, stable,
with 4 -tall. ate! left, a past istern, coal house
anti all neereeary otit honer*. There ie aloe •
good elank fence angina the preintees. Price
Anil terms neseunable.
Mo. 3.
House and tot on Jesup Avenue. in city of
lloplineville. The dwellieg ha. live good
rooms, coal hotter and other good and neesatare
out building., sine also a good plank fence
entitle) same. There is et. acre of erou nil at-
tached. Price and terms reasonable.
No. 119.
Farm of 114 acres for sale, in the neighbor-
hoel Metieherei store, Christian county,
Ky., on Lertilean epringe iie acre* of the
1/11)11 elealre.1 and in peel state of (mines-
poll. balance In timber, tin.ler goof (race.
There a dwelling home. with twit retinue mid
hall; crib, emoke excellegt
chiteru. plenty of fruit trees, a gime ineyaed
with choice grapes; conTenient GO schOtvls.
Churcht•e tool mot edliee, rote in good ileighbor-
hood Terme and price reasonable.
No. W.
Farm for sale, situate.' in this county, within
S mile* of t rofton, containing about 876 acres.
A greater portion of ties land is cleared and in
an eecelletit state of Milli valion, the balance is
in line timber. There is on the place a drist-rate
dwelling with 6 goo' anti comfortable roums,
earns. *table en all other noceeeary out-
houhes There Is also ou the premisies a young
aud vigoroue orchard, bearing the laLeat and
beet varieties' of peacheteeapples. pears Ac.
Churchea, schools and poet onise are la easy
reach of the place. Priee and terms retthonable.
No. SI.
House and lot for sale just outside the corpor-
ate limits of the l'Ity of ilopkinsville, bet ween
Wood.* mill and the railroad. There is au acre
of ground attacheti, g00•1 frame cottage and
eaten on the premises. Property rents for 118
per month. Price and terms reaaonable.
No. 36:
Farm fors le situated about 6 in des uortheast
of the city of Hoek insville, on the middle fork
of Little river, containing MO Scree. 75 acree
of this land is cleared, in extraordi-
narily anetimeer. This land is in excellent
eondition for cultivation. every foot of it being
suitable to the growth of wheat. tobacoo, corn,
anti graeties. There is plenty of drinking and
stock water on the plaee, There three (5.• good,
never-failing geeing.. an.I etreame. There IN
also a small orehare of select fruit already In
bearing, strawberries. resplreMese lc- There
is a good dolible story log house, cabin, k Meier
good stable, barns de., on the eremitism. Term.
and price reasonable.
No. V. •
Property for sale at Kelly's 'nation. Chrietian
comity, Ky. const•eng of 4 scree of ground, log
building with th feet nem*. peewees. and 2 shed
novas, good cietern There are also 011 the prem-
ise. quite • unlit tier of fruit trees already lu beer-
ing. Price low and terms reasonable.
No. I.
troperty for sate enneisting of 'wiener gesund
uated at Kelly's Station. Chrlatian county, Ky.
Tbere is a g•ssl hig building it. stories high, within
in yards of deteit. here Is • goisl well on the
place. 'Ube property Is on the I.. it N. h. It.
No. 39.
Properey for sale at Station. Chrlstian
county. Ky. on the L. N. ft., s. acre of grouud
web box hOure atilt Recite feet rooms.
Nu. 40.
Property for sale at Kelly's etatlen, Christiau
county. ky.. 011 R. R. There aro aer, a of
ground. cottage building wit,' !, rooms. front arid
Mee, porrh, lathed, plastereel and nicely papered
goof cistern, etc. AR flue fruit tree. In good bear-
lug.
eroperty at Kelly's siNtaot.1401d, Christimi county.
Ky.. le acres of land lying near depot. tiood log
Cabin Ott the elae...e.
No. 43.
Farm for PAIW.-Traet of 170 acres. in this
rum nly, m lee northeast of HopkIneville, sit
uated iminedietely on the Greenville road
seventy-five acme of this land are in timber,
and halftime cleared and in an exeellent state
of vide vation. There as a double log cabin Mx
SU ft. etory und a half high, on the place, kitcn •
neand all neceeestry outbuildinge. There are
&Ivo goiel barns. blacksmith phut', good spring
of never failing eater and an abunt'ance of
.ealt water. ri sio eight rvree in ....hard te
pe yeti, mitille phi rind cheer trees. Price and
term* eateonable.
Nn. 41.
Farm, Situated 7 miles' west nf Hopkinsville.
et tu. alt?,et ‘f"ritinr:T.I.A2uldulT "R..i,nneonwd oi nf
construction. Contains St10 mere of land, 18U
elearteelialsoce in timber; tif the chewed land
100 acres is in clover and ;trees, balance in good
state of cultivation. Improvemente consost .1
comfortable welling of 6 room., kitchen, smoke
himee. ice Louge. carriage Mimic, •nit other nec-
essary outbuilding.. a peel bare. cietern. int
stable for 16 or 20 head of stock. /I new cri I, web
6 or eight head of coWs al tarhol. Tbeee staeles I
been len and %Meting mom and cow stable 10,
have large, roomy lofts, stifiliteent hole 15 ton '
of hay, one log awl 4 frame marine. the
latter a ith le story alsive eaeh Old orcheril
In bearing aud young orrhar•I of lue select trees
now set 3 years. Pieta% of stock water and Ss
elteellent neighborhood. Terms easy. Apply
to John W. Payne, or C. L. Dade on premises.
No. 45.
Contains Mee acres, all (Haber, met lire on the
Sinking York. adjoining Me farina ofelire. John
anti Mark McCarty, is all good :awl isott wet be
separately or in seninection witli above.
Tale parcel of Me. acres is pitrt of the .isu trate
Mentioned in nhote number alpt tie gm.
es a part ol biome, but if not everted as a part ei
rtos 1.0l101. tract, chn and will be wild euparetely.
A pple to 'lobo w. cars', or c.f.. Dade on
eremitism'.
No. lif
Farm of 220 acres for sale, Situated in Chi's
teen ee„„ty. eles num. eeeet of Hope Ito vier, ot.
the l•rincettin pike, %eh frame I-story- build-
rzr, like]
is a tenement honee vrithin a e.e mile of the
former (me &ad on the same plare. There is an
eee
excellest ham SHIN feet welt *pima and limb -
le abed on the premises. A creek rem tl eough
ibe place and affords c.:,e-llent stuck wit. •
during the entire year, ebe a never tale=
spring which furnishes orisking water
acres are cleared, balance no line limb, lin
acres bare been in closer fur 3 years ar wa -
broken up this fall. This one of e heel
tracts of land lu the county, every Loot of use
soil beim! rich and fertile aed well Ada, tab tr
tbeg rewth of tobaceo. corn sad wheat. A s ex
cellent bargath can be secured here. Pr're am,
terms reaueiable.
No. 4
Farm fur thle. cositetiting gle aeree of laud,
situateel an the southern portien ihe 1-ou•ty
au the Nee 'stead neighborhood, sib tiouttie tog
house with rooms, lotcben. stable,
barn, cistern, spring. This land extrude dose
Little slyer. There is abet a good pond ou the
place. Also quite • variety of fruit trees now
in bearing. About SOO &tree of the lane are
cksaret. balance In Sae nester. Thu lead i•
etch lied well adapted to the growth of tobacco.
corn ituil wheat. Prier and tame readmaide.
No. de.
Farm for sale of lie acres} situated in
south Chemises county, the ?tensile-ad
oeighborhoel. with ilwellieg 6(6 guod remiss. II
ralons, smoke lsoUse, eXeellent Stablina and
ere*, a large aail cossilmo4boes barn. ?bare are
&leo dne ash ponds on Me premised, a peel,
never-failial spring, which affords a natural
dairy house, aleo large cistern. About ihu
acres of this land is in celtivaties, balance is
One timber. The land is peculiarly adapted to
the produceion of blames wheat am; ours. A
Larvae eau be lizialLitemptiredion• si aft tram,
Pries aad terms
No.141.
Farm forsale, situated is Christum erienty,
Ky., about I miles from Hopkiseville, is the
Newsteed vicinit). eeetaining Macre* of lame,
all of which is cleared land. There is • good
cistern and as abundance of stuck water on
the farm. There is a frame Willi= wok two
rooms oe the premises; also a barn, ine
house /Lc. Also a young pear and "Rik or-
chard now in bearing. Tbe seighborbood is
which this lead Is located is a vedette. Oohed.
and entireties convenient. A good Mill withis
lee miles of the elm*. The productive quality
of tbe land is exceptionebly good. Price and
terms reasonable
No. 62.
Farm of 1S1 acres situated near Newsiest' 111
Christian count) K v., with a sonifortable MOIL-
te log cabin, good bare and all weeemary out-
buildings on,tbit place, also a good well, stork
pond, and the lane cleared. This place is
within eie moms of the I. A T. R. R. land of
excellent quality,
No U
Vann of 180 acres situated near Newstead
Christian eounty, Ky. within 11 miles of Hop -
Itinerate and le, aeles'of the I. A. It T le k.
There are t wosood log cab' ns. the place, also
barn. etables, Me , IS acres clearest balanee
toe timber land rich and productive.
No M.
Fans tor sale, eestaMing 126 maxim situated
is tee vicinity of Bainbridge, Clientian county.
Ky„ On Lite Ca111Z and MittlisonVille road. 711
acres cleared, lialanoe in peel timber. There
is a goal double log houne wtth four !MOMS Mid
hall, • large sheilded earn. etable, eaten. two
greet ispring. and a fine apple orchard oo the
plows. This is cheap add will be @add On easy
terms.
FARM FOR SALE -Consisting of 2S acres
of land situated us Kesselt•ille pile. one mile
east of the city of itopkinsviiie. There us on
the land a large log weather-boarviel hosier, 3
storiee, anti 7 omfertable omens; 9 Nee rellar.;
Coo gotel stable. nervante. Meuse anti ogee;
spring of never-failing water; Is acres
•nd euUln Ise es:myrrh-ft foto exeellent building
lote; balance in timber A •aluabie place for
some one who desires a good latiww near city
llin
Sail &CRS & CO,
Respertfolit in•ite sba•ing public totheir
Tonsorial Parlor!






Done in the very bestatyie. •ssisted B
J 'nee and I. H. Jones. All
Petite and Skillful learhers.
Don't forget the plane.
7th street wiesinivie Express °See
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
•••••••••••••••••••1
.1•9 A. Yormo.M.D. Jiro. A. brim.'" D.
DRS. YOUNG & GUNN•
HOMCEOPATHISTS,
110eKINS% I 1,1.K. K1'







Offers his professional services to the people of
Hopkins•ille and •icialty
iffer-O•ce over Plasters Bask.Mais et
W. M. FUQUA, M. D.,
Physician and Surgeon,
Horeuesvitue, KIENTt7CIET.




- - roan. k y.
Oat* ova hi. rrastel &sasei.
A TTOIBN MTS..
JOHN rat..o4D. JOHN FkLANIeJa.
THE FELANDS,
Attorneys at Law,




ettdxaev and Cc:v=110r at Law
lAtTliae Oyer Planter' Hank,
Ropkininnele, - - - - Ry
_
Ev•msviLLe C•WW111.1•01. DAILY P•caliri•
The Light Draught Mesmer
7' R IsT I 1-7'
J B. THOMPSON .. Manager
11‘ NASH.  Clerk.
Will leave, Rvasisville f Coutaelton daily
except Sunday, at o'clock, a making sure
connectiora with tbe O., R. AN. E. E.
Retnreing, Casiselton daily at 8:35 p
in., Sunday excepted, lied Liwenabore at I p
fleseAT elute AID.
Leaves Evansville  . m. sharp
Leaves Owensboro t  4p. m. sharp
rare 110c. for mune trip os Stanley, but not
responsible for stores purahaari by the seeward.
BY RNLie ets'*ugst, Aglaia
For frelget er passers, si






* 4 0 * „ .
9 0
/ '
0 4* or 3- .1
Within Change cad We *Id Whitt
SHORTEST AND OUICKEST ROUTE
1i-ern St Louie, Evansville aad lituders..•
to dm
SOUTHEAST & SOUTH
TO R-OVG-11 CoACHICS from above tOlase to
Nashville and ehattanooga, snaking direct eon
welters. with
P1.111 7' &lace Cara
For .11thints, Ssystiusk, NM01:1, Jeckeen•ille,
alide,ponieen.ti oarnie ris:rsimad de at Gutbrie and Kase-
•els fer all pdnts
NORTH, EAST, SOUTH WEST
In Penmen Pakee Cisre
E!IGRANTS Seekint "". e'r theHas 91 thi• road win
rec ve special low rates.
ge. Agent. se this egeripany for ratks, roues*,





Thg Fall Term will open on SION DA ee A U
911, 'K. An experienced faeulty, thor-
=„usetructson and terms as beretufere. Forinformation call on or address
J. IV .
Flagaklassliks Y •
,.-- • -..
• e
